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Abstract

Conioint treatment of intimate violence from an

interpersonal perspective is the focus of this practicum

rêport. A review of the literature on the etiology of

intimate violence and the theor j-es of causality and

intervention, the methodology of the treatment program, and

the conditions essential for effectingl safe and efficient

treatment are provided. The application, evaluation, and

ou,teome of therapy conducted on six couples are discussed.

The cessation of violent behaviour was achieved by means of

conjoint therapy, although for some couples relational

diffíeulties mey have remaj.ned. Recommendations for

improvement of this treatment packãge are offered.
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Chapter I

Introduct ion

Violence in the intimate relationship has been

identified in the last tç¡o decades as a problem of great

proportions that knoç¡s no singLe social, cultura1,

relational, or psychological factor. It is a multí-faceted
problem requiring special attention and a strong knowledge

base in its understandj-ng. The literature on the etiology

of intimate violence and the theories of causality has

verified that there is no singular conceptual framework nor

intervention modality which is best suited in the cessation

of this problem. The r¡ork of various investigators and

clinicians has supported the view that unilateral and

bilateral approaches to treatment have been effectíve in

stopping the violence within the intimate relationship.

Although divergent vier¿s exist amongst the experts in this

f ieltl ¡¡ho argue that one approach is more suitable than

another, there is little empirical support to these claims.

ThÍs practicum centres upon the conioint treatment of

intimate violence. The vie¡¡ is that viol-ence is

emotionally, psyehologically, and physically destructive to

persons in the intímate relationship. Violence is also

equally destructive to the relationship. At times, a

unilateral approach is the only means by which viol-ence can

be stopped, yet it is believed that when certain conditions



are in place an interpersonaJ- approach can be as equally

effective. It is recognized that ín some situations,
unilateral interventíons combined with an interactional
framework can be an irnportant component of treatment and aid

in a successful therapeutic outcome. The premíse is that
some couples want to maintain the relationship, but stop the

violence. Thus, a conjoint approach to treatment is often

the treatment of choice for soroe couplee. The treatment

program in thís practicum report is an introduction to the

t¡eatment of int,imate violence from an interpersonal
perspective, and those conditions that are essential for
effecting safe and efficient trêatment. As will be

identified in this practicum report, the conjoint trêatment

of intimate violence was offered to a eelect group of

couples.

The obiectives of this praeticun were:

a. to develop an advanced theoretieal and practical

understanding in the assessment and t¡eatment of

couples for ç¡hom vi.olence is the presenting

proble¡¡;

b. to increase clinical knowledge and intervention
skills ín the treatment of intimate violencei

c. to develop advanced clinical wisdom, expertise, and

confidence in the treatnênt of intimate violence;

and



d. to deter¡uine the effectiveness of the treatment of

intimate violence from an interPersonal

perspeetive.

The attempt to meet these obiectives was made by

revíewing the literature on the etiology of intimate

violence and the theories of causality, and by designing and

applying an interpersonal treat¡nent program in a clinicaL

settíng. A total of six couples deemed suitable fo¡

conjoint treatment participated in this treatment program.



Chapter II

Literature Review

Historical Perspective

Sociohistorical explorations of the problem of wífe

abuse provided evidence that ¡¡omen have been dominated,

controlled, feared, and revered by men throughout the ages

(Davidson, 1977; Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Martin, 1983).

Historical accounts of ¡¡omen's status in society and in the

famiLy reflect a position inferior to men. Martin's (1983)

review of the plight of women in history identified that

women were treated as objects of antagonisru by men in every

culture. Women and children were men's property and were

unquestionably disciplined for their or¿n good by l¡hatever

means was deemed necessary. Men were given the power and

legitimated right to demand total obedience of women as

shoç¡n through the laws, customs, and legends of history.

Women have been stoned, mutilated, burned, raped, r¡hipped,

and tortuously murdered by their husbands. Dobash & Dobash

(1979) ascertaÍned that the violence committed against wives

has not been abnormal or deviant behaviour. Rather,

violence has been a normal aspect of the pat¡ia¡chal family

system, sanctioned and promoted by the patriarchal j.deology

inherent in the family and society throughout the ages.

John Stuart Mi11, a nineteenth century British philosophe¡

and advocate of women's rights wrote:



"From the earliest twilight of human society, every

women ... was found in a statê of bondage to so¡De man

... How vast is the number of men, in any great

country, who are litt1e higher than brutes ... The

vilest malefactor has some r¡retched woman tied to him,

against ¡¡hom he can commit any atrocity exeept killing

her - and even that he can do r¡íthout too much danger

of legal penalty" (cited in Davidson, L977, p. 2).

Periodically, r,romen turned to the church or the lar¡ f or
justice, or attëmpted to publicize their horrors and those

of other women. One such woman eras Frances Power Cobbe, a

Victorian feminist. With the help of a few women, she

politically and publíc1y struggled to protect women from

being beaten by their husbands, and to free society from the

root of the problem, its sexist bias (Bauer & Ritt, 1988).

Her crusade successfully brought about amendments in the

1878 Matrimonial Causes Act. This change gave !¡omen the

ríght to obtain separati.on orders and financial- maintenance

in cases ç¡here husbands had been convictad of aggravated

assault (Connors, 1985). Frances Power Cobbe's attempts to

expose the abuse and oppression of womefr, and to free women

from their traditional patriarchal subservient status became

a short lived part of history. Like many of her

predecessors such as John Stuart Mil1 and Mary

l,lollstonecraft, Frances Power Cobbe's opposition to the

distorted relationship between husbands and wives was

bLocked by the strongly entrenched institutional practices



of the patriarchal hierarchy. The prominent leaders in

Western society's hierarchical structure supported the

superiority of men. The patriarchal relationship bet!¡een

husbands and wives "wae deemed natural, sacred and

unBroblematic and such beliefs resulted in long periods of

disregard or denial of the husband's abuses of his economic,

political, and physical power" (Dobash & Dobash,

1979, p. 7).

It is believed that one of the reasong British wives in

the nineteenth century r¡ere dealt with so cruelly at the

hands of their husbands was due to the British Co¡nmon Law

regulation on wifebeating. The "Rule of Thumb" statute,

with its aim to restrict the means by which men discíplined

their wives, gave men the legal right to hit their ¡¡ives

r¡ith a stick no wider that their thumbs; thus, wifebeating

was legalized (Davidson, L977; Hilberman, 1980; Walker,

1986). The British Common Law, through Sir William

Blackstone, a staunch believer in wifebeating, instituted

the doctrine that a husband and wife wer€ one pêrson in the

eyes of the lav¡. Yet, thís tenet made it impossible for

!¡omên to take Iegal action against their husbands, since a

pêrson could not be arrested for beating oneself (Langley &

Levy, 1977). British Common Laçr becarne the origin of

American Law. As Davidson (1977) stated, "With Blackstone

as a guide, Ameríca's first states formed their ç¡ifebeating

laç¡s" (p. 19).



The women's movement of the early 1970s brought about a

reneç¡ed åwareness of the problem of wife abuse. The myth of

the tranquil family home and the happy housewife we¡e

challenged by the etnexgence and political strength of the

women's movement. The rebirth of this social probLem and

the resources created to assist abused women have been

largely attributed to the development of the 1970s women

movement (Tierney, 1982). Public concern, government

interest, and social science inquiry evolved simultaneously

¡¡ith the movement's identification of wìfe abuse as a social-

pro ble m.

The roots of the e¡omen's movement began in 1971 j.n

London, England throughout the colLective activity of a

group of women, concerned about various community problems.

It was through the organized attempts of these women to

change existing sociaL problerns, beginning with rising food

prices, that the abuse endured by many women at the hands of

their husbands was revealed. Chisç¡ick Women's Aid,

initially established in November 1971 as a eommunity centre

for women, became the first shelter for battered women.

Etln Pizzey, one of the founders of the shelter used her

¡nany skills to enhance the public's knowledge about the

sexual and physical oppression of women. Through the

activities of Erin Pizzey and others, British legislators

began to offer some protection to women (Tierney, 1982).

The battered women's movement spread world-¡¡ide, with the

United States and Canada establishing their oun shelters



shortly thereafter. Gilman (19e8), ín her histo¡ical
overview of the Canadian battered women's movement, reported

that two organized shelters were opened to women and their
children in Canada in 19?3. Vancouver ?ransition House and

Interval House in Toronto r.lêre soon follor¡ed by the

establishment of shelters in other Provinces. In 1985 the

National Clearinghouse on E'amíly Violence reported 229

transition houses and shelters for battered women in Canada;

by 1989 there were 292.

The fact that ¡¡omen we¡e abused by thei¡ husbands has

historically remained a strongly denied social problem. The

struggles of influential persons who publicIy, politically,

and lega11y advocated on behalf of r¡omen abused by their
husbands became fleeting moments in history. Prior to the

activities of the 1970 ç¡omen's movement, wife abuse r¿as

seLdom heard about (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Gelles, 1980).

Women who were abused and people with ¡¡hom they confided in
Í¡ere aware that coniugal violence existed. Wife abuse ç¡as

viewed as an individual problem ¡ather than a global one.

The extent and severity of the problem were unknown. Social

scíentists and mental health professionals did not begin to

investigate wife abuse untÍI the 1970s. The family was

thought to be a peaceful , tranquil sanctuary r¡here one woul-d

be protected from the chaos and violence of the outside

t¿o¡Ld. The literature on physical violence in the family

over the past two decades has shaken this attitude causing



it to becomê more of a myth than a reality. Straus and

Lincoln's (1985) preliminary study on nonviolent crimes in
the family revealed that a high rate of nonviolent acts ¡.rere

committed r¡ithin the family. When the rate6 of nonviolent

crime in the famiJ.y were combined with the violent acts of
family members such as those presented in the Straus, Gelles

and Steinmetz (1980) National Survey, crime appears to have

occurred more often in the family than in any other setting
(Straus and Lincoln, 1985). lrlomen and children were at
greater risk of being perpetrated against by another family
member than they are by a stranger (Dobash & Dobash, 19?9;

GeIIes, 1980; Martin, 1983, 1976; Wa1ker, 1984, 1979).

Estimates on the incidence of wife abuse have been

obtained in a variety of manners. Until 1980 there were no

representative studies available, The most frequently used

methods to quantify the extent of the problêm have been by

the use of (a) indirect measures such as poLice reports,

hospital records, family court documents, and homicide

statistics; (b) studíes conducted on randomly selected
groups; and (c) observations based on the clinical
experience of persons involved with abused women (Gelles,

1980; Martin, 1983; Mcleer, 1988; I^lalker, 1986). Each of

these techniques present both definitional and

methodological problems which make it dífficult to

aecurately determine the degree of the problem (Ge1les,

1980; Margol-in, Sibner, & Gleber¡¡an, 1988)
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Many of the studies that have been conducted are not

representative of the larget population. Much of the data

is based on reports from wives and not husbands. The

sensitivity of the topic itself can have a bearing on the

responsiveness of the participants. The act of violence

coromonly occurs in the privacy of the home and, therefore,

cannot be easily measured. Many victims and perpetrators

a?è too embarrassed and humilitated to acknowledge

intrafamilial violence to anyone outside the home.

Attitudes labelling certain types of violence as normal

behaviour or failure to sinply remember events also affect
the data (Margolin et a1., f988). It is suspected that
women j.n severely abusive reLationships avoid ínvolvement

with many research endeavors for fear of being caught

talking with an outsider, thus, Ieading to underreporting

(Steinmetz & Lucca, 1988). Abusive men are reputed to be

poor sources of information due to their strong defense

mechanisms (Walker, 1986). Not a1l cases of wife abuse are

reported to the authorities or to medical facil-ities even

though ¡¡arranted. Wa1ker (1984) found that 50 percent of

the r¡omen in her study did not report the violence

regardless of the severity, and that only two-thirds of the

women who needed medical care actually sought it.

Standardized leveIs of violence or terminology for violence

were not clearly established by some researchers (e.g.,

Russell, 1982), nor consistently defined from one study to

the next, Hence, interpretation difficulties ç¡ere created.
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In many instances violence is defined simply by its rate of

occullrencê wi.thout considering the context, intentionality,

antecedents, or consequênces of the violence such as i-n the

Straus et aI. (1980) study. Other investigators defined

violence by incorporating emotional and relational issues.

It is believed that the actual íncidenee .rate for violence

against r¿ives will never be quantified (Connors, 1985).

A major exploratory study which has been commonly cited

in the literature on the incidence of r¡if e abuse is the 1975

nation wide study conducted on 2,I43 husbands and wives in

the United States by Straus, Gelles and Steinmetz (1980).

This has been the largest study on fanily violence to date

that produced data representative of families in the United

States. Like other studies, methodoloeical difficulties do

exist with the Straus et aI. (1980) study that affect

interpretation of the data. Some of the problems ar.e: the

use of a self-report measure as the primary ¡¡ethod for data

collectioni families with chil-dren under the age of three

years of age r,rere not surveyed; single parent families r¿ere

excluded from the study; only one parent in the family was

selected; and some of the questions asked to the

participants Érere open for personal interpretation.

Considering the methodological difficulties, this study is

believed to have achieved the researchers' obiective of

destroying the "myth that family violence is infrequent and

rare in society. The data clearly presents the American
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famii.y as one of society's most violent institutions and

social groups" (Ge1les , 1980, p. 878 ) .

The data from the 1980 nationaJ- survey revealed that

èveîy yeal" 3.8 percent of wives had been victims of a

violent physical attack as defined by the Conflict Tactic

Sca1e. The criteria used by Straus et aI. (1980) to define

severê forms of violence included kicking, biting, or

hítting with fist and/ov an obiect, beating up, threatening

r¿ith a knife or gun, and using a knife or a gun. In terms

of frequency, the data showed that for one-third of the

wives there was only one severeLy violent attack in the year

of the survey. Twenty percent of husbands studied were

reported to have attacked their wives twice duriné the year;

47 percent of husbands had attacked their wives three or

more times during the year. ltlhen the criteria was expanded

to include any act of violence such as throwíng things at

the spouse, pushing, shoving, or grabbing, the rate of

violence substantíally increased. It was found that

12.1 percent of husbands committed at least some act of

violence against their wives during the year of the study.

Straus et al. , (1980) estimated from this survey that an act

of aggression is inflicted against one out of three to one

out of four wives at some point during the course of the

relationship.

This same survey reported on violence between marital

partners. The investigators found that 16 percent of



spouses committêd at least one act of violence against their

partner in the year of the survey. 0f these couples

49 percent reported violence from both sPouses. The data

also reveal-ed the 4.6 percent or 2.2 million husbands were

victims of a vioLent attack in the year of the study. The

median frequency of violent physical attacks PerPetrated by

wives against husbands was 3.0 attacks. Overall, the data

from this study suggested that íntraspousal violence

occur¡ed at an equal rate. The invastigat'lxs did adviee

that caution be exercised in interpretation of these

results. Although the data inferred that wives were as

violent as husbands, they found that husbands engaged in

more dangerous and injurious acts of violence than s¡ives.

The acts of vioLence more common to Fives were throwing

things, kicking, biting, punching, hitting, and hitting with

an object. Whereas, husbands more frequently pushed,

grabbed, shoved, beat, threatened, and/or used a knife or

gun. The size and strength differential of men Ied to far

more injurious consequences from the violent act than the

seme act by women (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Pagelow, 1984;

Straus et al., 1980; Walker, 1984). Women's use of violence

has been reported as more defensive than offensive or

retalitory (Browne, 1988; Wa1ker, 1984). Margolin et aI.

(1988) reported that the National Crime Survey from the

United Stated Department of Justice (1984) specified that

95 percent of the assaults against spouses were committed by
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Estimates on the number of women abused by their
partners ranged from 10 percent to as high as 60 percent.

Straus et a1. (1980) projected that spousal violence may

occur at twice the rate than !¡as reported by those who

particípated in thei¡ study. Hence, it was suspected that

violence occurred in 50 percent to 60 percent of all

couples, a rat€ similar to that reported by Walker (1984).

It has been estimated that one in ten Canadian women are

subjected to severe forms of violence by their partner

(Macleod, 1980; Swanson, 1984; Vis-A-vis, 1984) while the

incidence of less sêvere violence such as pushing or

slapping is much higher (Browning, 1984). A Statistics

Canada (1976) report showed that 60 percent of all Canadian

female homicide victims were kil1ed in the context of the

family. Mcleer (1988), in her review of Amerj-can homicides,

found that the rate of husband-wife killings was almost

comparable. She further specified that when ¡¿omen kiIl

their husbands, it is generally done in self-dense.

One phenomenon that researchers have identified and

studied is that of marital rape. There appears to be a

reluctance on the part of many wornen who have been forced to

have sex with their husbands to labeÌ the act as rape, even

though the incident itself may meet the legal criteria for

rape. Cu1tural and lega1 influences may help perpetuate the

belief that women are raped by strangers and not raped by

those with whom they share an intiroate relatíonship
(Finkelhor & Yllo, 1985). The debilitating psychological
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effects of the forced sexual attack aceomBanied often by

self-blame, and the public's denial that rape occurs in

marriage, are factors contríbuting to r¡omen's perception and

definition of marital rape (Pagelow,1988). Factors such as

these have frequently 1ed investigators collecting data from

their female sample populations to address the subject of

marital rape in terms of pleasant and unpleasant sexual acts

(Frieze, 1983; Finkelhor & YI1o, 1985; PagêIor.r, 1984, 1988;

Walker, 1984). Descriptive studies have identified that

women ¡¡ho have been physically abused by their husbands were

more likely to have been sexually assaulted by their
partners than women who ç¡ere not physically abused. Wa1ker

(1984), in her study of battered women, found that

59 percent were forced to have sex; whereas, 7 percent of

the women who r¡ere not battered ç¡ere forced to have sex.

Eighty-five percent of the. women who acknoç¡ledged that they

were forced into having sex by a physieally abusive partner

found the sexual act unpleasant. The Spektor (1980) survey,

as reported by Finkelhor and YlLo (1985), revealed that

36 percent of the women from 10 Minnesota shelters for

battered women had been sexually assaulted by their intimate

partners. Pagel-ow (1981) found in her study on battered

women that 37 percent admitted they had been sexually

assaulted by the batterer with three out of four women

having been raped more than once. Frieze (1983) also found

that the more severe the violence, the higher the

probability for rape occurring. Walker (1984) drew upon the
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data obtained from Russell's (1982) representative sample of

women that examined marital rape. The data showed that of

the two-thirds of the women in this study that were married,

12 percent had been sexually assaulted by thei¡ husband at

least once. Ma¡ita1 rape Has found to have occurred over

twice as often as compared to rape by a stranger. The

Finkelhor & YlIo (1985) Boston study revealed similar
findings. "If these data can be generalized to the

population at large, then battered women have three to five
times the risk of being sexually assaulted by their partners

than nonbattered women" (l,la1ker, 1984, p. 49). Rape of

women by husbands o¡ cohabitating partners is another

powerful controlling force that husbands use to perpetrate

against their r¿ives, therefore, invalidating any of the

stereotypical notions about the causal effects of marital

rape. Men's use of sexual force may be used as a mechanism

to humiliate and contyol women, thus, helping to destroy

thei¡ self-esteem, basic leveIs of trust and attitudes
towards men, and any healthy perceptions about their own

sexuality and intimate relationships. Unlike ¡,¡omen who are

raped by a stranger, these women l-ive r¡ith their rapist
making them vulnerable to further attacks and restricting
them from escaping their frightening memories of the attack.

Studies revealed that the effects of marital rape ale even

mo¡e devastating and more traumatj.c for a woman than that of

stranger rape. Studies have also shown that women who have

been raped by their intimate partners are more inclined to
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Ieave the batte¡er than those whose sexual relationship has

been void of violence (Finkelhor & YIIo, 1985; Frieze, 1983;

GeILes , L977; Pagelow, 1988 ) .

Sociodemoeraphic Characteristics

Violence against wives increases in intensity and

frequency over time. It is known that r¡if e abuse occurs at

all socio-economie levels, all educational level.s, in all
communities, in all cultures, and in all religious groups at

any age (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Martin, 1983; Pagel-ow, 1984;

Straus et al., 1980; l{alker, 1984, 1979). Investigators

found that there are various factors that consistently

appear to be related to wife abuse. Although there are no

identifiable variables which are typical of al-1 couples,

there are antecedent problems and risk factors that
frequently coincide with violence in intimate reLationshíps.

Aee and marital status

Wife abuse has primarily been identified as a probl-em

of cohabitating or married couples who are more commonly

under 30 years of age. It appears that other age groups are

not as prominent, yet do contribute substantially since

abuse has been found to occur regardless of age. Research

has shor¡n that women under 30 years of age F¡ere abused two

times more f requentl-y than ç¡omen who were 31 years and older
(Gj-les-Sims, 1983; PageJ-ow, 1984; Painter & Dutton, 1985;

Roy, 1982; Straus et a1. , 1980; l.lalker, 1984). The age of

abusers appeared to be similar to the age of r¡omen who were

abused. Although battered women from many studies Í.rere
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IegalIy married to their partners, women who were separated

were found to be at a higher risk of abuse, followed by

divorced çromen (Stark & E literaft, 1988). Many exploratory

studies have had a tendency to categorize cohabitating

couples together regardless of their lega1 maritaL status.

Some studies r¡hich examined couples based on their marital

status found that unmarried r,¡omen cohabitating with their
partners were likely to be abused at a much higher rate than

married women (Pagelow, 1984 ) .

Courtship is one stage of the intimate relationship

that is not exempt f¡om violence. Pagelow's (1984) review

on courtship violence identified that a high rate of

physícaI and sexual aggressive acts against women occurred

during dating. Some of these relationships were severed,

yet many others continued despite the fact that violence had

occurred. One study (Cate, Henton, Kova1, . Christopher &

Lloyd, 1982) examined by Pagelow (1984), found a positive

relatíonship between the leve1 of coupLe intimacy and the

incidence of violence. It was suggested, based on the data

from the Cate et aI. (1982) study, that víolence prior to

intimacy increased the likelihood that the relationship
would terminate; whereas, the êonversê eras t.ruê as the

reLationship became mo¡e intimate. This supposition,

although not empirically validated, may help explain why

many married women eLect to remain with their abusive

partners rather than permanently leave the reJ-ationship

(Pagelow, 1984; Roscoe & Benaske, 1985). CuLturaÌ
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conditioníng of sex role stereotyping in childhood and early

adolescence may have an impact on the incidence of datíng

violencê, particularily violence that is sexually related.

Females have traditíonally been taught to suppress and

protect their sexuality; r¡hereas, males have been encouraged

to succumb to their sexual desires and conduct themselves in
whatever vray necessary to attain fulfiLlment, everi if that
meant negating the expressed opinions of females.

Traditional cultural values have instated the vier¡ that
females' negative responsê to sexual advances should be

interpreted as affirmative, hence males proceed according

to the unwvitten laws of courtship (A1Igeier & A11geier,

1988 ) .

Onset of vio 1ence.

Investigators who examined the onset of violence in the

marital or cohabitaJ. dyad found that the first episode of

violence frequently occurred earLy in the relationship. The

first 24 months of cohabitation appeared to be the common

time-frame for the first incident of abuse. In most

studies, the majority of women acknowledged that the

abuse dj.d not occur until after rnarriage or, in the case of

unmarried couples, until after they joined mutual-

residences. The incidance and frequency of abuse toward

one's person, pets, or objects continued to increase in
intensity and frequency during the course of the

relationship. Studies found that the highest percentage of

women abused by their partners was betweên three and five
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yêars of marriagê, and that a decline in the number of r,tomen

who ¡¡ere abused occurred after 10 years of marriage (Dobash

& Dobash, 1979; Giles-Sims, 1983; Pageì.oç¡, 1984; Painter &

Dutton, 1985; RusseIl, PhitlÍps, tiPov & Sanders, 1989; Rov,

L977, L982i Wa1ker, 1984).

Þs^.Fì ì a nf +ha r¡i n l a¡+ ani cnda

Violent incidences were predominantly found to occur

during certain ti¡nes of the day, week, year, and in specific

locations. A large percentage of women acknowledged that

violence occurred at predictable intervals. The incidents

were more prone to occur on the r¿eekend, particularily

alcohol related ones. Fer¿ incidents of violence took place

outside the home or when people other than the nuclear

family were present. The most frequent locations in the

home were the bedroom and the livingroom. Most studies

identified the kitchen as an area ç¡here violence did occur,

but at a 1oçrer rate than other areas. In contrast, one study

cited the kitchen as the most frequent location (Gel}es,

1977). The summer months were considered the time-frame in

which slightly more violence occurred. This coincided ¡.¡ith

the data on other types of violent and non-violent crime.

Christmas and New Year's Eve were also cited as peak periods

for violence (Ge1les, 1977 i Painter & Dutton, 1985;

WaLker, 1984 ) .

lssues that were presented as problematic ç¡ithin the

marital dyad, and sometimes perceived as factors

precipitating or contributing to the violent confrontation
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by abused women, were the batterer's unreasonable jealousy,

money, children, sexual aspects of the relationshiP' women's

employment, pregnancy, abuser's usê of alcohol and other

drugs, and batterer's unemployment (Gelles, 1977; Giles-

Sims, 1983; PahI , 1985; Painter & Dutton, 1985; Rov' 1977,

1982; Walker, 1979, 1984; Straus et aI., 1980). The use of

alcohol r¡as considered by a large percentaee of women to be

the most diffícu1t problem with ç¡hich to contend, and one

problem consistently identified ¡¡ith nen ç¡ho were violent in

the home.

It; ^1êñ^â +¡rr¡¡l ñrêdlrãñi r-tômârì

The Líterature reveals a direet rêlationship between

violence and pregnancy, indicating that Pregnant women are

at a higher risk of abuse by their partners than nonpregnant

lromen. Women who are abused generally have no more chíldren

than nonabused women. Straus et aI., (1980) reported that a

large proportion of the participants in their study had two

children, a figure that was representative of the typical

American family. l,lalker (1984) found that the battered

¡¡omen in her study had an avêrage of 1.5 children. Although

the famí1y size of battered women is comparable to that of

nonbattered v¡omen, women ¡¡ho are abused by their partners

are i.ikely to be pregnant twice as often and have

significantly more abortions and niscarriages than nonabused

¡,¡omen. Most of the abortíons and miscarriages of abused

women have been attributed to the physical attack during

pregnancy (Stark & Elitcraft, 1988).
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Studies showed that anyç¡here from 25 percent to 50

percent of battered women were P¡egnant at the ti¡ue of their

marriage to the abusive partner. The proportion of women

who acknowlêdgêd battering during pregnancy varied f¡om

study to etudy, r¡ith a range between 4 percent to 50 Percênt

of women who were posed this question (Giles-Sime, 1983;

Pagelow, 1984; Painter & Dutton, 1985; Stark & Flitcraft,

1988; Walker, 1979). The Texas survey found the figure to be

28 percent (cited in Stark & E litcraft, 1988). Wal-ker

(1984) reported that 59 percent of the women in her study

acknowledged they were battered during the fÍrst Pregnancy,

63 percent during the second pregnancy, and 55 percent

reported battering during the third pregnency. Many women

reported that violence first began in the relationship when

they were pregnant, occurred only when Pregnant, or

increased significantly during pregnancy. Ge1les (1975)

j.dentif ied fíve possible factors contributing to a etoman's

vulnerability to violence during pregnancy: (1) the sexual

frustration of tha male during pregnancy, (2) the stress and

strain associated r¿ith the change in the family life cycle,

(3) the biochemical changes j-n tha wife during preenancy,

(4) pre-nata1 child abuse, which is the act of Physicaf

violence towards a child in utero, (5) and the

defenselessness and dependency of the r¿ife. Pre-nata1 child

abuse, as addressed by Ge11es (1975), referred to the

husband's attempt to terminate the pregnancy through an act

of violence which r¡as considered a more accePtable r¡ay of
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termínating the pregnancy than abortion. The idea ç¡as that

the husband was trying to hurt the unborn child more than

hís wife, r¿hich s¡ould in turn alleviate the stress and

responsibility of having a child.

Gelles (1988) exploratory study which examined the link

between pregnâncy and violence, found that a spurious

relationship existed when the age of the Participants was

controlled. Other studies, such as Straus et aI. (1980),

found that young womên, Particularly those under 30 years of

age, r.¡ere subiect to a higher rate of vi.olence by their

partners than nere women in any other age group. Women in

the under 30 years of age group also tended to be those

women ¡¡hose rate of pregnancy was higher than any other age

group. It is, therefore, highly plausible that previous

investigators have found a high proPortion of Pregnant Homen

also to be abused wotnen. Although this study does not

identify that pregnant e¡omen are more vulnerable to abuse

than other women or identify changes ín the nature of the

attack during plregnancy, it does suggest that pregnancy does

not insulate against abuse. Gel1es acknowledged that

pregnant women and their unborn chiLdren are among those in

need of protection from the abuse¡ regardless of the

findings from his 1988 study.

The link bêtr,¡een alcohol use and wife abuse is one of

the most frequently discussed topics in the Iiterature on

aggression toward wives. Battered wor¡en, men who abuse, and
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the general publÍc commonly view alcoholism or alcohol- use

as one of the priroary caue¡es of violence against women.

Researchers who examined the nature of the relationship

between these tr¡o variables found that a correlation exists,

but were unable to scientifically support a causal

relationship. The strength of association between alcohol

use and violence has varied bet$rêen studies. Some

researchers found a strong relationship to exist (e.9. Roy,

1977); others found a weak relationship (e.g. Bard & Zacker,

1974). The most common estimates on the relationship

between alcohol and vÍolence fê1I within a moderate range

(Macleod, 1980; Pagelow, 1981; Walker, 1984).

Social scientísts consistently identified a

significantly hígher rate of alcohol use amongst men who

abused their wives than for ¡,¡omen who were abused. The rate

of alcohol use e¡as also found to be higher for abused r¡omen

than for nonabused women. A large percentage of women in
batte¡ing reLationships did not abuse alcohol until after

the onset of violence. This suggests that violence is the

context for increased alcohol use amongst abused women

(Stark & Flitcraft, 1988). Coleman and Straus (1983) found

that the incidence of abuse toward r.rorìen was fifteen times

higher for men who often consumed ai-coho1 than for those who

never drank (cited in Stark & E'litcraft, 1988),

ïnconsistent patterns of alcohol use and víolence have

frequently been reported. Studies have found that some men

battered their ¡¡ives only when they had been drinking, other
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men e¡ere abusive whether they were intoxicated or sober, and

other men were aggressive only when certain conditions

existed while they were drinking (Gayford, 1983; Leonard &

Jacob, 1988; Nadelson & Sauzier, 1986; Pageloçr, 1984;

Walker, 1984). It was aLso determined that some nên nêver

abused thei¡ wives regardless of the amount of alcohol

consumed. Many researchers identified that an association

also exísts between alcohol abuse and the most serious form.s

of iniuries suffered by women (Rosenbaum & 0'Leary, 1981;

Walker, 1984).

Although soeial scientists havè not supported a causal

relationship between alcohol consumption and violence,

attempts have been made to explain the link between these

two variables in theoretical t6rms. The two most prominent

theories are the disinhibition theory and the deviance

disavowal theory.

This first theory j.s common to the "Dr. Jekyl and Mr.

Ilyde" syndrome that has been subscribed to by many battered

!¡omen. Researchars frequently noted that abused r¿ives often

blamed the víolent behaviour of thei¡ spouses on alcohoI.

Many women believed that their husbands r¡ere charmi-ng and

caring people when not drinking; but, when drinking he was

bel-ieved to turn from Dr. Jekyl into the "monster", Mr.

Hyde. ft is assumed by women who perceived their husbands

in this light that if he did not drink, he ç¡ould not be

vioLent toward her. The theoretical premJ-se is that alcohol

reduces lhe inhibitions of the brain center creating a
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physiological effect ¡.¡hich results in a discharge of

aggressive behaviour. The learned behaviour theory expands

upon this idea to include aI1 intrapsychic and environmental

factors which contribute to the aggressive response. The

belief is that the aggressor is not responsible for any

actions whiLe under the influence of alcohol; the effects of

the alcohol are the cause of the antisocÍal behaviour. Many

researchers who accepted this theory believed that alcohol

is used to shift the blame away from the man r,rho has abused

his ç¡ife onto alcohol (Neidie & Friedman, 1984; Pagelow,

1984).

The deviance disavowal theory neutralizes the deviant

behaviour that occurs while under the infLuence of a1cohoI.

This theory stresses that príor to consumption of alcoho).,

an individual is cognizant that any behaviour that occurs

while drinking will be blamed on the aleohol and not on

oneself. AIl behaviour exhibited during the period of

alcohol use is then excused, having been attributed to the

effects of the alcohol. The alcohol is used to disavow the

antisocial behaviour, therefore, the individual is released

from all responsibility for his actions. Gel-les (1974)

postulated that male batterers use al-coho1 in ordar to

conduct themselves in a violent manner with their wives. In

accordance with this theory, the use of alcohol is

considered a socially accepted way to excuse the violence

(Ge11es, 1974l; Hilberman, 1980; Neidig & Friedman, 1984;

PageJ-ow, 1984).
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The intergenerational transmission of violence, al-so

ref el4red to as the cycle of violence, is a theoretical

framer¡ork that has received much attention by domestic

violence researchers. I'lany of the maior studiês on marital-

violence shor¡ed that a large proportion of people who were

aggressive r¡ith their partners were raised in homes where

they witnessed víolence betr¡een their paeents and/or were

abused as children (GiIes-Sims, 1983; Macleod, 1980;

McDonald, 1986; Pagelow, 1984; Roy, L977, 1982; Straus et

al., 1980; Walker, 1984). Most studies showed that the

percentage of abusive men who vritnessed parental violence

and were abused as children was much higher than that for

battered women. Although there was some variation in the

statistical reporting across the studies, the results

remained consistent. These findings offered some evidence

that abusive husbands were molîe 1ike1y to come from homes

where they çrere abused as children and ç¡here their father

beat their mother, than did abused women or nonabusive men

(0'Leary & Curley, 1986; Pagelow, 1984; Rosenbaum & 0'Leary,

1981). Yet, coming from a home where one r.ras abused as a

child or witnessed conjugal parental violence does not

necessarily dictate that one wilI be violent in an intimate

relationship (Stark & F litcraft, 1988).

There is considerable controversy in the literature on

the effects of family of origin violence as it relates to
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marital aggression. The results of various studies reveafed

dívergent findings on this topic.

Straus êt aI. (1980) produced results that clearly

supported the intergenerational effects of violence. They

reported no same-sex modeling effects. This study found a

di¡ect link between the rate and the degree of parental

violence observed as a child, and that used by spouses with

their partners. Simílarily, they found that the lowest

rates of spousal violence were with those people ¡¡ho never

witnessed aggression between their parents. In addition,

their data revealed that persons who r.¡ere physically

punished as teenagers f,¡êre more 1ikeIy to use aggression

against their spouse that those r.rho r.?ere not physically
punished. The link betwe.en being physically punished as a

teenager and subsequent spouse abuse was stronger for men

than for women. This study ultirnately showed that "when a

child grows up in home where parents use lots of physical

punishment and also hit each other, the chances of becoming

a violent husband, wife, or paxent are greatest of aL1 ..."

@. 122).

Kalmuss's (1984) reanalys j-s of the Straus et al. (1980)

data, found that aggression in marriage was more related to

having observed parental violence as opposed to having been

hit by one's parent as a têenager. This study did not find
any sex-specific model-ing effects. In comparison, some

studi-es reported intergenerational effects for men but not

for women, and sex-specific modeling effects for men but not
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for r¡omen (Pagelow, 1984; Rosenbaum & 0'Laary, 1981). The

Pagelow (1984) study found a statistical difference betr¡een

the parent r¡ho administered the punishment and the gender

which received the punishmenti father figures were moaÊ

IikeIy to punish their sons, whereas, eromen were more likely

to have been punished by either parent. The degree of

punishment executed by a male parentaJ- figure was often

severe in nature çrhen directed tov¡ards the male child. The

idea that r¡omen abused as children would most likely to

becorae abused wives was not supponted (Dobash & Dobash,

1979; 0'Leaty & Curley, 1986; Pagelor¿, 1984; Stark &

Flitcraft, 1988). Studies also found that exposure to male

parental violence was directly related to men abusing their

wives, but not to women's victinization (Pagelow, 1984).

Exposure to parental violence ¡¡as shown to have more effect

on men's attitudes about violence towards r¿omen but not on

r.¡omen's atti-tudes (U1brich & Huber, 1981); and to be as

harmful to a boy's development as physical abuse (Jaffe,

Wolfe, Wilson & Zak, 1986).

It has been identífied that one of the maior problems

r¡ith the intergenerationa I transmission of violence theory

has been in its indiscriminatory application to both genders

(Page1ow, 1984; Stark & Flitcraft, 1988). Those studies

which distinguished bêtvTeen the genders have consistently

found a relationship between maLe adult vioLence and

èxposllLê to family violence; wheieas, the same has not held

true for r.¡omen, Boys are more likely to be influenced by
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the same-sex role model than girls in modeling aggressive

behaviour. GirIs ç¡hose mothers were subjected to abuse do

not necessarily become victims of abuse. In a study on

abusive men, Gangley & Harris (1978) stated that "Usua1ly

the target of Itheír] anger becomes someone or something in

the batterer's immediate environment (such as a spouse) and

yet that person may have nothing to do r¡ith the distress"
(p. 2).

Violence betv¡eên intimate partners has commonLy been

considered a problem of people of lower educational,

finaneial , and occupational status. Gelles's (1980) review

of the family violence research in the l9?0s found that most

studies during that decade supported the belief that spouse

abuse was most prevalent in families of low socioeconomic

status. Other ¡¡riters offered some explanation for this
empirically supported phenomenon by identifying that many of

the studies were conducted on people from a lon income group

and blue-co1Iar occupations. ParalLel to this, is the

observation that not only are poorelr people more inclined to

be closely scrutinized by the public, but they arê al-so the

group of people who most frequently utilize the servi.ces

offered by public social agencies. Middle and upper class

people have more access to services offered by privatízed

organizations and, therefore, are not subiect to simila¡

exposure. The information obtained from the community

resources, ¡.¡hich is predominantly reflective of the poorer
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sector of society, thus, becornes public infovmation (Giles-

Sims, 1983; Pagelow, 198 1) .

A national representative study revealed that the leveI

of family income, employroent, and occupational status w€rê

social factors related to marita] violence; whereas, the

Ievel of education was not (Straus et al., 1980). Although

these factors erêrê identified as having an important role in

marital violence, the extent to which they contributed to

the violence ç¡as not determíned. This same study found that

the least and the most educated were the least violent; that

family income and violence wêre inversely related; that the

rate of violence was higher for persons who held blue collar
positions than for çrhite co11ar workers with no

differentiation between genders; and that men who were

employed either part-time or unemployed were more violent

with thei¡ wives than those employed on a full-time basis.

In contrast to the Straus et aI. (1980) data, Schulman

(1979) found that a smalL difference (3 percent) existed

bet!¡een the number of women from 1or¡ income families ç¡ho

reported violence and those nomen whose annual fami.ly income

exceeded $25,000 (cited in Stark & Flitcraft, 1988).

l',la]ker ( 1984 ) did not f ind a rei-ationship between employment

and violence, but did find that battered ç¡omen had

significantly hígher Ievels of education than their
partners. One study that offered support to the hypothesi-s

that violence knoç¡s no socioeconomic boundaries, found that

the methods of violence used by battering husbands differed
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more inclined than 1oç¡ income men to use ¡nore covert forms

of violence such as psychological abuse or physically attack

the least visible areas of their wives anatomy (Pagelow,

1981). In addition, there was some evidence that
educational and occupationaL inconsístency, and

incompatibility were factors more directJ.y linked with wife

abuse than si¡np1y one's 1eve1 of educational attainment,

occupational, financial, or employment status (Hornung,

McCullough, & Su6iraoto, 1981). Examination of educational

and occupational factors in the context of the couple aided

in identifying their affect on the rate and degree of

marital violence. Hornung et aI. (1981) found that
housewives were at less risk of abuse than r¡orking r.romen;

women r¿hose occupational status was higher than thei.¡

husband's were at increased risk of severe violenee, as were

women whose occupational and educational status lrere

inconsistent. In addition, this study found that physical

violence per se was not found to be related to education of

either men or r.romen, rather the degree of incompatibility
was identified as the crucial factor.

Economic independence is the one resource most J-acking

for abused women regardless of her oç¡n educational and

employment status or leve1 of family income (Page1ow, 1984).

It is also one factor that is found to have a direct bearing

on e¡omen's responsiveness to the abuse (Gel1es, 19?6i Meade-

Ramrattan, Cerre, & Porto, 1980; Roy, 1982; Styube &
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natters have been viewed by many battered women as one maior

contributory factor to the abuse. Lack of money often due

to the husband's unemployment or overspending, and husband's

extreme control over the finances were componênts most

frequently addressed by these r¡omen (Coates & Leong, 1988;

Giles-Sims, 1983; Prescott & Letko, L977 i Roy, L977). In

contrast to the regearch findings of the early 1970s, more

recent investigators have found that wife abuse knows no

specific socially identifiable barriers. Money and social
prestige do not insulate against wife abuse, nor distinguish
between a nonviolent man and one who is abusive (Pizzey,

1977 ) .

S ummarl¡

Historically, wom6n have been psycho logica Ily ,

physically, and sexualLy abused by their husbands. Steps

have been taken by women throughout the centuries to

terminate the atrocitíes committed against them. Women have

sought sanetuary and direction from religious leaders and

from the judicial hierarchy ín order to gaín physieal

protection and political change. Women committed to helping

battered women, such as Frances Por¡er Cobbe and those

involved with social movement that developed in the 1970s,

facilitated the onset of change in public awareness,

community resources, and government policy. As Tierney

(1982) stated, "The growth of the battered ç¡omen movement
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creation of a social problem" (p. 207).

The 1970s also brought with it a surge in the

professional- literature on wife abuse which was virtually

nonexistent prior to that time. Scientific inquiry on this

aspect of family violence has verified the existence of r¡ife

abuse. It has also invalidated many of the myths and

stereotypes surrounding the topic of wife abuse. Although

the actual extênt of the problem may never. be determined,

there is clear evidence that ç¡if e abuse is a cornpJ.ex and

problematic area of family lífe. One common area of

interest in the field of family violence has been whether

speci.f ic soc iodemographic variables are reLated to the

incidence of ç¡j.fe abuse. Methodological problems within

studies such as vel-iance on data from self-reports, rêndom

samplying of nonrepresentative populations, and definitional

inconsistences make it dífficult to draç¡ conclusions from

the f i.ndings. Yet, the current litevature affirms that wife

abuse kno¡¡s no soeial, economic, or cultural barriers. No

single soc iodernographic characteristj-c explains wife abuse,

but r¡hen combined r.rith additional social characteristies,

and cultural- and relational information some understanding

may be gained.
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Chapter IIl

Theories of Causality and Intervention

Introduct i on

To date, there are numerous competing theories

regarding the etiology of wife abuse (Gelles, 1982). Yet,

the extent to which these theories are enpirically validated

is minimal (Margolin et aI., 1988). Many of the findings

are descriptive, and not based on inferential studies that

would provide inforrnation on not only the relationshíp

between variables, but also on the causal direction.

Inferential studies on ç¡ife abuse seem to be in an infantile

stage of development (Wa1ker, 1986). The descriptive data

was procured primarily through studies done on limited
population samples, such as women seeking refuge in a

shelter for battered women, and less frequently on abusive

husbands or on people with a high socioeconomic status. The

use of self-report measures has been the most common form of

data coLlection. One of the most obvious gaps in the

l-iterature has been the unavailabiLity of longitudinal

studies. However, the information that has been acquired,

has given â morê accuratê picture of the nature of violence

in the intimate relationship than was previously available.

In essence, descriptive studies have induced changes in the

ideology, methodology, and intervention strategies of

researchers and clinicians (Walker, 1986). Although it
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appears that the literature is laden with a wealth of

conceptual- frameworks to chose fro¡o for clinical application

in the treatment of wife abuse, it is important to note that

there are three general theoretical levels of analysis from

which the etiology of wife abuse has been approached:

interpersonal, sociocuLtural, and intrapersonal (Ge11es,

1980; Margolin et a1., 1988). Within each of these levels

of analysis, specific theoretical models will be addressed.

The interpersonal explanation for wife abuse wil-1 be

examined in term6 of systems theory, as well as social

learnin6 theory, The sociocultural theoretícal modeL for

understanding wife abuse will be explored from a pol-itical-

feminist perspective, al.so known as a patriarchal

perspective. The intraperponal analysis of çrife abuse r.¡il1

be examined from a psychoanaLytic perspective.

Tnterpersonal Perspective

An interpersonal level of anaLysis for understanding

¡¡if e abuse focuses on the interactional patterns within the

marital dyad. Included with this anafysis is the

interre lat ionship between the marital dyad and any

significant person that may be i.nside and/or outside the

family system. Systems theory and social learning theory

are tr¡o common theoretical frameworks that have been used in

an attempt to understand and treat ¡¡ife abuse from an

interpersonal perspective.
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Svstems theorv.

System theorists argue that unilateral approaches to

the treatment of wife abuse have primarily focused on

helping women in abusive rêlationshíps. In essence, service

¡{as provided to onLy one hal-f of the relationship. In cases

ç¡here both partnêrs sought services for the violence,

treatment protocol required that couples be sêparated by

gender. A unilateraL view of r.rife abuse identifies the

female as the victi.m in need of protêction, and the male as

the perpetrator. Such a view places fuI1 responsibilj.ty for
the abuse on the male, and totally exeropts the female from

having a role to play in the violent episode. "To assume,

therefore, that the ç¡oman has any part to play at all in
what is happening to her is to falI into the trap of the
'patriarchel' vier¡ with its accompanying 'sexism'" (Cook &

Frantz-Cook, 1984, p. 84). Neidig, Friedman & ColLins

(1985) held that treatment programs designed to treat the

woman as the victim and the male as perpetrator may be as

counterproductive as blaming the "victj-m".

Men's groups and women's groups have predominantly been

the acceptable format for the treatment of wife abuse.

Services for couples have been provided by few therapists,

and when offered have infrequently been reported (Sedlak,

1988). Clinicians who adhered to an interactional
theoretical framework have been harshly criticized in the

Literature. FamiJ-y and marital- therapists have been accused

of contributing to the problem of r¡if e abusê as opposed to
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resolving it (Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984). Conioint couple

therapy remains a highly controversia] issue within the wife

abuse literature; yet, it is often the treatment of choice

for some couples. Neidig et a1. (1985) identified that

conioint treatment for wife abuse presented more problems

for professionals that it did for couples who engaged in

such treatment.

Systems theory postulates that when violence occurs in

the intimate relationship the couple becomes locked into a

recurrent cycle of violence that each person plays a part in

its maintenance (Cook & Erantz-Cook, 1984). Violence is a

product of the interactional patterns within the marital

dyad rather than an individuaÌ psychopathology (Straus,

1973). It is recognized that violence is not necessarily

contingent upon nor a resultant effect of the information

that each individual brought into the relationship. Rather,

it is the combination of an indívidual's personal

info¡¡nation with that of the partner's whích contributes to

the pattern of violence. As Gel1es (1974) stated:

The prolonged interaction, intimacy, emotional

closeness and intense investment of the self in farnily

life exposes the vulnerability of both partners and

strips away the facade that might have been created to

shield the personal weaknesses of husbands and wives.

(p. ro{*.,.

The systemic vier¡ holds that the behaviour of one person

çrithin the marital dyad is contingent upon the behaviour of
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the other person. Systernic theorísts also maintain that
there j-s an expli.cit distinction in the level of

responsibility for the viol-ent behaviour between persons in
the marital dyad. The use of violence is predominantly

viewed as a behaviour r¡hich results in a counter role for
the other person of the marital unit. Generally, the man is

the aggressor, thus, the one responsible for the induction

of a violent interactional pattern withín the intimate

relatíonship. l,lomen in turn become participants in the

repetitive interactional sequences. ïn essence, the

ídentification of a cause and effect relationship depends on

where the interactional sequence is punctuated (Neidig &

Friedman, 1984 ) .

Weitzman & Dreen (1982) identified tr¡o issues that help

maintain the violence in the relationship. Violence is seen

as a behaviour that is learned through childhood

experiences, sex role conditioning, and societal acceptance

of violence. This information is brought into the intimate

relationship. When violence occurs it is then re¡¡arded

through the interactional behaviours of the couple.

Secondly, the rules within the marital dyad are extremely

rigid amongst couples where violence occurs. l{ence, "This

inflexibility is evidenced by sex lole polarization, narro!¡

coping rêsponses, and the high degree of enmeshment so

characteristic of these couples. lt makes the couple poorly

adapted to the inevitable problems of stress and change in
marriage" (p. 261).
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Bograd (1984) identified that clinicians who approached

çrife abuse from a systemic framer¿ork applied three basic

assumptions to understanding this problem. The basic tenets

adhered to by systemic clinicians are: that violent

behaviour is a di¡ect manifêstation of the interactional-

exchange within the intimate relationship that is followed

by predictable and repetitive sequences; that violence

occurs in specific types of relationship structures; and

that circular causality or reciprocal interactions

contribute to the eruption of violence, r¡herein the violence

itself may sêrve a role in maintaining the marital system.

The systemic understanding of ç¡if e abuse is that

violent couples form a highly complementary position in

relation to each other. The negotiation of relationship

rules is managed in a very rigid controlling manner. The

negotiation procese adhered to by such eouples is formed in

the early stages of the relationship. The rieidity of the

transactional pattern leaves 1íttle room for re-negotiation

or ehange. Healthy functioning couples maintain a balance

between symmetry and complementarity r¡hen r¡orking through

relational issues (Nichols, 1984). Symmetry being the

process in a relationship where partners are in an equal or

parallel posture to one another. It is this phase of the

interactional process where both partnêrs have equal power

in negotiating relational issues. Complementarity in an

intimate relationship refers to the positive and negative

qualities that one person possesses complements the positive
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and negative qualities of the other. In this phase the

couple unanímously agree that one person has more power in

the negotiation process than the other. In a complementary

relationship onê pêrson is predominantly in a more superior

position than the other. In contrast to healthy functioning

couples, violent couples adhere to a rigidly defined

interactional pattern that reiects a balance between

symmêtry and complementarity. The manner in which

relationshíp issues, rules, and roles are resolved becomes

implicitly sanctioned by each pe.rson in the marital dyad.

Hence, the structure of the relationship becomes a

complementary one. Once this interactional pattern is

establ-ished it becomes strongly entrenched çrithin the

relationship. Couples who adopt a relationshíp formation

such as this can avoid violence provi.ding the patterns

remain unchallenged. However, when the rêIatíonship moves

to a symmetrical position, the stability of the system is

threatened. Previously learned information from both an

interpersonal and individual leveI are utilized by the

couple in order to c¡eate a return to a less conflictual and

more functionally stable state. When violence is a

behaviour learned in response to strêss, the stage is then

set for violence to be used as a ¡rìeans for resolving

conflictual íssues in the relationship. The violence

subdues the conf lj.ctual state of symmetry, thus,

facilitating a return to a homeostatic posítion. In

essence, violence results from the interchange over power
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the interactional sequence in such a way that rel-ational

factors are identifíed in terms of cause and effect serves

no utility for understanding or treating the problem of wife

abuse (Bograd, 1984; Cook & Frantz-Cook, 1984; GiIes-Sims,

1983; Margolin et aI., 1988i Mcleer, 1981; Neidie &

Friedman, 1984; Neidig et aI., 1985; Sed1ak, 19881 l.leitzrnan

& Dreen, 1982). InterventÍons from a systemie perspectíve

are desi€ned to interrupt and change the repetitive

interactional patterns that maintain the violence. The

focus is on the violent behaviour and the dysfunctional

dynamics r¡ithin the marital unit. The aim is to stop the

violence and introduce new ways for intimate partners to

relate to one another ¡¡ithout resorting to violent forms of

behaviour.

[,leitzman & Dreen (1982) found that violence erupted

when certain relational themes and the adioining ruÌes were

challenged in complementary relationships. The themes are:

"(1) distance and intimacy, (2) jealousy and loyalty,
(3) dependence and independence, (4) reiection and

unconditional acceptance, (5) adequacy and inadequacy, and

(6) control, power, and powerlessness" @. 262).

Social lea¡ninE theory.

SociaI learnj-ng theory has been proposed by many

theorists adopting a behavioural o¡ientation as an

explanation for r¡ife abuse. This theoretical perspective

víews violence in the intimate relationship as an
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envinonmentally learned behaviour whieh primarily occurs in

reaction to perceived or actual stressors. The cause is

considered to be the previously learned patterns of managing

stressors, rather than partieular stressors. One of the

basic propositions of this theory is that individual

behaviour is shaped by the social environment of r¿hich all

behavioural responses are a result of the indívidual's total

learning experi.ences (Dutton, 1988). Akers (1983) defined

social learning theory "aa an integratì.on of differential

association r¿ith differential reinforcement, so that people

with whom one interacts are the reinforcers that result in

learning of deviant and nondeviant behaviour" (cited in

Pagelow, 1984, p. 117). Therefore, the behaviour that is

most frequently reinforced ç¡i11 be the behaviour that r¿i11

occur most often. Thus, social- Iearning theory views

violence as a negatively learned expression of anger in

which specific mechanisms influence the learning process and

patterns of behaviour. These mechanisms include modeling,

reinforcement, and coercion (0'Leary, 1988). Social

learning theory considers that the "the rar¿ expression of

anger and frustration is often the foundation for later

violent marital interaction" (Taylor, 1984, p. 11).

Socia1 learning theory holds that aggressive behaviour

learned through observational and/or experiential modeli.ng

plays a maior role in the acquisition of such behaviour.

The fa¡ni1y of origin, the culture in which the family l-ived,

and the media were identified as the primary areas for
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teaching aggressive behaviour through modeling (Dutton,

1988). This theo¡etical framework assumes that not all

behaviour learned wiLl be practiced. Borrowing from

Bandura's (1979) social learning theory of aggression,

Dutton (1988) specified that the enactment of aggressive

behaviour depends on: "(1) appropriate inducements, (2)

functional value, and (3) reward for or absenee of

punishment for perform"trq6" (p. 46). As Dutton elaborated,

the inducement for çrife abuse may be the husband's

perception that his wife was undermining his authority. The

functional value may be that violence was believed to be

that r¡hich restored his authorityi and, the reward is a

cessation of the r¡if e's actions or behaviours perceived by

the husband as inducing thq aggressive arousal. The

reinforcement of behavì.our regardless of its leveI of

desirabÍLity is believed by social Iearning theorists to

cause a behaviour to be repeated. A behaviour that is the

most difficult to change is one that has been sporadically

reinforced (Pageloç¡, 1984). Ganley (1982) supported the

view that the patterns for learning violent behaviour are

reinforced by the same sources in which modeling of the

aggressive behaviour occurred and through the interactional
processes within the conjugal relationship. The premise is

that rer¡arding deviant behaviour r¡ithout punitive

consequences serves to reinforce and maintain the violent

behaviour. Social learning theory ascertains that abusive

behaviour is also reinforced by that which is perceptually
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achievêd following the abusive incident. Since not all
abusers witnessad or experienced violent behaviou¡ within
the family of origin, sociaL learning theory suggests that
¡einforce¡s of aggressive behaviour occur r¡ithin the marital
dyad (Dutton, 1988; Gangley, 1982). Rewards such as

regaining control or dominance in the family, achieving a

sense of ultimate masculinity, and reducing an unpleasant

state of physical arousal and tension are considered by

those ç¡ho adhêre to this perspective to be powerful

reinforeers of wife abuse. The theoretieal supposition is
that for violent behaviour to terr¡inate, a change in what

the abusive person has learned is requJ"red. Hence, to

eliminate violence the behaviours, attitudes, and beliefs
previously learned by an abusive person must be relearned.

Clinicians r¡ho adhered to a social learníng perspective

of wife abuse applied unilateral and bilateral approaches in
treatment. Those who adopted a unilateral approach focused

primarily on treating the abuser through programs designed

for male batterers. Other clinicians incorporated social

learning theory explanations that included interactions
within the marital unit. The interactional theoreticaL

framework proposes that abusive behaviour within a marital

unit is perpetuated by the reciprocaÌ learning process

oceurring within the dyad. It is believed that the use of

coercive or aggressive behaviour on the part of one spouse

stimulates the growth of victim-like behaviour of the other

spouse which in turn ¡einforces the growth of abusive
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responses (Margolin et aI., 1988; Taylor, 1984). Social

Iearning theory postulates that when the ç¡ife employs

victim-like behavíour such as placating or self-blame, her

behaviour becomes negatively reinforced by the cessation of

violencei whereas, the ¡oa1e's violent behaviour is
positively reinforced by the increase in her negatively

reinforced behaviours. Conioint treatment of wi-f e abuse

adopts a círcular feedback model which is used to help each

partner understand their role in the sequence of violence

and relearn r¡ays of interacting.
Conioint treatment programs hold that the abuser has

prínary responsibility for the abusive behaviour from which

an abusive marìta1 system forms over time. Both partners

are believed to contribute to the abusive relationship,

although not equaLly. LabeIling partners of the mari.tal

unit as abuser and victim is avoided. The prerníse is that

such labelling induces a cause and effect relationship

definition which only serves to reinforce the p¡evíous1y

learned abusive roles and behaviours. As Neidig et al.
(1985) stated, ''If the sequence is punctuated so narrowly

that certain interactional varíables are systematically

excluded from consideration, the violence ç¡ill continue to

appear as if it were spontaneous and beyond control"
(p. 196). Conioint treatment programs have been largely

based on a skills training format which incorporated

therapeutic techniques such as: instructional training,

behavioural rehearsal, feedback, problem-solvine skilIs
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training, communication training, stress and anger

management, assertiveness training, and sex-role training
(Neidig & Friedman, 1984; Neidig et al., 1985;

Taylor, 1984 ) .

Soeiocultural Persoectiwe

The sociocultural perspective on ¡¡ife abuse is the

theoretical underpinning adopted by many feminist scholars

who confronted the problems facad by abused ç¡omên. The work

of such people as Dobash and Dobash (1979), Martin (1976,

1983), NiCarthy (1982), Schechter (1982), and Bograd (1984)

offered a macro level approach to the understanding of wife

abuse. This perspective subscribed to a hj.storical, social,

culturaL, and political model for understanding violence

against women ín the intimate relationship. Although other

theoretical explanations of causality incorporated various

components of the pioblem in its construction of theory, the

patriarchal perspective has been identified as the most

macro leve1 of analysis (Gelles, f980). The conceptual

belief is that the only way to stop the problem of r.rif e

abuse is to understand it. To understand the problern of

ç¡ife abuse, Dobash & Dobash (1979) stated that:

çrhat is requi¡ed is in-depth information about the

violence itself and the relationship in which it

occurs, as well as an analysis of the society in ç¡hich

r¡if e beating occurs and the cultural beliefs and

institutional practices that contribute to this
pattern (p. 12).
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Those ¡¿ho adhered to this perspective ascertained that

other theoretical viens were formulated and researched

ç¡ithin a limited focus. The patriarchaÌ view holds that

traditional theories have attempted to explain the cause of

¡.rife abuse by attributing it to individual pathological

characteristics , to social factors, or to dysfunctional

interactional patterns betr¡een intimate partners. In

essence, traditional- theorists have been negligent in

assuming that alI crucial issues were incorporated in their
anaLysis, when only segments of the problem were considered.

The stance taken by feminj.st writers is that traditional

therapists frequently neglect to examine the traditional

societal role of men and women, the restrictive sex rol-es,

the cultural conditioned characteristics , or the power

differentials between men and women when treating women's

problems (NiCarthy, Merriam, & Coffman, 1984).

Dobash & Dobash's (1979) analysis of wj.f e abuse has

built a strong case for the patriarchal perspective. Their

work appears to be the starting point for many current

feminist authors. Dobash and Dobash's (1979) explanation

for wife abuse has been widely accepted by those who adopted

a sociocultural (patriarchal) perspective. For this reason,

the theoretical premise of Dobash & Dobash wilI be the focus

for explaining wife abuse from a patriarchal perspective.

Dobash & Dobash (1979) theorized that the cause of wife

abuse is the historical and culturally conditioned position

of powerlessness and subordination occupied by women in
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relation to men. The position of supremacy, domination, and

control held by men over \.rornen, is ernbedded and reinf o¡ced

by the political, religious, and economic institutional

systems of society. The subordination of r¡omen and the

supremacy of men arå historically the cultural legacy of the

patriarchal family. Patriarchal ideology sanctions the

hierarchical organization of the family. In essence, this
ideology sanctions men's maj-ntenance of power in the family

by the use of violence.

It is difficult to address the concepts inherent in the

patriarchal perspective without considering the actions of

feminists who aimed at combating wife abuse. Feminist

thêrapy itself, remains in an infantile stage of

development. Many contêmporary therapists call themselves

femini.st therapiets, yet there is currently no concise,

unitary, conceptual way of defining what feminist therapy

means (Bograd, 1984). Feminist thêrapy is reflective of

"certain values and therapeutic attitudes regarding eTomen

and their role in society" (Riche, 1984, p. 43). Feminist

therapists "seek to develop egalitarian therapeutic

relationships with their clients that will promote insight
into the personal impact of women's ongoing socio-political

oppression (Riche, 1984, p. 43). The responsês of many

.recênt feminists and early grassroots women's organizations

contributed significantly to the rapid growth of services

for abused women in the past two decades. Safe homes and

women's shelters were developed. Telephone crisis
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counselling, and crisis intervention programs became

available for abused r.7omen. Consc iousness- rais ing, and

mutuaL aid support groups were formed (NiCarthy et aI.,

1984). The most common trêatment format for abused women

became the group approaeh.

Fer¡inists clai¡n success for helping abused women

eliminate the violence that has been directed to¡¿ard them,

and irnproving the quality of the lives of abused vTomen. The

primary focus has been to free women, physically and

psycho logicalIy, from the men who have abused them and the

effects of the abuse. It ean be argued that empowering

women and facilitating thê process for r¡omen to leave

abusive relationships may be quite Iimiting. Other ¡¡omen

who become involved r¡ith these same men r¡ay soon be abused.

In addition, there is no guarantee that çlomen r¡ho leave one

abusive reLationship will not be abused in another.

In contrast to other theoretical methodologies,

feminists have adopted a predominantly unilateral

intervention approach in the treatment of wife abuse.

Abused women have been identified as victims of the abuse in

need of proteetion; men who abused their r¡ives nere

catalogued as perpetrators. Men ç¡ere vieçred as the sourcê

of the violence which was caused by soci.etal factors

inherent in the patriarchal institutional and family systêm.

Therapists conceding to a patriarchal perspective strongly

advocated against treating wife abuse ¡¡hile the husband was

activêly violent. The advisabiJ-ity for treating abusive men
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and their partners coniointly has been a subieet of maior

debate bet!¡een clinieians. Feminists considered couple or

family therapy dangerous for women. This was based on the

premise that women were at risk of further abuse for what

they disclosed in therapy. To facilitate women's

availability in therapy, an absolute guarantee for safety

was seen as a prerequisite (Bograd, 1984). NiCarthy's

(1984) opinion that treating viol-ence by focusing on the

interactional patterns that maíntained the violence, reduced

the perpetrator's responsibility and placêd blame on the

victim. This opinion is shared by other feminists as r¡ell.

Treatment programs have been committed to segregating people

by gender. Programs for men t+ho abused developed more

slowly than services for women. The underl-ying assumption

in intervention has been that women r¡anted to escape from

their abusive partners and needed assistance to make a

permanent b¡eak. The prevailíng feminist belief held that
the only eray to terminate the viol"ence was to end the

relationship (Sedlak, 1988). Despite this assumption, many

women ç¡anted to remain in the relationship, but wanted the

violence to end (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Neidig & Fríedroan,

1984; Sedlak, 1988; f^lalker, 1979, 1984). l{any abused women

have sought intervention while remaining r¡ith their
partners. A frequent sought after treatment modality has

been conjoint therapy (Margolin et aI., 1988).

Neidig & Friedman (1984), and Rosenbaum & O'Leary

(1986) argued that violence could be stopped by treating it
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in the context of the relatíonship when certain condj.tions

were in place. their findings contrasted r¡ith the basic

assumption that the only way to end the violenee was to help

ç¡omen terminate the relationship. Situational and

relational factors were found to play a major role in the

violence. Eeminists argued against this. Feminists have

conceded that violence is a result of the hierarchical

structure of the fanily that allows men the right to

maintain control through acts of violence. The polarity

betr¿een these two treatment interventions, feminist and

interpersonal, remains consistently and passionately strong

(Scarf, 1989). Regardless of r¿hieh therapeutic framework

intervention has been designed, the goal for both

perspectives has been to stop additional violence from

occurring in intimate relationships.

Much of the clinical and empirical r¡ork that ç¡as first

undertaken in the field of farnil-y violence stemmed from the

psychoanalytic model of mental functioning. Clinicians,
psychologists, and psychiatrists working in the medical-

field were generally those r¿ho came into contact with the

aftermath of wife abuse more readily than professionals fvom

other theoretical backgrounds. Hence, "it should be

expected that the first reports and the first theories would

expound the medical model" (Pagelow, 1984, p. ILZ). People

r¡hose behaviour deviated f ro¡n the Ioosely defined socially

acceptable norm r{êre viewed as sick and in need of treatment
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to focus on the characteristics of abused women rather than

on their abusive partners. Although praetica]-

consideratione existed for studying victiros of abuse ¡ather

than the abuser, such an approach ¡¡as criticized by other

investigators (Martin, 1983; Pagelow, 1984; Stark &

Flitcraft, 1988). AbuEive men reroained unapproachable and

uncooperative, rnaking it diff icul-t to obtain adequate

samples for study; whereas, abused women appeared more

amenable and available for exploration. Mên had a tendency

to deny, mini¡oize, or rationalize their behaviour (Gang1ey &

Har¡is, 19?8; Walker, 1984). Hence, information on abused

r¡ives was more easily attainable than on abusi.ve men. Yet,

early psychoanalytic studies which successfully explored

male abusers, continued to focus on women in their report
(Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Pagelow, 1984)

The applicatÍon of the psychoanalytic model to violence

in intimate relationships has been sharply criticized by

those who adopted a sociocultural understanding of the

problem (Dobash & Dobash, 1979; Martin, 1983; NiCarthy et

aI., 1984; Schechter, 1982). The predominant argument

against the psychoanalytic model of mental functj.oning has

been its tendeney to view vj.olence against women as an

individual problem as opposed to a social problero (Page1ow,

1984). The underlying assumption of the psychoanalytic

theory was such that "1ega1, politicaL, cultural, family,

and economic institutions in our society contribute Iittl-e
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or nothing to the violence" (Dobash & Ðobash, 1979, p. 193).

This model-, therefore, looked toward the personality

characteristics of both the abuser and the abused in its
analysis of violence in intimate relationships. Peop1e who

abused and those who ¡¡ere abused were commonly viewed as

suffering from some mental aber¡ation with a defect in
personality. Individual pathologies of one or both partners

we¡e believed to exist. Abused women wêre labelled as

masochistic, frigid, castrating, sadistic, domineering, and

masculíne; abusive men e¡ere excessively dependent, passive,

sadistic, pass ive- aggress ive , addiction prone, and

pathologically jealous and possessive (Dobash & Dobash,

1979; Lion, 1977; Margolin et aI., 1988; Pagelow, 1984;

Shainess , L977 ) .

The psychoanalytic construets used to formulate

hypothesis about the etiology of r¿ife abuse included "the

conceptions of normal relationships betÍ¡een men and çromen,

the nature of the parent-child relationships, Iandl the

importance of early childhood learning" (Dobash & Dobash,

1979, p. 193). Causality of deficits in personality and

mental functioning were believed to result from inadequate

attitudinal and behaviour training appropriate to one's

gender; unhappy parent-chi1d relationships; and improper

early chiJ-dhood learning. Defects in personality were seen

as originating in the family of origin which we¡e

transmitted across generations. The psychoanalytic
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assumption about healthy individual functioning and norraal

interpersonaL relationships between men and women is
viewed by feminists as extremely patriarchal (Goodrich,

Rampage, 811¡¡an & Halstead, 1988). To be a healthy

functioning male one must possess and incorporate

characteristics defined as masculine i.nto their personal

identity (independent, dominant, objective, and rational).
Women, on the other hand, must maintain characteristics that
are feminine (dependent, emotÍve, subjective, and nurturer).
Psyehoanalytic theory holds that any deviation from one's

appropriate gender role was abnormal and the cause of
personal conflict and struggle. Thus, early childhood

learning and the relationship between parent and chil-d were

major components in the fo¡mulation of personality. The

primary nurturerE of ehildren were believed to be women who

were subsequently defined as u1timately responsible for the

psychic well being of ehildren (Dobash & Dobash, 1979).

Following this theoreticaj- premise, the underlying message

initially !¡as that women r,rere primarily responsible for all
intrafamilial violence including their own abuse (Dobash &

Dobash, 1979; Margolin et al., 1988). Psychoanalytic

hypothesis of violence in the intimate relationship "either
proiect the blame onto the relationship between the husband

and his mother or claim that the r¡ife herself is really the

instigator of the violence" (Gayford, 1983, p. 125).

Although morê recent analysis of wife abuse from a
psychoanalytic framework have not adopted such a linear
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perspêctivs on cauaality by approaching issu6s of

responsibility, particularly as it concerns women with more

sensitivity (Iiilberman, 1980, Margolin et a1., 1988).

So¡ne authors who adhered to the psychoanaLytic

explanation for wife abuse atte¡optêd to deflect the blame

fo¡ the abuse away from the victim (Lion, 1977; Shainess,

L977). Yet in doing so, psychoanalysts identified the

victim as playing a crucial role in her own abuse. ln

essence, the responsibility for the abuse was not

conceptualized as being solely that of the victir¡ but was

equally shared between the abused and the abuser. Violence

bet!¡een intimates çras identified as a pathological

velationship where people were " psycho logical Iy and

enotionally on the 'same level'" (Shainess , 1977, p. 115).

The issues in such a relatlonship involved the ambival-ences

between love and hate, and the pathological characteristics

of both partners. The r¡ode of treatment for breaking the

vicious cycle that occurred between the abuser and the

abused involved intensive psychotherapy. Lion (197?)

identified that the pri¡oary aj.m of therapy for eliminating

violence was to raj-se the self-esteem of both partners. He

recommended that cLinicians learn the intrapsychic and

interpersonal dynamics that prevailed by conducting

individual and conjoint sess ions.

Psychoanalytic theory of violence in the intimate

relationship has been harshly criticized and challenged by

other explanations of r¡if e abuse, yet this theoretical model
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has provided the foundation to clinical and empirical

inquiry into the problem. One psychoanalyst's review of the

psychoanalyt ical literature on family violence stated that:

we have behaved in a way that adds f uel- to our critic's

fi.re. l^le have been remiss in not maintaining a high

degree of theoretical and technical rigor in the

application of ¡.¡hat we know from psychoanalytic

situations to more complex situations in our society
(Mcleer, 1988, p. 23-24)

Theories r¡hích include sociocultural, rel-ational, and/or

situational factors .have denounced the psychoanalytieaL

explanatíon that personality problems r?ere enough to explain

the complex problem of r¡if e abuse. Hence, psychoanalytic

theory has moved to include social, situatíona1, and

environmental factors in addition to individuaf

characteristics of the abuser and the abused (Pagelor¿,

1984 ) .

S ummarv

Varíous conceptual frameworks have been applied to the

study and clinical work of violence within the family. In

the late 1970s, Gell-es and Straus reviewed a total- of

seventeen theories of famíIy violence (Gelles, 1982). Erom

these theories evolved a range of hypothesis on the

causality of wife abuse accompanied with their intervention

techniques and strategies to treat the probfem. As with

other problems, the ideological understanding about et.iology

determines which interventions wj-ll be prescribed. Although
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there is a ç¡ealth of theoretical knowledge available that a

clinician could apply in the t.reatment of íntimate violence,

the empirical data in support of many theories remains

limited (Margolin et a1., 1988). Interventíons to treat the

problem have ranged from various forms of clinical

approaches including individual, group, and/ot couple

therapy; political action; eriminal action; policy making;

community programing; to public education. There is a

growing body of outcome Iiterature on the efficacy of

treatment programs for male batterers and for coupì-es.

Treatment outcomê, although in the early stages of study,

appears to show that violent behaviour can be elimi.nated.

The manner in which this is therapeutically accompl-ished is

dependent upon the theoretical approach adopted and the

treatment components applied. As Margolin et al., (1988)

stated, "Because of the multiple interventions offered in

any one treatment, ç¡e do not yet know the effective

treatment variables" (p. f 11).

The interpersonal, sociocultural , and intrapersonal

theoretical approaches to the etiology of wife abuse each

maintain thei¡ own idiosyncratic theoretical premise in the

understanding and treatment of the problem. Interestingly

though, there are various theoretical components,

intervention va¡iab1es, and treatment goals that are

commonly shared. For instance, each of the four theories

considered the effects of the family of origin and its

subsequent relationshíp to adult violent behaviour. Each
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theory argì.res that information learned in early childhood

has a significant impact on behaviours in later life yet

their explanations differ. Systemic theorists adhere to the

assumption that information acquired through early childhood

familial experiences is brought by each partner into the

relationship. Individual personal information combined with

that of one's partner contríbutes to the pattern of violence

that develops. Such information then becomes part of the

interactíonaI proeesses between the couple which helps

maintain the vioLent behaviour. The aim of the systemic

therapist is then to interrupt and change the interactional
processes that occur within the dyad, using individual
personal ínformation only as it pertains to the present

relationship. Social learning theorists argue that

aggressive behaviour is learned observati-onal ly and./or

experientially in the family of origin through modeling.

Social learning clinicians place direct emphasis on the

behavioure, attitudes, and beliefs that were previously

learned. The aim is to help the abusive person relearn ç¡hat

had previ.ously been acquired. Di¡ect emphasis is placed on

changing the behaviours, attitudes, and beliefs previously

learned in order for violent behaviour to cease. The

sociocuLtural theorist argues that the famíIy is a

hie¡archical organization sanctioned by patriarchal ideology

which allows men to maintain power in the family. Violent

behaviour is one of the means that men have to maintain

their position of superiority r¡ithin the structure of the
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family. the sociocultural theory, therefore, supports the

prenise that patriarchal ideology whose roots are strongly

embedded in the family, sanctions violent behaviour.

lntervention from this theoretical perspective adopts a

political framework. The aim is to change the patriarchal

ideology, ç¡hile at the same time remaining sensitive to the

needs of those who are targets of the abuse, women.

Psychoanalytical theory views the family as the primary

source for the development of personality. Psychoanal-ytica 1

theory holds that violent behaviour was caused by a defect

in personality r¡here the roots of individual pathology are

¡¿ithin the family. Although psychoanalysts initially did

not look beyond the indívidual in its analysis of etiology,
reeently situational and rel-ational factors have been

cons idered.

Intervention varied from one approaeh to the other.

Yet, one of the main differences bets¡een each of these

theoretical approaches may not necessarí1y be the

intervention itself, but rather the rationale behind the

intervention. Due to the nature of the problem, safety

issues as they pertained to one or both partners nere

emphasized and considered in each treatment approach.

Rega¡d1ess of the individual theoretical nuances, the goal

from each of these perspectives çras to eliminate víol-ence in
the intimate relationship.
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Chapter IV

fntro duct íon

The focus of this practicum r¡as the conioint treatment

of intimate violence fron an interpersonal perspective. A

total of six couples participated in therapy, although two

of these cor-ipIee terminated t¿eatment prematurely. The

concepts and methodology of structural and strategic therapy

were incorporated and applied in this trêatmênt progra¡D.

The specificity of the theoretical orientation will be

discussed in more detail later in this chapter. In essence,

treatment ç¡as vio lence- focused , task-oriented, time-limited,

and gender sensitive. Specific attention was paid to safety

issues as they pertained to one or both partn€rs throughout

the screening and therapeutic process.

This treatnent program did not advocate or require that

couples remained together. Rather it was designed to treât
a specific cätegory of couples who were interested in

working with their partner at developing nonviolent

interactional patterns. One criterion for acceptance into

the treatment program ¡¡as that the couple be mutually

interested in r¿orking together to stop the violence. This

criterion did not mean that couples had to stay together to

complete treatment. If during the process of treatment a

couple elected to separate, then a shift in treatment
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occurred. The focus of therapy then moved from helping the

coupÌe work together at stopping the violence to helping

them separate. Thus, the primary goal of treatment was to

work with coupJ.es to help them successfully eliminate any

additional episodes of violence in the intimate

relationship, regardless of the direction they chose to take

with their relationship followJ.ng the onset of treatment.

Violence, and situational and relational issues that
surrounded the violence Rerê therapeutically managed in the

context of the couple by means of conioint husband-wife

therapy. Within the framework of this practicum, individual
therapeutic intervention r¡as done in conjunction with

conioint therapy when assessed as an essential eomponent of

couple treatment. In sj.tuations where conioint therapy was

contraindicated following the conmencement of treatment, a

qualified referral was made to an appropriate community

resource. Success of treatment was defíned in terms of

stopping the occurrence of violence in the relationship
regardless of whether the couple system remained intact or

not.

It is recognized that conioint couple therapy in the

treatment of intimate violence, particularly wife abuse is
an extremely controversial issue amongst therapists. Yet,

this therapeutic framer¡ork has obtained attention and

support in the ¡¿if e abuse literature (Neidie & Friedman,

1984; Sed1ak, 1988i Taylor, 1984; l,,leitzman & Dreen, 1982).

It is be1ìeved by some elinicians that an interpersonal
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approach in the treatment of this problem fills some of the

gaps that a morê unilateral approach does not (Weitzman &

Dreen, 1982). Clinicians who adhered to a feninist
(patriarchal) approach argued that male resocialization is a

treatment requirement for terminating violence. 0n the

other hand, therapists who approached this problem from an

interpersonal. perspective did not negate the necessity to
implement unilateraL strategies with some couples. The

naturê and frequency of the problem of intimate violence

dictates that some situations are dangerous, requiring
cri-sis intervention such as utilization of women's shelters
or police protection. The lite¡ature has identified that
when certain conditions are in place, such as those

identified in this chapter under the section "Criterj.a for
Client Suitability", interactional therapy can interrupt the

transactional patterns that maintaín the violence and

eliminate the violence (Dutton, 1988; Neidig et a1., 1985;

Neidig & Friedman, 1984; Rosenbaum & 0'Leary, 1986; l,leitzman

& Dreen, 1982). It has been established that one of the

absolute requirements for all clinicians treating intimate

violence is the physical safety of the spouses, particularly

the safety of the !¡oman.

Considerable attention was given to the selection of

couples for this practicum treatment program. Those couples

that ¡¿ere selected clearly met the criteria established for
client suitability as per the section in this chapter on

"Criteria for C1ient Suitability". In essence, all couples
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seleeted ¡.rerê young couples who were in the early stages of

their relationship; the violence çras an expression of anger

as opposed to an intenti.onal means to achieve control over

one's partner; the viofence had not become an integral part

of the relationship; and both partners were interested in

ç¡orking together at stopping the víolence rathe¡ than

seeking individual or group therapy. Due to the nature of

the problem under treatmênt, it is necessary to reiterate

that the safety issues of aÌl persons who engaged in this

treatmênt pf,ograru were a constant focus of attention.

Theoretieal 0ri-entation

A structural and strategic conceptual f rameçrork was

adopted for this practicum treatment program. Like other

interventions, the theoretical orientation is that ç¡hich

dictates the intervention methodology employed in treatment.

Hence, the theoretical constructs of structural and

stratêgic therapy were integrated into the treatment of

violence in the intimate relationship.

The intent of this section is to provide a brief
presentation of the theoretical constructs of structural and

strategic therapy. To do iustice to the work that was

developed over the years by Salvador Minuchin, Jay Ha1ey,

Cloe Madanes, and the therapists from the Brief Therapy

Center, Richa¡d E isch, Paul l,latzr¡a1ick, John Weakland,

Arthur Bodin, and Lynn Sega1, a much nore comprehensive

review of the proponents of their theoretical framework is

required than is currently offered. Although there are some
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distinct differences between these two schools of therapy

and nuances specific to each group of therapists, the aím at

thÍs time is to highlight those theoretical eoncepts from

within the structural and strategic framework that provided

the foundation for this treatment pro6ram. The review here

will be more general than therapist specific.
There is a common thread between the two schools in

their view of the famj-ly or couple, although the focus of

both approaches may vary s1ightly. Both approaches view the

individual ín têrms of his or her primary social context

which is the famíJ-y. The individual is seen as influencing

the social system and being influenced by it through the

ongoing sequence of interactions that occurs between its
members. This conceptual- framework is a distinctive move

from a lineay modality of cause and effect to a systemic

viewpoint of circularity. Such a viewpoint understands and

axplains behaviour "in terms of its place in a wider,

ongoing, organized system of behaviour, involving feedback

and reciprocal reinfo¡cement throughout" (Eisch, Weakland &

Segal, 1989, p. 9). Hence, the symptomati-c person or

identified patient can be understood only by taking into
account the whoLe system to r¡hich he or she belongs.

Conceptually, a change in the overaLl- context of the family

iB that which produces change ín behaviour and in the

individual members of the system. Therefore, for
individuals to change, change must first take place in the
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context of the interpersonal system (Madanes & Haley, 1981;

Mi.nuchin, 197 4 ) .

The focus is not on the past or on the internal

processes, but on the present observable behaviours that

oecu¡ through the repetitive interactional sequencee within

the system. The aim is to alter or change the behaviours

that occur in the present rather than to provide an

experiential growth process or an interpretive synthesis of

the past (Haley, 1989). As Minuchin (1974) stated, "the

past was instrumental in the creation of the family's
present organization and functioning, it is manifest in the

present and will be available to change by interventions

that change the present" (p. 14). Increasíng the level of

insight and awareness, or focusing on the emotional

components of the relationship are not vieçred as useful in

changing behaviour. The emotional inte¡p1ay between famíJ.y

members is seen as one of the moves in the game the family

pIays, rather than seen as something specific about the

state of one of its members or the psychic quality of the

individual. Thus, internal or past experiences are focused

upon only as they relate to changing the present problematic

behaviours. The premise is that thoughts and feelings

change as the social context changes. The focus is,

therefore, present-oriented and synptom- or iented. The

symptom is viewed as that which helps maintain the system as

r,¡eII as is maintained by the system. The strategic school

of therapy tends to be more problem-oriented than the
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structuraf school, although the aim of both schools is to

change the problem behavíour by means of action-oriented ,

task-centered planned therapeutic strategies.

The family lífe cycle and the developmental stage of

the family are crucial areas of therapeutic attention. The

common view is that the family has the task of passing

through various stages of development throughout the course

of life such ae marriage, birth of a child, a child leaving

home, and retirement (Haley, 1973; Minuchin, 1974). Many

farnilíes manage the difficulties associated with life

transitions. Yet, other families sometimes become stuck as

they pass from one stage to another. The premise is that as

fa¡¡ilies ettêrûpt to deal r¡ith the difficultíes incurred by

the life transitions, they are in reality attempting to

develop new ways of coping to accommodate the ne¡¡

developmental stage. l,{hèn thê difficulty is mishandled or

unresolved, the tendency ís for fa¡niLies to continuously

apply the same ineffective method of resolving the

difficulty. Applying more of the Bame behaviour, initially
proven to be inadequatê at solving the difficulty, only

serves to escalate the intensity of the difficulty. The

difficulty then becomes a problem (Eisch et al., 1989).

Families whose pattern of functioning is presented as

dysfunctional, are sometimes those families who are

attemptíng to adapt to a ne¡¿ deve J-oprnentai. stage of life
(Minuchin, L974).
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The strategic school of therapy is primarily process-

orientad and problem- focused. The presentíng problem "is

defined as a type of behavior that is part of a sequence of
acts among several persons. The repeating sequence of

behaviour is the focus of therapy" (IIaIey, 1989, p. 2). The

aim is to determine who is ínvolved with the problem and in
what way. The goal of therapy is to intercept and change

the repetitive sequence of interactíona1 behaviours that
maintaín the problem. Thus, the primary focus of therapy is
the presenting problem for which strategies are devised to

so1ve. Ne¡¡ behaviours are introduced by provì.ding the

family with new experiences. Such experiences are gained by

the family through the directives given by the therapist.

Strategic intervention predominantly occurs in the form of

strategically planned direetives created to induce change in
the interactional patterns r¡ithin the fanily. "Directives

may be straightfor¡¡ard or paradoxical, si¡npIe and involving
onê or two people, or complex and involving the whole family

. .. directives have the purpose of changing the way people

relate to one another and to the therapist" (Madanes &

Haley, 1981, p. 290). The directives may offer an

experiential encounter for the family. Yet, the faroily's
awareness of the changes gained through the experience is
not a condition of this approach. The focus is not on the

family members' cognitive understanding of the process of

change, but rathe¡ on the change itself. As Madanes (1988)

stated, "ìf the family can get over thê probLem without
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knor¡ing how or why, that is satisfactory, since so mueh

necessarily is outside awareness" G. 24). The strategic

therapist accepts responsibility when change does not occur

in the desired direction; but, ç¡hen the desired change in
the problem behaviour occurs, the family is held

responsible. Ultimate1y, it is the therapist's job and

responsibílity to engure that the f aroiLy successfully

achieves what it wents to achieve.

The structural approach predominantly focuses on the

hierarchal organizational structure of the family. It views

the family through its boundaries, its coalitions, and its
degree of enmeshment or disengagement. The primary goal of

therapy is to change the organization of the family. In

this approach "problems are sêên to result from a rigid,
dysfunctional structure, Ifor which] their functionality or

usefulness will disappear with system transformation
(Stanton, 1981, p. 307). Like strategic therapy, structural
therapy is symptom-focused although the emphasis is more on

the structure of the family than the problem itself. The

premise of structural therapy is that el-imination of the

symptom is the resul-tant effect of a structural change

¡¡ithin the organization of the family or couple. A

structural change in the context of the family subsequently

induces change in the "subsystem" within the famiLy. The

"subsystem" is viewed as the individual or any part of the

whole system such as the spousal, parental, or sibli-ng

subsystem (Minuchin 1974). This approach focuses on the
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transactional patterns r¡ithin the overall family system for
r¿hich intervention is designed to change the "process of
feedback between ci¿cumstances and the pereon invoLved"

(Minuchin, L974, p. 13). Hence, by changing the

"relationship between a person and the familiar context in
çrhich he functions, one changes his eubjective experience"

(Mínuchin, t974, p. 13). The therapist's role and use of
self is crucial to inducing organizational changes in the

fa¡¡ily. One of the key proponents of structural
intervention is for the therapist to "join" the family. As

Minuchin & Fischman (1981) stated, "Joiníng a famiLy is more

an attitude than a technique, and it is the umbrella under

whích alL therapeutic transactions occur . ... Joining is the

g¡Iue that holde the therapeutíc system together" (p. 31-32).

The therapist joins the family, strategically moving in and

out of different positions of proximity within the family
system. The two main tasks of the therapist are identífjed
as: (1) accommodating the family, and (2) maintaining a

pe-¡sition of leade¡ship without getting sucked into the

family system (Minuchin, t974, p. 139). In essence, joìning

the family system confírms for the family that they are

understood and that the therapist will help them work

through their problems regardless as to how distressful ,

intense, or cumbersome their problems may be. The therapist
achieves a position of maximum maneuverability through which

the dysfunctional family system can be actively challenged

witbout confrontation. :
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The utilization of two similar but distinctive

theoretical approaches occurs in a highly planned, skilled,

and artful manner. As Stanton (1981) stated, "it is
possible to åpp1y either a structural or st¡ategic approach

separately, or to use both coniointly or contrapuntaIly" (p.

316). Maneuverability between or within these two

conceptual frameworks invoLves a specific protocol, rather

than a ¡rhimsical fluctuation from one approach to another in

order to maximíze therapeutic effectiveness. Stanton (1981)

specified that there were t¡¿o general rules to use in the

interplay betr¡een structural and strategic therapy. The

first rule ídentified that a structural approach should

initially be applied in the treatment of a couple.

I'ollowíng this ru1e, the aim is to f irst ioin r.¡ith the

couple and test the boundaries of the couple subsystem. The

primary focus is to change the organizational structure of

the eouple subsystem with minimal emphas j.s on solving the

problem. The second rule was to empl-oy a strategic approach

when structuraL techniques were assessed as not sueceeding

or unlikely to succeed. Switching from one approach to

another resulted when certain condi.tions were in pIace. The

conditions included: (1) the therapist reaching an impasse

with the couple where resistance to thêrapy was relatively

strong, (2) the therapist having previous information about

the couple which signified that a structural approach r¡ould

not initially be as highly effective as a strategic

approach; and (3) the therapist becoming unclear and
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confused in understanding the couple and unsure about the

direction to take ç¡ith treatment. A move back to the

structural approach r¡ould be indicated when the conditions

which led to the change in approaches were ¡educed enough to

successfully employ structural techniques (Stanton, 1981).

Description of the Practicum

ThÍs practicum was completed at the Psychological

Service Centre (PSC) located at the University of Manitoba,

Fort Garry Campus. Supervision was provided by Dr. Harvy

Frankel, Assistant Professor of the University of Manitoba's

Eaculty of SociaI l.lork. Screening of clients for acceptance

into the practicum treatment progxam began in Octobe¡, 1989.

The treatment component of this program commenced following
the acceptance of the practicum proposal by the Advisory

Committee on the 7 November, 1989. The practicum l?as

completed on 31 May, 1989.

The PSC is a counselling training facility, affiliated
ç¡ith the University of Manitoba's faculties of psychology

and sociaL ç¡ork. All sereening, therapy, and most crisis
sessions were conducted at this setting. Those crisis
sessions that were conducted elser¡here r¡ere done so onJ-y

r¿hen the gravity of the cIiênt situation required immediate

after hour clinical attention. One example of when off site
intervention took place wãs when physical abuse occurred and

the situation reached crisis proportj.ons in the early hours

of the morning.
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AI1 clients were registered ¡¡ith the PSC at the tiroe of

the screening session. The intake and treatment recording

requirements of the PSC were foIlo¡¡ed. This included

¡ecording intake and treatment information in both the

client file and the computer data file system. All clients

providêd written consent for one-way mirror observation,

audio, and audio-visual recording in accordance r¡ith the

regulations of the PSC and thís treatment program. Although

written consent was a predetermined prerequisite for

treatment consideration, no clients were refused treatment

for this reason.

Supervision I.ras conducted by the onê-way mirror ¡¡ith a

mechanical transmitting devise, by live video-tape review,

and by pre-session casê planning meetings. The majority of

sessions conducted at the PSC r¡ere video-taped. The only

time sessions we¡e not taped ç¡as when video equipment r¡as

either unavaiLable or out of service. A mínimum of two

hours of weekJ-y supervision was received. The number of

hours spent in supervision varied from one week to the next

due to the method of supervision used, the number of

scheduled sessions, and the nature of the cLient problem.

From October 1989 to January 1990 alL screening and therapy

sessions ¡.rere conducted by Iive supervision through the one-

way mirror. A transmitting devise was used during live

supervision to permit communication from Dr. Frankel to the

therapist in training. Foll-owing January 1989, live

supervision via the one-way mirror and/or video-taped
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sessions r¡as conducted when feasible. Treatment planning

for eaeh session was done in consultation with Dr. Frankel-

throughout the practicum.

Õlients involved with the treatment program r,relle

referred from public social service agencies from within the

Winnipeg area. In September 1989, a letter requesting

clients for ref erral- purposes was forwarded to various

private and public organizations in this community as

outlined at Appendix A. Those services which referred
clients included: Family Services of Winnipeg, the Women's

Advocacy Program, the Provincial Employees Assistance

Program, the Parent Support Program, and the Regional Social

Work Office at Canadian E'orces Base l^linnipeg.

All couples were subjected to a stringent screening

process to determine their suitabilíty for conjoint therapy

prior to acceptance into the treatment program. It r¿as

recognized that the nature of the problem itself dictated

that not all couples were suitable for conioint therapy.

Clinicians have found that screening of all cases was an

essential step in ensuring safe and effective treatment
(Neidi€' & Friedman, 1984; Neidig et al., 1985; TayLor,

1984). The¡efore, screening of all clients referred for
conioint treatment r¡as a mandatory component of the program.

The purpose of screening was to deter¡¡ine the couple's

approgriateness for treatment in accordance r¡ith the program

criteria for cLient suitabílity; to obtain information on
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the couple's relationship, partieularly the violence

history; to introduce the couple to the objectives and goals

of treatment; to explo¡e the couple's goals of treatment; to
attend to any admínistrative issues; and to identify any

sítuations that required additional intervention.

A preliminary screening was first conducted by the

referral agent who had some information about the treatment

selection criteria at his/her disposal prior to making the

referral-. Secondly, discussion bet!¡een the referral agent

and the therapist in training was conducted. Thirdly,
cl-ients attended a conioint screening session for r¡hich the

víolence, situational, and relational issues that surrounded

the violence, and other factors wêre examined in detail.
To facilitate the selection process, alL clients were

required to complete the intake questionnaire at Appendix B

at screening. The intake questionnaire e?as borrowed from

the r¡ork of Neidig & Friedman (1984). these same authors

granted permission to reproduce some aspects of thei.r

t¡eatment program including the intake questionnaire in
their 1984 book "Spouse Abuse: A Treatment Program for
Couples". The intake questionnaire at Appendix B is not a

direct replication of that used by Neidig & Frj.edman (1984)

for it was slightly modified to meet the requirements of

this treatment program.

AJ.though many relational and situational j.ssues that
pertained to the individual couple were explored during the

screening interview, the primary area of focus was the
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couple's history of violence. Assessment of the couple's

problems and interactional patterns was done by examinj.ng in

depth the sequence of events surrounding the last violent

incident. l,lalking through the last incident also provided

information on previous incidents of vi.olence. In essence,

three predominant al4eas; regarding the violence were

examined: the predísposing factors; th€ precipitating

factors; and the maintaining factors.

The key issues examined during the screening interview

inc l uded:

a. sociodemographic factors such as the length and status

of the relationship and number of previous separations;

b. the onset of violencei

c. the severity, frequency, and type of violence;

d. the direction of the violence;

e. the availability of a support system;

f. previous relationships where physical violence

occurred;

g. the presence of drugs and/or alcohol;

h. family of origin violence;
j. predietability of violence;

k. psychological abuse;

m. previous /current 1egaI involvement;

n. events following the incident of viol-ence;

p. the need for an immediate safety plan;

q. problems outside the home ç¡ith anger;
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t. each person's perception of thei¡ role and theìr
partner's role in the violence;

s. homic idal,/suic idal ideationi

t. each person's perception of the level of danger to

oneself and others including children;

u. each peÍson's belief about behaviour change;

v. porsons directly or indirectly involved with the

coupLe; and

r.¡. the presence of firearms in the home.

Critería for Client Suitabi littz
The criteria defining client suitabi l ity /unsuitabi J- ity

that was instituted into thís practicum evolved primarily

from the literature. The concepts of expressive and

instrumental violence inhe¡ent in this criteria were

developed by Neidig & Friedman (1984). It is from these

concepts that the selection criteria was established.

Clients selected for this practicum treatment program

were those whose level of violence çlas identified as

expressive. Those persons who engaged in an instrumental

1evel of violence were deemed unsuitable. Expressive

vioLence refers to a level of violence in ç¡hich vioLence is
viewed as an expression or resultant effect of a high IeveI

of emotional arousal. Instrumental violence is considered

the intentional and deliberate use of violence as a means or

rêsource used to induce control- over a non-consenting

partner. The view is that expressive violence is violence

that has not become an integral part of the relatíonship.
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Yet, if left unattended and repeated over time, it is
believed to have the potential to take on an instru¡nental

role in the reLationship.

It r¿as recognized that the level of violence in the

intimate relationship may have components or characteristics
from either the expressive or instrumental category. It ç¡as

considered essential for treatment purposes that the

identífied characteristics of the violence be those r¡hich

were predominantly expressive.

The characteristics of expressive violence are:

a. violence that is primarily an expression of emotion

such as anger, jealousy, sadness, or fear;
b. a genuine disturbance felt by the abuser about the

violent behaviour;

c. a predictable and gradual sequence of events, emotions,

and/ot behaviours that precede the violent acti
d. the existence of genuine remorse and guilt felt by the

abuser following the violent behaviour;

e. violence that is inconsistent r¡ith one's belief system

or r¿ith one's value base;

f. a genuine desire and belief that the pattern of viol-ent

behaviour can be interrupted and stopped;

g. a genuine interest to terminate the violent behaviour;

h. violence that oecurs in the context of escalating

conflict;
j. reLationships where victim and perpetrator roles are

not f ixed;
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k. relationships r,rhere partnêrs seê themselveE asr victims

who are actíng in response to the intentionally

annoying behaviour of the other person;

m. relationships where partners are trapped in a pattern

of behaviour they genuinely r¡ant to change but do not

knon hor¡; and

n. violence that is restricted to the eurrênt intimate

re lat ions hip.

The characteristics of instrumental violence are:

a. violence that is used primarily as a means to achieve a

-- -'t .
Ë(Jc[¡,

b. violence that is viewed as a legitimate option, whereby

its use is j ustif ied;

c. the existence of an unpredictable, rapid, sudden

escalation of violence;

d. the existence of a. high propensity for low provocation;

e. a lack of genuine remorse or guilt felt by the abuser

following the violent behaviour;

f. violence that i.s coneistent with one's values and

ingrained in one's belief system;

g. the belief that the violent behaviour cannot be

contro l led i

h. a minimal or absence of desire to stop the violent

behaviour;
j. violence that is an intentional- and deliberate

behaviour used to control, manípulate, or punish

another's behaviour;
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k. relationships where victim and perpetretor rolês are

f ixed ;

m. the potential for retaliation, homicide, or suicidei

and

n. violence that is equated ç¡íth the seJ.f-image of an

assertive competent person.

Additional factors for treatment euitability are:

e. víolence has occurred in the context of the pl4esent

' reLationship;

b. both partners are committed to rernaining in the present

re Lat ions hip;

c. both partners ale willíng to engage in conioint therapy

to deal with reLational and/or situational issues

surrounding the violence;

d. absence of long term violenca in the current

re 1at ions hip;

ê. abEence of chronic alcohol and/ot drug problems; and

f. absence of violent behaviour toward one's

chi Id /chi ldren.
Treatment Procedures

All couples accepted for conjoint treatment were

expeeted to complete a treatment contract and specific

instruments used to evaluate the efficacy of treatment

foLlor¡ing acceptance into the program. The instruments

employed r.rere thê Anger Log (Bloom & Fischer, 1982), the

Dyadic Adjuetment Scale (Spanier, 1976), the Conflict Tactic

Scale (Straus, 1979), and the Marlow-Crowne SociaL
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Desirability Scale, Short Version (Strahan & Gerbasi, 1973).

All instru¡nents with the exception of the Anger Log were

administered at pre- intervention , and when possible at post-

intervention and one month follow-up. The Anger Log, used

as a self-report and/or a rating scale, was to be completed

on a daily basis by each partner from the commencemênt of

treatment to termination. Information obtained from the

Anger Log r.¡as to be presented at the beginning of each

session and discussed in session accordingly. The Anger Log

served two functions in this treatment program. It r¡as used

as an evaluative instrument to examine the efficacy of

treatment, and as a clinical tool in the treatment of

intimate violence. Due to its evaluative function, the

information acquired from its use will be presented in the

following Chapter. A mo¡e detaiLed account of all the

measure¡oents used and the outcome of treatment is provided

in Chapter V.

The Treatment Contract as found at .Appendices H and J

was designed to form¡rlize the agrêement between the couple

and the therapist ín trai-ning. The Treatment Contract

served a number of functions. Firstly, it defined the time-

frame that couples were committed to treatment. Secondly,

it identified the necessity to rêmove any firearms or other

weapons from the residence for safety reasons. Hence, the

importance of safety was made explicit, as was the severi.ty

of the violence. .Thirdly, j.t defined violence. This made

the focus of treatment explieit and offset any possibility
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for mis interpretat ion of violent behaviour. Lastly, it
enabled the irnplementation of an individual treatment plan

of action to prevent violence or in the event of violence, a

safety p1an.

Each partner within the couple was expected to complete

the Treatment Contract r¡ith the therapist in training at the

end of the screening session or in the first treatment

session. The precise implementation of the Treatment

Contract occur¡ed on a case to case basis. Two slightly
different Treatment Contracts were used. Selection of the

Treatment Contract was determined by the direction of the

violence. The Treatment Contract at Appendix H was

initially administered to one partner, with the Treatment

Contract at Appendix J to the other partner when the

víolence ¡¡as uni- directiona 1. For those couples ç¡here the.

violence was assessed as bi-directional, the Treatment

Contract at Appendix H was administered to each partner.

The Treatment Contract remained intact fyom the beginning of

treatment until termination. Modification of the Treatment

Contract occurred as treatment progressed.

Client Pooulation

A total of 16 couples who appeared to be suitable
candidates for this practicum treatment program had been

referred. OnJ.y those couples considered potentially

suitable prior to the actua.l- screeni.ng intervie¡¡ were

accounted. Therefore, no record was kêpt on the number of

cases that were deterrained unsuitable via discussion between
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the refe¡ral agent and the therapist in training. These

case6 were considered unsuitable for reasons such as:

chronic alcohol anð./or drug abuse; cu.rrent physieal assault

charges pending court action; a preference for individual

treatment; or a separated marital status.

N j.ne couples who had appeared suitable for treatnent at

the time of referral elected not to attend the screening

intervie¡¡. ALl of these couples had expressed interest in

attending the screening session, yet the majority

continuously cancelled one screening appointment after

another over a period of time. It was also not uncommon for

any one of these eouples to be absent from a scheduled

session without prior notification. Subsequently, this
group of clients chose to terminate the referral at some

point prior to completion of the screening process.

Therefore, a total of 56 percent of the potential clients

referred for treatment werè lost prior to the screening

inte rv ie w.

A total- of seven couples completed the screening

process of r¡hich aII were accepted into the treatment

program. Three of these seven couples terminated treatment

prematurely. Hence, the treatment drop-out rate was

43 percent. Eour cougles who ente¡ed treatment also

completed it. Two of the three coupfes who dropped out of

treatment prior to termination wil-1 be discussed in detail

later in this chapter. The third couple left treatment

prior to the first treatment session due to expressed
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difficulties r¿ith vj.deolaudio taping. This same couple had

not completed the treatment contract nor the pre-

intervention testing; therefore, they ¡.riIl not be discussed

further.

The soc iodemographic informatíon on the client
population was obtained from six couples who engaged in
treatment, regardless of r¡hether treatment was completed or

te¡minated prematurely. This information was collected via
the intake questionnaire and the screening intêrvieçr. The

soc iodemographic informatíon on the client population (six

couples) that is reported on is based solely on information
obtained prior to treatment.

The age of the males ranged from 22 Io 30 years of age.

The mean age was 26 years of "g..
The age of the females ranged ftom 22 to 27 years of

age . The mean age r.¡as 2 5 years of age .

Marital status. leneth of cohabítation. previor-rs

Three couples werê married; three were not married to
one another. All couples were living with their partners

when they entered therapy.

Two couples had lived together prior to marriage. The

length of cohabitation for aII couples ranged from five
months to six years. Four couples lived together one and

one-ha1f years or Iess.
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Tçro males and two females had been previously married.

Neither the males or females in this category were connected

to one another.

Two males each had one child from a previous marriage.

Neither of these children were residíng with the couple.

One female had two children from a previous marriage who

were residing with the couple. Two couples each had one

child from the current ¡elationship who erere residing with

the couple. The ages of the children residing ¡¡ith the

coupì-e ranged from four months to four years of age.

Level of education and oceuBational statr''s.

The level of education for both males and females

ranged from grade nine to a university degree. Three men

and three women had not completed high school. One of the

three men r¡ho had completed high school held an

undergraduate university degree. l,{hereas, tvro of the three

women who cornpJ-eted high school had also partially completed

an undergraduate university degree.

A1l males and two fe¡¡aIes were gainfully employed. One

female was a ful-1-time university student. The occupational

status of the client population ranged from semi-skilled

laborer to semi - pro f ess iona 1.

E amì 1r¡ ¡f a¡i ai -

Five females and four males rere raised by their mother

and father. One male was raised primarily by his mother;

one male by a combination of mother and father, and mother

and stepfather; and one female by her mother and stepfather.
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The majority of females and males felt both their

mother and father comforted or helped them to some degree

when they had troubles. T¡¿o males and one female felt that

neither their mother and father provided any comfort ç¡hen in
t¡oubIe.

Four mal-es desc¡ibed themseLves as nêver having been

hit or slapped by their father when a child, although four

rûen reported having been hit or slapped by their mother.

All females reported having been hit or slapped by their
father, of which four reported having been hit or slapped by

their mother. All males and females with the exception of

one male reported that they had been scolded or yelled at by

both mother and father. OnLy one female felt that she had

been physically beat by both her mother and father. She

described the frequency of beatings received from her father

to be more often than those receíved from her ¡aother. The

remaining eleven people reported that they had never been

beat by either their mother or father when children. Two

females and two males felt they may have been emotionally

abused as children. These same people reported that they

were afraid of being physically harmed when they were

growing up.

Two males witnessed their father hítting their mother¡

one female witnessed her mother hit her father. The

¡emainder reported that they neither witnessed nor. r.¡êre

aware of parental violence as children.
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Violence i-n a previous ¡elationshio.

Tr¡o females and one male acknoçrledged that physical

violence had existed in a previous re lationship (s ) . One of

the tr¡o females reported that her grevious marriage had been

physícally violence. Legal action (i.e. assault charges)

had resulted prior to termination of the relationship. The

second femala reported that víolence had occurred in ber

previous marriage and in two non-marital inti¡nate

relationshipe. Furthermore, this latter women reported that

violence had occurred in all her intimate relationships

including the relatíonship with her current marital partner.

Both women verbally reported that their male partner(s) was

the physical aggressor. The male reported that he had been

physically violence in a previous marital relationship. The

violence was perceived as that r¡hich played a major role in

terminating the marriage,

Violence historv.

Eour couples reported that the physical violence in

their relationship first occurred when they were dating.

The remaÍning two couples reported that they had been

married more than one year at the time of the first incident

of violence.

All females blamed their partners for the occurrence of

the first incident of violence. Three females also blamed

themselves. Four males blar¡ed themselves and their partners

for the first incident of violence. The direction of blame

for both maLes and females was reported in the samê manner
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for the Last incident of vioLence that occurred prior to

treatment as for the first incident of violence.

Four femaLes and one male reported that they had

received minor iniuríes during the last incident of

violence. Medicai- attention was considered unnecessary by

all those persons çrho received minor injuries during the

last violent incident.

One couple reported that a lot of alcohol had been used

at the time of the last incident of violence. The remaining

fíve couples said that alcohol or drugs had not been

consumed during the last incident of violence. Three women

and two men felt that alcohol or drugs contributed to their

relationship probleros. Three women and one man felt that

their partner may have had a drug or alcohol problem.

Case Review

lntroduction.

A total of six couples have been included in the case

review. The names that have been used are not the actual

names of the clients who engaged in this t¡eatment program.

The format that was followed for the fírst treatment

session was adopted from the r¿ork of Jay Haley (1989). This

format was a highly structured one in r¡hich the intervier¡

moved throu€ih very distinctive stages. These stages were:

(l) the social stage, (2) the problem stagê, (3) the

interaction stage, (4) the goal setting stage, and (5) the

task setting stage (Ha1ey, 1989, p. f4). All subsequent

conjoint sessions also foIlo¡¿ed a structured format which
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r.¡as spêcific to this treatment program. Each session

included: (1) a check-in r¡ith the couple regarding the

events between sessions, (2) a review of the Anger Logs, (3)

a revieç¡ of the Treatment Contract, (4) a review of the

tasks assigned from the previous session, (5) an examination

of the interactional processes, and (6) the assignment of

tasks.

Couple A.

Derek and Holly were a young couple who were marrj.ed to

one another for eight months when they entered therapy.

This couple l-ived together for approximately one year prior

to marriage and have an infant son. Derek, 22 years of age,

had never been married before and ç¡as empLoyed ful-l-tir¡e as

a tradesman. Holly, 25 years of age, was previously married

and had been unemployed since shortly before the birth of

their son. Neither Holly or Derek had completed high

school. Hol1y had never been in an intimate relationship

that was not psychologically and/ov physically violent. She

had a total of four intimate relationships including her

current relationship with Devek. Derek on the othe¡ hand

acknowledged that he had no prior experience with intimate

violence. Parental violence (ma1e-viol-ent) was common in

De¡ek's family of origin. Holly recalled that her parents

verbally fought but never witnessed parental violence.

Derek and Holly were never beat by their mother or father,

although HolIy remembers being afraid at ti.mes that she

r¡ould be physically harmed when a chi1d.
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This couple was referred to this treatl¡ent program by a

social worker who had been introduced to the couple

immediately following an incident of violence. Holly had

involved the police, who in tu¡n referred the couple to the

social worker. Derek and Holly expressed interest j.n

conioint couple therapy as opposed to other forms of

therapy. Both expressed a desire to salvage the

relationship and to stop the violence.

This couple cancelled and rescheduled nume¡ous

screening and treatment sessions during the first thvee

months of therapy. It was readily apparent that this

couple, specifically Derek, was an involuntary treatment

referral. At the time of the referral to this treatment

progf,am, Derek's employer had taken a strong position that

he engage in therapy to deal ç¡ith the problems in his farnily

life. The choice of therapy venained Derek's. The

employer's position strengthened following numerous missed

appointments and an episode of violence after acceptance to

this treatmênt prograrn. Derek was instructed by his

employer to remain in treatment if he wanted to avoid career.

action. Hol1y, on the other hand was highly receptive to

treatnênt regardless of the direction given to Derek. It is

important to note that this incident of violence resulted in

consistent treatnent attendance on the part of thís couple.

It was following this stage that t¡eatment actuali-y

co mmenced.
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There were numêrous mãtters that were external to the

relational issues that the the¡apist in training had to

address and manage in order to engage this couple in
treatment and to maximize therapeutic effectiveness. The

complexity of these issues are beyond the scope of this case

report but briefly were: (1) to maintain the support of

Derek's employer r¡ho had a strong hold in enforcing

treatment attendance, (2) to restrict the number of persons

from Derek's work environment that would be involved in his

situation, (3) to keep those persons from Derek's place of

employment on the peripheral and as uninvolved as possible

r¿ith his situation so that his problems could be

therapeutically managed, and (4) to interact with the child
welfare system.

This couple had been conjointly seen by the therapist

ìn training a total of 10 times including the screening and

testing session. The therapeutic problems encountered with

this couple r¡ere reflective of the length of tj.me it took to

engage them in therapy. In essence, treatment did not

commence until the fifth conioint session wi.th Derek and

Holly. Ðue to the nature of the problem and the direction
taken by this couple, conioint couple therapy ceased and a

individual t?eatment modality was adopted. Many individual
sessions were held with HoIIy over approximately a three and

one-half month period. At the time the treatment approach

changed, Derek was offered individual sessions !¡hich were

refused. Therefore, intervention with De¡ek terminated
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"esulting in individual work so1e1y with Ho11y. During the

conjoint phase of therapy, thís couple r¡as administered the

standardized instruments ( pre- intervention only), the Anger

Log at Appendix E, and the instructions to the Anger Log at

Appendices C and D. The Treatment tontracts at Appendices H

and J were completed ín the third treatment session. The

Treatment Contact was usually completed during the first

treatment session but for theyapeutic reasons a delay was

necessary with this couple.

The first interview r¿ith this couple was the screening

session at which time their suítability for conjoint
trêatment lras assessed in accordance with the operationally

defined screening procedures. At the end of the screening

session a temporary individual plan of action in prevention

of violence was instituted. Arrangements were also made for
the therapist in training to do a weekly telephone check-up

r¡ith the couple. The rational for such action was directly

related to the predetermined one month treatment delay that

occurred betr¿een the screening and the first treâtment

seseion, and the leve1 of risk assessed for this couple.

Derek and HoIIy aLso agreed to remove all firearms from the

residence as a condition of therapy for all couples.

Violence first occurred in this couple's relationship
during the dating phase. Episodes of violence, initiated
so1ely from Derek, increased dramaticaLly following the

bi¡th of their chi1d. Such incidents occurred approximately

once a week prior to this referral. Ho1ly r¡as known to
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sometimes strike at Derek in self-defense but nêver to

strike the first "blor¡". The forms of violence employed by

De¡ek were those included in the Conflict Tactic Scale (CTS)

(Straus, 1979) with the exception of threateníng to use or

using a knife or gun. The couple's verbal report that the

relationship was male-violent was supported by the CTS.

Hol1y did not suffer any inju¡ies requiring medical

attention. The child was sometimes present during the

violent incidents.

A written T¡eatment Contract (Appendices H and J),
including conditions that were couple specific, v¡ere

instituted into therapy following the incident of violence

that was a treatment turning point. Derek and Holly were

informed that continuation of treatment would occur only if
they were prepared to accept the stringent conditions of

therapy. The individual plan for prevention of violence was

formalized in the Treatment Contract. This involved

identification of internal and external signals of anger

escalation, and the instaLlation of a "relationship time-

out" phase for purposes of anger reduction. The conditions

of treatment specified actions to be taken in the event of a

further episode of violence. They included: (1) Derek

rnoving out of the residence for a minimum period of time,

(2) the involvement of the police, (3) a marital separation

for a minimum period of time, (4) HoIIy moving out of the

residence with the child should Derek réfuse to move out,

and (5 ) notif ying the Child I',lelf are autho¡ities of the
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incident. The latter point was to be enacted by the

therapist in training.

Two presenting problems exísted with this couple. One

was the inappropriate expression of anger resulting in uni-

directional violence (male-violent) in the intimate

relationship. The other was the relational probJ.ems related

to the víolence. Derek and Hol1y believed that the

violence ín their relationship was caused by problems in

communication and their individual past experiences with

violence. Derek attributed his behaviour to violence in his

family of origin; Hol1y felt that her problems from past

relationships were carried into her relationship with Derek.

This couple's inte¡actional patterns were such that their
primary relational problems included two themes: inti¡¡acy

and autonomy, and independence and dependence. The couple's

position became central to the therapeutic process. Their

belief that communication was problematic was framed j.n

terms of the two themes prevalent in their pattern of

interaction. The unregulated imbalanee betçreen intimacy and

autonomy, and independence and dependence both maintained

and was maintained by the couple's interactJ-onal patterns of

which anger played a direct role. As the irnbalance between

inti¡aacy and autonomy, and independence and dependence

increased, the intensity of anger increased leading to a

reduction in anger cont¡oI. At times, the level and

intensíty of anger (Derek's) increased to a point where

violence occurred. Hence, intimacy and autonomy, and
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independence and dependence became the focus of

intervention. The second focus of therapy was the direct

relationship between loss of angêr-control and violence.

The thivd focus was the couple's belief that past exposure

to vj.olence caused the violence in theír relatÍonship.

Diseualif ication of this belief lras necessary in order to

move the onus of responsibility into the relationshíp and

more specifically toward Derek. Thus, the goals of theraPy

were: (1) to monitor and facilitate a change in the

couple's expression of anger, (2) to eliminate additional

episodes of vÍolence, (3) to increase the couple's level of

autonomy and independence, and (4) to challenge the couple's

belief regarding past exposure to violenee.

The strategies used were predominantly dj-rective and

nonparadoxical in nature. The position of the therapist in

training was made explicít. This couple had been informed

that it was undecided whether treatment continuation was

feasible due to their past performance. They were also

informed that acceptance of the conditions of treatment as

per the revísed T¡eatment Contract would possibly permit the

continuation of therapy. The couple's problems r¡ere framed

in terms of the unregulated imbalance in the tçro cent¡al-

themes of the relati.onship. Upon the couple's acceptance of

the reframe of their problems, the therapist in training

would periodically all-ude to being eonfused in its

presentatìon which woul-d in turn be clearly explained by the

couple. All aspects regarding loss of anger-control and
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víoIent behaviour were explicitly dealt with in each

session. This was done by discussions on past episodes of

violence; and review of the information collected on the

Anger Logs, the conditions in the Treatment Contract, and

the plan of action designed for each person. The language

attached to aggressive behaviour such as hitting, grabbíng,

and víolence was commonly used in session. It ças noted

that this couple r¡ould talk about the violence but in an

indirect way. Some of the tasks given to this couple to

interrupt their interactional patte.rn were: (1) ç¡hen one

person did not ç¡ant to discuss an issue with the other, it
was that person's responsibility to arrange a date and time

for discussion of the issue to take place within the

following 24 hour period; (2) in addition to the above task,

each person was to tel-l their partner, at least one time in

a one week period, that they did not erant to discuss an

issue; and (3) each person r,ras to do something for their
partner that r.ras unexpected, that their partner would like,

with no cost involved - it had to be something that could be

delayed in accordance r¡ith the needs of the baby.

This couple remained violent-free for approximately a

two month period. They began to engage j.n activities

together and as a family. Derek and Ho1ly both expressed a

reductíon in conf l-ict and an increase in satisfaction in the

relationship. The 1eveI of anger (Derek's) was reported to

have dramatically decreased. They were congratulated for

the completion of tasks. For those tasks which were
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paxtiaLly completed, the therapist in training accepted the

responsibility after discussion of that which prevented

completion. Comments such as "the tasks were given too

earIy" or "they r.zere not clearly explained" were generally

used by the therapist in training.

Upon the completion of eight treatment sessions with

this coupJ.e, an incident of violence occurred for ¡¡hich the

conditions within the Treatment Contract were implemented.

This couple separated, and Derek r¡as charged for physically

assaultj.ng Holly. The treatment approach immediately moved

from conioint therapy to. individual treatment solely with

Ho11y. De¡ek refused further intervention ¡¿ith the

therapist in training. Contact with Holly over the

folLowing three and one-half month period was initially
quite intense and frequent. The goals of treatment changed

to: (1) enforcing the conditions of the Trêatment Contact,

(2) blocking any fleeting desires for reconcíliation, and

(3) empowering Ho1ly so that whatever decision she made

about the relationship was made from a position of personal

strength. To achíeve these goals the therapist in training

maintained regular and supportive contact with Holly for

approximately the fi¡st two weeks following the violent

ineident. Both affective and instrumental areas of Holly's

life were addressed. Holly's position became central to

treatment. l'lhen HoIIy was experiencing emotional difficulty

distaneing herseLf from Derek, the therapist in training

would remain very respectful of her relationship with Derek
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and her fond memories of him. When Holly was doubting her

own ability to make it on her own, the therapist in training

would be highly supportive and directive using Holly's past

achievements as a way to empower her. l{er feelings of

despair, sadness, loneliness, and anger !7êrê normalized. In

essence, the therapíst in training became extremely

connected with Ho1ly, moving çrith her through her personal

growth. Holly's safety and that of her child's was an area

that received a great deal of attention. IIoIly, t¡ithin a

short period of time obtained a job, made pJ-ans to movê to a

ne¡¿ residence, Ioeated child care for her son, and filed for

a separation order. To date, divorce proceedings are

underway and the assault charge remains in the iurisdiction
of the criminal cour.t. Ho1ly successfully made a permanent

break from her relati.onship with Derek. The one major

motivator for her was protection of her son, whom she did

not wânt to witness the physical attacks against her or to

become accidentally caught in the "cross-fire" of Derek's

attacks. Ho1ly currently contacts the therapist in training

approximately once a month.

S ummary

This case ¡¡as a difficult one to i.ntervene in due to

the involuntary aspects to treatment. There was a strong

coaLition betweên Derek and Ho1Iy which had to be

intercepted, and factors external to the couple that

requíred management (i.e. Derek's employer). In addition,
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the leve1 of therapeutic intensity increased dramatically

following the last incident of violence.

Conjoint therapy did not stop the violence r¡hile the

couple system was intact, although it did dramatically

decrease its frequency. The episode of violence that did

occur while the couple was connected to therapy wâs managed

in a therapeutic context. The conditions of the Treatment

Contract facilitated a smooth transítion in the marital

separation process. The first three goals of conjoint
therapy ¡¡ere achieved through the intervention that follo¡¡ed

the last incident of violence. The remaining goal was

achieved early ín therapy. The intervention that was solely
with Holly expedited a successful directional move for her.

lJpon involvement r¡ith this couple, it beeame necessarry

that an additional operational procedure be instituted into

this treatment program. Thìs entailed obtaining

verification that all firearms had been removed from the

residence. The therapist in training had accepted the

verbal report from Derek and Holly that the firearms o!¡ned

by Derek had been removed f rorn the residence in accordance

r¡ith the conditions of treatment. This condition was

specified during the screening session. It was learned

after the fact that the firearms had not been removed until
just prior to the ímplementatíon of the I'ormal Treatment

Co ntract -
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Couple B.

Mike and Vicky lived together for five months, had no

children as a couple, and were gainfully employed as semi-

skill-ed laborers. Mike, 27 years of age, had one child from

a previous marriage who regularly visited with the couple.

Vicky, 22 years of age, wa€ unmarried and unlike Mike had

not completed high school. Mike and Vicky were neither

abused as children nor witnessed parental arguments or

violence. Vicky had no prior experience r¿ith violence in an

intimate relationshÌ-p. Mike had been physically violent
with his first wife prior to the termination of that
relationship. He had been separated from that relationship
approximately four years prÍor to hís relationship wi.th

Vicky.

This couple was referrea to ìni" treatment program by a

social worker ¡¡ho had been briefly involved with them.

This couple was not connected to individual or conjoint
therapy at the time of this referral. They ç¡ere inte¡ested
in seeking conjoint therapy for the problems in their
relationship. Mike and Vicky wanted to continue their
relationship but wanted the violence to stop.

Mike and Vicky were conjointly seen by the therapist in
training a total of 15 times includíng the screening and

separation sessions. Due to the naturê of the problem and

the direction takèn by this couple, conjoint therapy ceased.

Although the therapeutic framework remained interpersonal,
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numerous individuaL sessions r¡ere held with both persons

over the three month period that foIlor¡ed conioint therapy.

This couple ç¡as tested pre- intervent ion and post-

intervention. They were administered the standa¡dized

instruments and the Anger Log at Appendix E. Instructions
to the Anger Log at Appendices C and D were provided.

Treatment Contracts at Appendices H and J were completed

during the first treatment session. An individual plan for
prevention of violence was formalized in the Treatment

Contract. This involved identification of internal and

external signals of anger escalation, and the installation
of a "relationship time-out" phase for purposes of anger

reduction. Modification of the Treatment Contract,

including conditíons of treatment that were couple specific,
was implemented during the sixth treatment session.

The first interview with this cougle ç¡as the screening

session at which time their suitability for conioint
t¡eatment was assessed in accordance with the operationally

defined screening procedures. This couple was highly

motivated to stopping the violence in their relationship.

Mike and Vicky reported that violence had first
occurred during the courtship phase of their relationshìp.

Violence was reported to have increased in frequency after
they joined residences. Some forrn of viol-ence was occurring

on a weekly basis at the time of this refe¡ral. The couple

acknowledged that large amounts of alcohol had been consumed

by both persons immediately prior to each episode of
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violence. The couple's verbal report that the relationship
ç¡as male-violent was partially supported by the information

obtained on the CTS. Mike's ve¡ba1 report that the

relationship was male-violent was supported by the CTS. 0n

the other hand, Vicky's report from the CTS shor¡ed that she

perceived the relationship as female-violent. The violence

in this couple's relationship was clinically assessed as

uni-dírectional (male-violent). Vicky's use of violent
forms of behaviour was primarily in self-defense. The forms

of vioLenôe used by both persons ranged from throwing

something at the other to beating the other person up as per

the CTS.

Three presenting problems existed with this coupLe.

One problem was the inappropriate expression of anger and

the violence. The second problem was the relationship
betçreen violence and alcohol consumption. The third was the

relational problems related to the violence.

Mike and Vicky were assessed as a young couple stuck in
an early developmental stagê of their relationship. In

essence, they were having difficulty determíning the degree

to ¡,¡hich they were a couple. There was a great deal of

ambiguity regarding where the boundaries of couple subsystem

started and where the boundaries with the "rest of the

world" (i.e. family and friends) ended. The majority of

their struggles cêntrêd around the degree to which they were

a couple and the fact that they were each making personal

sacrifices for the sake of the relationship. The violence
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was both maintained by and maintaining the ambiguity within

the boundaries of the couple subsystem. Thís assessment r.¡as

made explieit in treatment and became the initial focus of

therapy with this couple. The couple's inabílity to move

out of their stuck position on their own seemed to be

metaphorically related to problems wÍth rule formation,

control, autonomy, and intimacy. An additional problem that
existed with this couple was the interplay between ange¡

escalation and alcohol consumption. Alcohol was not

assessed as the cause of the violence, but rather as a

contributory factor. The goals of therapy ¡¿ere: (1) to
stop the violence, (2) to modify the degree of boundary

ambiguity, and (3) to modify the couple's pattern of alcohol

cons umpt ion.

There were three distinctive stages to treatnent with

this couple. The phases were: (1) vio lence- focused ,

(2) intense vio lence-focused , and (3) separation- focused.

Approximately midway ín treatment the couple reported

that an episode of violence had occurred. This was the

first episode reported following the co¡omencement of

treatment. The resultant effect was an increase in

therapeutic intensity ¡¡ithin the context of conjoint

therapy. The change in treat¡nent phases was solidified by a

therapeutically induced crisis and a modification of the

original Treatment Contract. Although the focus of the

first t¡¡o phases of therapy centred. on the violence, the

therapeutì-c íntensity between the two phases changed with
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the second phase being the most intense. Thus, the first

two phases of treatment differed only in the degree of

interventíon intensity. The strategies employed during the

first two phases of t¡eatment, although stage specific, will

not be ídentified in that manner for purposes of brevity.

The third phase of treatment was aEsessêd as a clinical

necessity fol-Lowing a second episode of violence. Conioi.nt

therapy terminated at this stage and an individual treatment

modality within an interpersonal framework was adopted. The

intervention used in the latter phase of treatment will be

discussed separately due to its direction.
The strategies used during the fírst two conjoint

phases of treatment were directive and nonparadoxical in

nature. The couple's problems ¡¡ere framed as a

developmental problem in which anger and violence played a

direct role. Alcoho1 consumption was disqualified as the

cause of the problems in their relatíonship. The couple's

use of alcohol vras framed as a problem which played a direct

role in the escalation of anger intensity and reduction of

anger-control. AlL aspects regarding loss of anger-control

and violent behaviour were explicitly dealt with in each

session. This was accompJ-ished by díscussions on past

episodes of violence, exploration of information collected

on the Anger Log, and a review of the conditions of the

Treatment Contract and the individual plan of action

designed for each person. Due to the number of sessions

çrith this couple and their willingness to comply with
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directive therapy, many tasks ezere given to them to

interrupt their interactional patterns. The directives are

too numerous to mention in entirety, therefore, only a few

r¡ill be identified. Some of the tasks given to this couple

were: (1) to prove to the rest of the world in an

exaggerated way that they were a couplei (2) to abstain from

alcohol consunption for a specified period of timei (3) to
do things for the other person out of caring and not out of

obligation; (4) to not díscuss sensitive issues when one or

both persons were under the ínfluence of alcohol - a date

and time for the discussion of the issue r¿as to be made -

the discussion was to take place sometime in the folIoçring

24 hour period; and (5) to follow a specific format in the

discussion of sensitive issues.

The therapeutic crisis was induced by a refusal to

interview the couple together immediately foflowing the

incident; by magnifying thê severity of the violence; by

making the position of the therapist in training explicit
(i. e. terminating conjoint therapy unlêss the couple ¡¡as

agreeable to accepting the stringent conditions of the

modified Treatment Contract); and by turning the

responsibility for change onto the couple. The modified

Treatment Contract, instituted in therapy following the

first episode of violence that occurred during txeatment,

specified actions to be taken by the couple in the

prevention and in the event of violence. The couple

specific conditions of therapy included: (1) a detailed
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controLled drinking plan, (2) a relationship separatíon for
a specified minimum period of time, (3) the involvement of
the police, (4) a plan for each person to assess the level
of control of the other when alcohol had been consumed, and

(5) steps to be taken in the event that the controlled
drinking egreement r¡as violated.

Mike and Vieky remained violent-free for a period of

three nonths. There were two breaches of the controlled
drinking contract during that period. The first breach r¡as

therapeutically managed in a highly directive and

challenginÉ manner. Violence did not occur at that time.

The eecond breach coineided with the second incident of

vj-olence that occurred during treatment. This resulted in
the implementation of the third phase of treatment. The

goaì.s of therapy were changed to: (1) enforcing the

conditions of the treatment contract, (2) blocking any

fleeting desi¡es for premature reconciliation, and

(3) empowering each person so that whatever decision was

made regarding the relationship was made from a position of
personal strength. To achieve these goals an individual
treatment modality was adopted.

To accommodate a rel-ationship separation and reduce the

overç¡helming degree of anxiety experi.enced by Mike after the

violent incident, two immediate actions fo1lowed. One was

the implementation of crisis intervention directly with

Mike, and the second r¡as the formulation of a detail-ed

separation plan with the couple.
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It is important to note that Mike's affective state r¡as

initially depressive, and r¡as even further magnified by an

extreme increase in alcohol consumption. An intevím

contråct was put in place with Mike to monitor his

depressive state and block any possible suicidal thoughts.

The interventions throughout the ¡aost intense period of his

anxiety (approximately two r.reeks ) included: (1) frequent

telephone contact and sessions with Mike; (2) directing Mike

to refrain from contact with Vicky prior to a prearranged

conioint session; (3) normalizing Mike's feelings of

depression; (4) informing Mike of the acti.on that would be

taken ín the event that he was assessed as a suicide risk

such as directly putting his mother in charge of his

behaviour, and/ot arrenging for an assessment by a

psychiatrist /psycho logist for admission to a local hospital;

and (5) connecting Mike with a support systêm such as

friends, family, and community resources (i.e. alcohol

treatment). The intervention ¡¡ith Vicky was primariLy

supportive in nature with the focus being on safety issues

and the logistical details of the separation. Vicky had an

excellent support system in place which she immediately

turned toward, thus, reducing intense involvement on the

part of tha therapist in training.
Tv¡o conioint sessíons ç¡ere held with this couple

follo¡¡ing implementation of the condj-tions of the Treatment

Cont¡act. The first session was within the first week after

the violent incident; the second session was one month
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later. The focus of the sessions was to instate a

formalized separation plan and to make explicit each

person's position with the relationship.
To date, Mike has attended an inpatient alcohol

treatment program, has become actively involved in
ALcoholics Anonymous and other communíty activíties; Vicky

ioined a sel-f-heLp group for abused women. Both persons

were functioning independent of the other in a relatively
satisfactory manner at the time of this report. Mike and

Vicky elected not to reconcíle although they continue to

maintain periodic contact r.rith one another. Both persons

were also proceeding through the treatment termination

process when this report was written.
Summary

Mike and Vicky were the first couple to actively engagè

in this treatment program. For this reason, the majority of

therapeutic interventions used in this treatment program

were first applied to them. Interestingly, modification of

various aspects of the treatnent program following
implementation with this couple ç¡as ¡ninimal. Considering

the degree of unpredictably in their behaviour which çras not

unlike other couples who were taeated and the heightened

degree of therapeutic intensity required during the thi¡d
phase of treatment, this couple was relatively easy to

t¡eat. They were highly motivated tor¡a¡d treatment,

extremely compliant with directive intervention, and ¡¡ere

most receptive to whatever clinical positj.on was adopted by
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the therapist in training. ln essence, Mike and Vicky were

willing to change regardless of the numerous struggles they

had to encounter to attain that goa1. The position of the

therapist in training as the ehange agent !¡as accepted by

them.

Treatment with this couple was successful. The

violence stopped, alcohol consumption was controlled, the

relational problems were eliminated, and both persons

achieved a successful dírectional move in their life. The

one goal not achieved r¡as the couple's, to remain together.

Couple C.

Jake and Donna were a young couple who have l-ived

together since their marriage of three years, have one

chi1d, and are employed in semi- profess iona l- positions.

Jake, 27 years of age, completed high school. Donna, 24

years of age, completed three years of a four year

university degree. Neither Donna nor Jake r¿ere physically

or emotionally abused as children; neither had previous

experience with violence in an intimate relationship. Donna

sometj.mes witnessed her parents arguing ¡.rhen she was growing

up but never witnessed parental violence. Jake acknowledged

that parental arguing and parental vioLence (ma1e-vío1ent)

had sometimes occurred when he was a chiLd.

This couple was referred to this treatment program

through a community social servíce agency. This couple was

not invoLved with individual or conioint therapy at the time

of this referral-. They were interested in seeking conjoj.nt
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couple therapy for the proble¡ns in their relationship,

including the ínappropriate expression of anger. The

problem they presented was Donna's uncont¡ollable anger and

aggressive behaviour.

Jake and Donna ¡¡ere conjointly seen by the therapist in
training a total of ll times, including the screening and

te¡mination session. A further session had been arranged

with this couple for purposes of a therapeutic "check-up"

and fo11or.¡-up testing one month afte¡ termination. This

"fìnaI" session had not yet transpired at the time of this

case report. There lrerê no reported incidents of viol-ence

throughout treatment.

This couple was tested pre- intervention and post-

intervention. They r¡ere adruinistered the standardized

instruments and the Anger Log at Appendix G. Instructions

to the Anger Log at Appendix F were provided. Although the

violenee çras uni-directional (female-viol-ent), this Anger

Log was used with the couple. The basís behind this was

soLeÌy related to experience gained in its use by the ti¡oe

trêatment commenced r¡ith this couple. Treatment Contracts

at Appendix H were completed during the first treatment

session. An individual plan for prevention of violence was

formalized in the Treatment Contract. This involved

identification of internal and external sígnaì-s of anger

escalation, and the instaLlation of a "relatíonship time-

out" phase for purposes of anger reduction.
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The first interview r¡ith this couple r.ras the screening

session at r¡hich ti¡ne their suitability for conjoint
treatment was assessèd in accordance r¡ith the operationally
defined screening procedures. This couple was highly
motivated towards therapy, particularly Donna. Jake, on the

other hand, was not a resistant client, although he was

s1íghtly more ¡eserved. Donna, who was quite articulate,
tended to be overpowering in session and cornraonly opposed

the expert position of the therapist in training. Defiance-

based intervention was adopted to counteract her opposed

poe ition.
This couple verbally reported that violence had

occu¡red in theír relationship on three occasions ¡¿ith the

first incident occurring one year prior to treat¡nent. The

couple verbally acknowledged that a1l acts of violence were

directed from Donna. Jake was not known to be physically

aggressive ¡¡ith Donna in any capacity. The couple's verbal

repoxt that their relatíonshíp was female-violent was

supported by the information provided on the CTS. The for¡¡s

of violent behaviour ranged from throwing somethíng at Jake,

to hitting or trying to hit him with something as per the

CTS. It is interesting to note that the frequency wíth

¡.rhich these behaviours occurred ¡.ras rated differently by

Jake and Donna. Jake reported that Donna used such forms of
violence three times more frequentLy than she viewed

herself. Jake never suffered any injuries requiring medical

attent i on.
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Two presenting problems existed r¡ith this couple. One

problem ¡¡as the couple's expression and rnanagement of angex,

and uni-directional violence (female-violent). The second

was th€ marital problems that were related to the

inappropriate expressíon of anger.

The problem identified with this couple was a

structural one in which an incongruous hierarehy existed.

Jake's behaviour of unexpectedly exiting the relationship
for extended periods of time throughout the period of

marriage was symptomatic of the incongiuous hierarchy. l{is
behaviour ¡¡as indicative of his inferi.or status, which both

gave him power ovêr Donna and at the same tirne weakened his
position in relation to her. Donna, who was in a superior
posÌtion to him could not control his behaviour for which

she became increasingly angry. Jake, at the same time,

avoided any acknowledgement that his behaviour had an impact

on their relationship. Jake, who did not oppose therapy,

ç¡as in èssence brought to treatment by Donna. She r¡anted to

control his behaviour and ¡.¡hen she could not, she wanted it
"fixed". Yet, at the same it was clear that she would not

concede to anyone other than herself changing Jake's

behaviour. Donna's inappropriate expression of anger and

subsequent acts of vj-olence ¡¡ere directly related to the

structural problems in the relationship. Due to the

consequences attached to Donna's sometímes violent
behaviour, and her extreme dissatisfaction r¡ith her conduct,

her behaviour was the primary focus of treatment. The
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relational issues were initially managed indirectly. Thus,

the goals of therapy were: (1) to stop the violence, and

(2) to modify the st¡ucture of the couple subsystem.

Intervention with this couple was designed to treat
both the vioLence and the structural problems, although the

degree of therapeutic íntênsity changed between the two

problem areas as treatment progressed. Hence, there were

two distinctive phases to treatmênt: (1) a violence-

focused phase, and (2) a re lational-focused phase.

Components of intervention withín one phase of treatment e?as

common to the other phase, but to a lesser degree. The

interventíon strategíes r{ere directive and diagnostic in

nature and depended upon the focus of treatment.

The strategies employed to treat the presenting

problems., although stage specific, will not be identified in

that manner for purposes of brevity. The violence and

relational difficulties were reframed as a problem of

unregulated proximity. As treatment became more relational
focused, their relatìonship was reframed as one that was

compulsory. Discussions on past episodes of violence, a

review of the information collected on the Anger Log, and a

review of the Treatment Contract and the plan of action

designed for each person directly intercepted the violent

behaviour. Diagnostic tasks r¡ere initially used to test and

modify the rigidity of the couple system. The tasks

progressively became mo¡e directive throughout treatmênt and

remained within the frame of the problem. Some of the tasks
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given to this couple to interrupt their interactional
pattêrn wêr€ as follows: (1) one pergon was in charge of

the relatíonship on even days of the week, the other in
charge on odd days of the week - neither r¡ere in chargìe of

the reLationship on Sunday's - onê person ç¡as to keep a

detailed daily journal- on the månriêr in r¡hich they handled

this task; (2) the couple ¡¡as to mutualJ-y list and

prioritíze those areas of the relationship considered

problematic; and (3) each person was to do three nice things

for their partner without telling one's partner either in
advance or afterwards r¡hat had been done,

This couple reached a stage in therapy in r¡hich

violence Fras no longer problematic. During the initial
phase of thêrapy which was violence-focused , the couple's

relationship remained relatively stable. When the violence

was no longer problematic, the relational problems became

more intense. The last few eessions with the couple

regulated the stability of the relationship. Treatment with

this couple terminated prior to a resolution of the

difficulties in the relationship. Tha couple was

contemplating marital therapy.

S ummary

The first goal of therapy was achieved with this
couple. Relatíonal problems existed at termination for
which marital therapy was indicated. This option r{as one

that this couple could have elected if so desired. A

referral to a qualified resource would have been made.
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The one major difficulty in working with this couple

was Donna's authoritative and at tímes controlling position.

The therapist in training was frequently unsuccessful at

disarming her and maintaining control of therapy untiÌ a

defiance-based approach was adopted.

Couole D.

Tom and Mary were a young couple who were engaged to be

married, had been living togêther for one year, and had no

children. Both ¡¿ere in attendance at a University. Tom, 24

years of age, held a full-time semi- profess ional iob; Mary,

22 years of age, was employed duríng the summer months.

Neither had been previously marríed, nor had prior

experience with violence in an intimate relationship. Tom

and Mary did not witness parental violence nor had they been

physically abused ç¡hen children. Tom ackno¡¡ledged that he

had been emotionally abused as a child due to the absence of

parental support and affeetion.

This coupLe r¡as referred to this treatment program from

a community social service agency. They were interested in

conjoint therapy as opposed to other for¡ns of therapy. The

presenting problems as stated by the couple were the

inappropriate expression of anger and bi-directional
violence.

Tom and Mary were coniointly seen by the therapì.st in

training a total of 13 times including the screening,

termination, and fo1low-up sessions.
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This couple was tested pre- intervention, post-

intervention, and fo11ow-up. They r¡ere administered the

standa¡dized instruments and the Anger Log at Appendix G.

Instructions to the Anger Log at Appendix F ç¡ere provided.

The Treatment Contracts at Appendix H r¿ere completed during

the first trêatmênt session. An individual plan for
prevention of violence was formalized in the Treatment

Contract. This involved identification of internal and

external signals of anger escalation, and the installation
of a "¡elatíonship time-out" phase for purposês of anger

reduction. Modification of the Treatment Contract,

including conditions of treatment that were couple specific,
was implemented during the fourth traatment session.

The first two sessions with this couple were for
puxposes of screening their suitability for conjoint therapy

in accordance with the operationally defined screening

procedures. The number of sereening sessions with this
couple was directly related to thei¡ initial- diffieulty with

the video taping requirements. This eouple became more

relaxed about the logistical procedures as treatment

progressed.

This couple verbally reported that violence had

occu¡red in their relationship during the courtship stagê.

The vioLence was reported to have increased in frequency

after they ioined residences to the point that some form of

violence çras occurring on a weekly basis. Their primary

concern was the fact that they were enteríng a marital
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relationshíp with violent behaviour already an aspect of

their current relationship. They were motivated to stop the

violence without terminating the relationship. Their goal

was to enter marriage violent-f¡ee.

Ton and Mary's verbal report that the violence was

bí-directional was partially supported by the CTS. The

information provided on the CTS supported Mary's verbaL

claim that the relationship was equal ly-vio lent , but not

Tom's. Tom's perception of the relationship as reported on

the CTS was defined as fernale- vio lent. The forms of

violence used by both persons ranged froro throwing something

at the other person to beating up the other person as per

the CTS. Neither person suffered any injuríes requiring

medical attention.
Tr¡o presenting problems existed with this couple. One

problem was the inappropriate expression and management of

anger, and violence. The direction of the violence was

clinical-Iy assessed as uni-directional (male-violent) as

opposed to bi-directional as initially reported by the

couple. Mary did, indeed, physically aggress against Tom,

but it was priruarily in self-defense. The second problem

¡.¡as the relational problems related to the violence.

This couple's problems wêrê assessed as a developmental

problem for which the degree of proximity and distance in
the relationship was not yet defined within the boundaries

of the couple subsystem. Intense levels of anger and

violence played a direct role in maintaining and being
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maintained by the proximity and distance in the

reLati.onship. In essence, intense conflict and violence

became a way of achieving the degree of proximity and

distance comfortable to each person. Mary was identified as

the expert at maintaining proximity; Tom çras the expert at
maintaining distance. The goals of thêrepy r.¡ere: (1) to
stop the violence, and (2) to modify the degree of

unregulated proximity and distance.

EarJ.y in treatment the couple mutually reported that an

incident of violence had occurred. This resulted in the

implementation of a therapeutically induced crisis. Hence,

there were two treatment phases with thís couple. Both

phases were vio lence- focused but at different leve1s of

therapeutic intensity. A modification of the Treatment

Contract was used to solidify the move from one phase of

treatment to the other. It is interesting to note that thís
couple referred to the point in whích treatment intensity
inereased as "shock therapy". The couple's def i.nition of

the violence in the relationship also changed. Their

original verbal definition of their reLationship as equally-

víolent changed to male-vio lent.
The strategies employed in the two phases of treatment

intensity, although stage specific, will not be identified
in that manner for purposes of brevity. The strategies were

directive and nonparadoxical- in nature. The couple's

problems were framed as an unreeÌulated proximity in which

anger and vioLence played a direct role. Tom's initial-
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belief that his leve1 of anger and subsequent violent
behaviour occurred instantaneously was disqualified. This

was necessary in order to direct the onus of responsibility
for his behaviour toward him and enpoerer hir¡ with a sense of

control and potential mastery. Al] aspects regarding loss

of anger-control and violent behaviour were explicitly dealt

¡¡ith in each session. This was accomplished by discussions

on past episodes of violence, explorati.on of the information

collected on the Anger Log, and a review of the eonditions

of the Treatment Cont¡act and the individual plan of action

designed for each pêrson. The therapeutic crisis ç¡as

induced by magnifying thê severity of the violent behaviour;

by making the position of the therapist explicit (i. e.

terminating therapy unless the couple was agreeable to

accepting the stringent conditions of treatment) i and by

turning the responsíbility for change directly onto the

couple. The couple specific conditions of therapy that were

instítuted into a modified Treatment Contract specified

actions to be taken by the coupJ.e. These actions were

designed for prevention of violence and in the event of

violenee. They included: (l) a lower level of anger

acceptability for Tom than designated in the original

contract - this level- of anger would signify to the couple

the point at which the imp)-ementation of the "relationship

time-out" period was necessary; (2) one person leaving the

residence for the night when feeling threatened by the

other; (3) a relationship separation for a minimum period of
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time; (4) the cancellation of the wedding plans; and (5) the

invoLvement of the police. Soroe of the tasks given to the

couple to interrupt their interactional patterns v¡exe as

follows: (1) each pêrson was to immediately info¡m the

other of individual changes in the amount of proxímity

desired - this was to be done by means of the showing the

other person a specj.f ic color; (2) one person was in charge

of maintaíning proxímity in the relationship on odd days of

the week, the other in charge on êvên days of the week - no

onê was to be in charge on Sunday's; and (3) ¡¡hen one person

brought up a past issue during an argument, the argument was

disqualified and that person was to do something "special"

for the other within a specified period of time.

This couple had no furthey episodes of violence

following the introduction of the second phase of treatment.

Treatment terminated upon the corapletion of the mutually

agreed upon number of sessions r¡ith this couple. To

maintain the achievements attained, a eontract between the

couple was created. This contract was similar to the

Treatment Contract that was established between the

therapist in training and the couple. The maior difference

was that the ner¡ contract was so1e1y between both persons in
the eouple subsystem. Tom and Mary integrated those

components from the original Treatment Contract and

directives given to them throughout therapy into their oçrn

contract. A few of the areas incl-uded in the couple's

contract were as follo¡+s: (1) the definition of violence as
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per the Treatment Contract, (2) a "time-out" from the

relationship when onê-s anger ¡eached a specified 1evel,

(3) a separation f¡om the relationship in the event of

violence, (4) the cancellation of lredding pJ.ans in the event

of viol-ence, and (5) the use of colors to indicate to the

other the degree to çrhich proximity çras desired.

Summary

The first goal- of therapy, to eliminate additional
episodes of violence, was achíeved when treatment

terminated. As the violenee was stopped, relational issues

became more prevalent. Since stability of the couple

subsystem and a higher level of relationship satisfaction
¡¿as attained by termination, the couple elected to forego a

possibLe referral to a qualified therapist for further
relationship counse J.1 ing.

Couolej.

Terry and Ann lived together for one year prior to

their marriage of five years. They have no children from

this relationship, although Terry has a child from a

previous marriage who visited períodically with the couple.

Terry and Ann had two brief marital separations each of

which were approximately two months in length. Terry, who

¡.ras 30 years of age, had not completed high school and was

gainful-1y employed in a management position. Ann, 27 years

of age, had eompleted high school and was al-so employed on a

fuII time basis in a skilled position. Neither persons had

previous experience with physical violence in an intimate
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reLationship. Ann witnessed parental violence (mother

hitting father) when she was a child. Both Terry and Ann

felt they may have been emotionally abused as chj-Idren.

They also acknowledged fear of being physically harmed when

they were growing up.

Terry and.Ann had been referred to this trêâtment

program by a therapist r¡ho briefly ¡¡orked with the couple on

marital issues. Although violence was not a common form of

behaviour within this couple system, expression of anger had

been identified as problematic. The couple, particularly

Ann, had expressed soÍ¡e concern for Terry's anger reaching

an uncontroll-ed leveL, resulti-ng in a recurrence of mild

forms of violence. The referral to this treatnent program

was used in prevention of víolent behaviour.

This coupJ.e was seen by the therapist in training a

total of four tirnes of which two sessions wer.e treatment

sessions. The other interviews entailed the screening and

the termination session. This couple was also tested pre-

intervention and post- intervention. They were administered

the standardízed instruments and the Anger Log at

Appendix G. Instructions to the Anger Log at Appendix F

were provided. Treatment Contracts at Appendíces H and J

were established in the first treatment session. An

individual plan of action for prevention of violence was

completed in coniunction ¡¡ith the Treatment Contract. This

involved identification of internal and external signals of
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anger escalatíon, and th6 installation of a "relationship

time-out" phase for purposes of anger reduction.

This couple verbally reported that violence in any form

had not occurred in their relationship for approximately the

past three years. In the past, violent behaviour originated

solely from Terry, primarily in the form of destroying

household property. The couple's rêport that no violence

had oceurred in the past year of their reLationship was not

supported by the information obtained through the CTS.

Terry reported on the CTS that he had pushed, grabbed, or

shoved Ann on one occasion, and that Ann had hit or tried to

hit him with somethj-ng once. Ann, on the other hand,

reported on the CTS that she had not been violent with

Terry, and that he had pushed her 11-20 times during the

past year. She further acknowledged that such behaviour

from Terry occurred when she tried to hug or kiss him at

times he did not want her to. Both of these types of

violenee are miLd forms of violent behaviour on the CTS.

Thus, the CTS shoç¡ed that Ann considered the ¡elationship as

male-violent; Terry perceived the relationship as equally-

violent. It is important to note that their CTS sco¡es for

violence were very l-o¡¡ which signified that violence

infrequently occurred. In addition, the couple reported on

the CTS that no forms of violence had occurred in the month

prior to the screening session.

The first interview r¡ith this couple r¡as the screening

session at which time their suitability for conioint
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treatment r.zas assêssêd in accordance with the standardized

screening procedures. Terry and Ann agreed to engage in
this treatment program, although Terry expressed some

reluctance. Terry's hesitation ¡¿ith the treatment program

was in regards to its focus. He was adamant that he was not

a "r¿ife-beater" and r{ag concerned r¡ith the connotations

attached by attending such a treatment program. The eouple

had agreed that loss of anger-control was an issua in their
relationship and one whích they wanted to change. Terry's

stereotypical notions about inti¡oate violence became one

area of focus r,?ithin the screening and first treatment

sess ion.

Although the expression of anger was conceptually

related to the act of violence fo¡ all couples in this
treatment program, it was neeessary for the therapist in
training to reframe Terry and Ann's view of the problem in
order for treatment to proceed. This couple, particularly

Terry, dj.d not consider violence to be a problem in their
relationship. Rather, expression of anger çras viewed as

that which was problematic for them. Terry and Ann accepted

the problem reframed as potential- vio lence as opposed to

actual-vioIênce or no-violence. Hence, the foeus of

treatment with this eougle became "prevention of violence"

rather than "stopping violence ".

Two presenting problems existed with this couple. One

was the couple's expression and management of anger. The

other problem was the relationaL problems related to the
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anger. Both Terry and Ann expressed dissatisfaction r¡ith
the quality of their relationship. Ann's level of

dissatisfaction was more intense that was Terry's. Although

the couple identified their primary relationaL probLem as a

problem with eommunication, it was clinically assessed as a

problen of proximity. This assessment eraê not made

explicit. Proximity both maintained and was maintaíned by

the couple's interactional patterns of which anger played a

direct ro1e. This couple felt quite strongly that they

needed to learn how to communicate with one anothe¡ on

instrumental and affective íssues. Learning to communicate

with one another for them meant that they needed to learn

how to talk about major issues (i.e. money, children, sex,

problems in their relationship). As far as they were

concerned, they had never discussed maior issues or

sensitive issues throughout their six years of living
together. Therefore, for them the treatment goals r¡ere to

enhance their communication skil1s, and to learn appropriate

expression of anger. The couple's position became central

to the therapeutic process. The treatment goals (for the

therapist in training) were: (1) to ¡ûonitor and facílitate
a change in the couple's expression of anger, and (2) to
modify and stabilize the degree of proximity in the

¡e lat i onship.

The intervention began with a prescription of the

symptom; they çrere to remain dietant from one another. The

framing of the prescription r.?as introduced by compLimenting
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the couple for remaining together for the length of time

that they had wi.th only two brief separations. They were

given credit for their relationship surviving without

discussion of any major issues. The couple were inf orrned

that it was best that they not diseuss in any detail matters

considered maior or sensitive sinee they had proven that
their relationship could survive r¡ithout talkíng to onê

another about such issues. They were given the following
directives: (1) to jointly list and prioritize those issues

they mutually agreed were important, maior, or sensitive;
(2) to not discuss any item on the list; and (3) to devise a

plan to convince the therapist in training that they needed

to discuss these issues in therapy. In regards to the

latter directive, the couple had informed the therapist in
training that therapy was where they discussed sensitive

issues; hence, the perceived role of the therapist was to
provide them with the opportunity for discussion of major

issues and to act as a mediator. The dírective placed the

therapist in training in control of therapy as opposed to

allowing the couple to dictate its dí¡ection.
The dj-rection in therapy for subsequent sessions was to

be paradoxical in nature. The aim r.¡as that the couple would

jointly resist the therapist and do opposite to that
directed. In actuality, what they were directed to do was

exactly what they had been doing in their relationship.
This couple appeared intrigued wi.th this therapeutic

approach which was unlike what they ¡¡ere familiar with
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during past attempts at couple wo¡k. The eouple,

particularly Terry, was slightly unbalanced by the direction
of therapy.

Therapy with this coupLe terminated following the

second treatmênt session. Terry had accepted an immediate

out of province position ç¡ith his curuent employer for which

termination of therapy waa necêssary. The couple kindly
reported a degree of increased satiefaction r¡ith their
relationship during the termination session. They

attributed the increase in satisfaction to the treatment

program.

S ummary

The premature termination of therapy (for legitimate

reasons) unfortunately counteracted any possibílity for
furthering the paradoxicaL interventíon implemented in the

first tr¡o treatment sessions. The paradoxical directives
were designed to interrupt and change the couple's

interactional patterns e?hile the Treatment Contact and the

Anger Log were to keep the frame of the problem (potential-

violence) explicit. Due to premature termination, the goals

of therapy were not achieved even though the coupJ-e verball¡¡

reported an increase in marital satisfaction.
Couple F.

Ron and Sue were a young unmarried couple who had been

Iiving together for approximately eight months. Ron, who

was 28 years of age, had never been married. Sue, 24 years

of age, r¡as divorced fron her husband who had been charged
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for physically assaulting her prior to the termination of

that relationship. Sue's two pre-school children from he¡

previous marriage were residíng with the couple. Ron was

empl-oyed fuIl-time as an unskilled laborer; Sue was

unemployed. Ron had no previous experience wíth physical

violence in an inti¡nate rel-ationship, although he expressed

difficulty with anger-control during his adol-escent years.

Sue had a history of physical and sexual abuse, and

invol-vement ¡¡ith the child r¡elf are system throughout her

preteens and adolescence.

Sue had contacted one of the agencies in the city of

Winnipeg who had in turn referred the couple to this
trêatment program. Sue, on behalf of herself and Ron,

identified to the referral agent that they both wanted heÌp

with anger-control. She also acknowledged that the¡e had

been a few incidents of violence. Sue and Ron expressed

interest in conioint couple counselling rather than other

forms of therapy. Both wanted to salvage the relationship,
but wanted the violence to stop.

This coupì-e had some difficulty attending the screening

interview ç¡hích had been rescheduled on a number of

occasions. It ¡¿as also not uncommon for this coupl-e to

canceL the screening session hours after the scheduled

appointment t ime.

The presenting probJ.em was identif j.ed as bi-di¡ectional
violence in the intimate relationship. The violence first
occurred in thei¡ reLationship approximately tr¡o months
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after they started to date. The couple ventured into

cohabitation following the first incident of violence. Both

agreed that some act of violence occurred between them once

a month. The couple'e verbal account of the direction of

the violence differed slightly from that on the CTS. Sue

was verbally adamant that she was a victim and Ron was the

perpetrator. Ron agreed that in most of their fights which

involved violence, the violence was initiated by hirn. Both

agreed that Sue r¡ould initiate the first "blow" at times.

Sue also physically defended herself r¡hen Ron was violent
with her. The CTS reveaLed that Sue perceíved the

relationship as being equal ly- vio lent; r.Thereas, Ron saw the

relationship as female-violent. The forms of violence for
Ron included grabbing, pushing, shoving, and hair-pulling;
Sue would hit or throw things.

This couple had been seen jointly on two occasions. In

addition there were t¡.ro indi.vidual sessions with Sue. Ron

also accepted the opportunity to be seen individually, but

did not attend nor cancel the sessions arranged for hím.

The first interview with this couple was the screening

appointment at which tÍme their suitability for conjoint

treatment was assêssêd in accordance wi-th the standardized

screening procedures. Three problem areas were assessed

during this intervíew. One was the violence (bi-

directional) that occurred in the relationship, the second

was the relational problems that were related to the

violence, and the third was the i.nterplay bet¡¡een the couple
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system and Ron's faroiLy of origin. An índividual plan of

action for prevention of further violence r¿as established

r¡ith the coupLe at the end of the screening session. Thj-s

involved identification of internal and external signals of

anger escalation, and the installation of a "relationship

time-out" phase.for puaposes of anger reduction. The

specificity of the plan vari.ed from one pe¡son to the other.

It was arranged with the couple that their individual plan

of action would remain in affeet until formalized in the

Treatment Contract during the first treatment session.

The utilization of the individual plan of action for
prevention of violence was originally designed as a formal

component of the Treatment Contract. Yet, the therapj-st in

training elected to institute this procedure at this stage

of the treatment process. This action on the part of the

therapist in training was largely due to inexperience in the

use of a formal treatment contract rather than having

assessed one or both persons at iromediate risk for ç¡hich

such actíon would have been warranted.

The second conioint intervier.¡ was to entail pre-

intervention testing and the fi¡st treatment session. Due

to time restrictions (the couple attended the session one

hour late), the therapist in training, assessing the current

status of the relationship as relatively stable, proceeded

with the pre- intervention testing. The couple had

acknowledged that no j.ncidents of violence had occurred

bêtween the fi¡st and second íntervierzs and that their
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reLationship had been quite harmonious. The first treatment

session ç¡as rescheduled for later that same week. The

standardized instruments, and the Anger Log at Appendix G

were administered to the couple.

Conjoint therapy with this couple terminated following

the testing phase of treatment. An episode of violence
(maIe-directed) occurred prior to the first treatment

session which resulted in a hostile but mutual separation.

Sue literally refused to further her relationship with Ron.

Her position about the relationship following the last

violent episode was a complête reversal from the stance.

taken upon entry into treatment. The mode of treatment

moved from conioint to individual therapy soJ-eIy with Sue.

Ron was offered and scheduled individual sessions for which

he did not attend. The therapist in training literally }ost

contact wíth Ron at this stage. Sue engaged in two

individual sessions for which a unilateral approach to

t¡eatment was adopted. Both sessions focused on safety

issues for Sue and her children, and connecting her with the

available wife-abuse resources in the community. Sue

proceeded with legal action against Ron for the physical

assault against her. Due to past experiences, Sue r¡as r.¡ell

versed on the steps to take in leaving an abusive

relationship. An active ¡ole on the part of the therapist

in training was neither requested by Sue nor warranted. A

few weeks following the physical assault and subseqüent

separation, Sue had sol-icited a lawyer regarding a permanent
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separation from Ron, and the assault lras in the jurisdietj.on

of the crirninal court.

S ummary

t4hen this eouple entered into a t¡eatnent agreement

both persons !¡ere intent on remaíning in thê relationship.
Their stated 6oa1 was to jointly work at stopping the

violence in their relationship. Yet, this couple separated

shortly following their entrance into treatment. The

violent èpisodes that occurred prior to this referral had

not resulted in a separation; r.rhereas, the f j.rst episode

that occurred foLlowing acceptance to therapy did result in
a break in the relationship. The nature of the l-ast

incident of violence also seemed to be simil-ar to episodes

that had occurred prior to this ¡eferral. It is also

important to note that the majority of work done with this
couple was not highly therapeutic in nature due to the fact
that the couple was only passing through the preliminary

phase of the treatment process. Although êxtraneous factors
unknown to the therapist in training may have existed, it is
feasible that entrance into treatment itself induced changes

in Sue's behaviour and perception. In this regard, the

actions taken by Sue had changed even though neither the

violence nor factors in the relationship may have undergone

actual change,
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Res earc h

Tnt¡oducï-ior,

A research component was instituted into this treatment

program. Single system experimentation and standardized

measu¡es were employed for the purpose of evaluating thê

efficacy of treatment.

The instruments that were used served both a clinical
and evaluative function. the infor¡nation acqui.red from the

instruments, enabled the evaluation of treatment and the

cLinical assessment of the client problem in more concise

terms. The later function made it possible to modify

treatnent in accordance with the needs of the client.
The standardized instru¡nents were applied pre-

intervention, and when possible at post- intervention and

follow-up. The single system design instrument, the Anger

Log, was completed on a daily basis throughout the conioint
treatment process. Anger Log data was not eollected when

the focus of treatment shifted from helping couples work

together on their relationship to helping them separate.

For purposes of analysis, the data acquired from the

six couples in this t¡eatment pro€ram will be examined

collectively and on a case to case basis. Statistical
procedures ¡,lere used in the analysis of group and single

case data when applicable. A paired t-test was applied to
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the group datai a celeration line approach was used on the

Anger Log ç¡hen feasible.

Ins truments

The standardized measures employed ¡¿ere the Conflict
Tactic Scale (Straus, 1979); the Dyadic Adjustment Sca1e

(Spanier, 1976); and the Marlow-Crowne Socía1 Desírability
Sca1e, Short Version (Strahan & Gerbasi, 1973). The single
system design instrument comprised the Anger Log (Bloom &

Fischer, 1982) which was created specifically for use in
this treatmênt program.

The Conflict Tactic Scale (Straus, 1976) at Appendix L

was used to provide descriptive, quantifiable data on the

frequency and severity of violent behavíour in the inti¡oate

relationship ovêr a 12 month period. This scale measures

tactics that couples use to resolve conflict. The tactics

that the scaÌe measures are: rational discussion, verbal

and nonverbal aggression, and physical violence. This scale

has an alpha coefficient of reliability which was reported

to range from 0.62 to 0.88. It also has some evidence of

concurrent, content, and construct validity.

Although the Conflict Tactic Scale has no reported

test-¡etest reliability, it was modified in order to

administer pre- interventíon and again at post- intervention

and follow-up. The modified scale was a direct replication
of the original scale ¡.rith the exception that the modified

scale required couples to report on the one month period of

their relationship prior to testing as opposed to a 12 month
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p€riod. In essence, the Conflict Tactic Scale was

administered at pre- intervention in the form of the origína1

and the modified version of the scale, and once at post*

intervention and follow-up, modified versíon only. Due to

the nonexistence of test-retest reliability, only the trends

in the data betwean pre- intervention and post- intervention
and/or follow-up can be examined. Permission to use the

Conflict Tactíc Scale (Straus, 1976) was requested at

Appendix P and obtained at Appendix Q.

The Dyadic Adiustment Seale (Spaníer, 1976) at
Appendix K was used to assess the quality of the couple's

relationship. This scale is a 32 item scale that is divided

into subscales that measure the following: (1) dyadic

satisfaction - the leveI of satisfaction and committment to

the relationship, (2) dyadic cohesion - the degree to which

the couple engage in satisfying mutual activities, (3)

dyadie consênsus - the degree to which the couple agree on

issues that are irnportant to dyadic functioning, and (4)

affectional expression - the amount of sexual and

af f ectional satisf action.

The Dyadic Adiustment Scale has alpha reliability
information, and content, criterion-related, construct

validity info¡mation. Both the scale and the subscal-es are

found to be híghly reliable r¡ith the exception of the

subscale that measures affectional expression. This

subscale has low relíability. For this reason the author of

this scaLe recommended that caution be exercised in its use.
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The leve1 of marital. quality as reported by Spanier (1976)

was used as normative data. A comparison betr¡een Spanier's

(1976) normative data and that obtained by coupLes in this

treatment program was conducted. Permission to use the

Dyadic Adiustment ScaIe (Spanier, 1976) was requested at

Appendix M. Permission ç¡as obtained by the purchase of an

original copy of the scale as at Appendix K.

The Marlow-Crowne Social Desirability Sca1e, Short

Version (Strahan & Gerbasi , L973 ) was used to measure the

degree to r¡hich clients responded to insLrument questions in

a socially acceptable manne).. The relíability coefficients

range from 0.59 to 0.70. Validity for the short version of

this scale has not been determined. Permission to use this

scale was requested at Appendix N. Difficulties were

incurred in attempting to loeate the authors of this scal-e.

For this reason permission to use the scal-e was not

received. Due to the fact that this is a widely used scale

and was ¡eadily availabLe in its primary source, it was used

in this treatment program without formal permission.

The Anger Logs (Bloom & Eischer, 1982) at Appendices E

and G are a daily critical incident journal that were used

as a seLf-report and/or a rating scale for purposes of

single system experimentatÍon and for its cl-inical
applicabilj.ty. The Anger Log was used to i.dentif y and

monitor the degree and frequency in which anger-control and

loss of anger.-control occurred prior to and throughout the

treatment process. In addition, the Anger Log also provided
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information of clinical va1ue. This íncluded inforraation on

the context in which anger occurred, the consequences of the

anger, one's thoughts during and after the incident, one's

reactions to the incident, and the outcomê of the incident.

The levels of anger on the Anger Log ranged from zero

to tên. An anger leve1 of "5" and above was synonymous with

an increase in the loss of anger-control. An anger level

of "8" identified an extreme loss of anger-control, and "10"

a total loss of anger-control. Conceptual).y, angêy itself
was not problematic. It was the intensity of anger and its
accompanying 1evèI of loss of anger-controI, and the manner

in which anger was expressed that was viewed as the problem.

One type of Anger Log was administered to each couple.

As identified in Chapter IV, the selection of the Anger Log

was initial.Iy dependent upon the clinical assessment of the

direction of the violence in the intimate relationship. AÈ

experíence was gained in its use, the Anger Log at Appendix

G was found to be more useful due to the amount of

information it provided.

Idea11y, the Anger Log was to be administered to all
couples prior to j-ntervention in order to attain baseline

data. When it was not clinically feasible to folIow this
format, a retrospective baseline r.¡as to be obtained. In

actuality, couples in this treatmênt program were unable to

provide retrospective data. Furthermore, the nature of the

probJ-em dj.d not necessaríly permit the luxury of an adequate

baseline period (i. e. a two r.?eek baseline) prior to the
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implementation of intervention. Hence, the baseline period

established for most couples ç¡as the period between the

first and second treat¡nent sessions.

The Conflict Tactic Scale (CTS) at Table I reported the

rate at whieh couples considered their ov¡n behaviour and

that of their partner's to be aggressive and violent.
As depicted at Table l, all males and five females

reported that their partner had used some act of violence

against them in the year prior to treatment. Male's and

femaLe's report of thei¡ own use of violence concurred r¿ith

that of their partner's, although the frequency with ç¡hj.ch

the acts of violence occurred differed when reporting on

one's oçrn behaviour and that reported by one's partner. The

usè or threat to use a knife or gun was a behaviour not

employed by this client group.

TAH-E I i qrfLICT TACÍ IC scât_E
R¡s Scores for th! pàrt tZ rqrthÉ
LEGENDT Rr Råt ionâl Dilcu!¡iô.r

VA¡ Vérbât AgErËrrlorì
VLr Vlolênce

A la 21 2zltt 20 sz lr: zs r+ lra re a

B lrs 23 sl e zz ta lrs z+ slrs zs 2t

c l7 20 ol 7 24 o lr2 2s rg I s zr 6

D l6 ?z rsl 9 23 rsl+ ze zoltt ze o

E ls 25 rl3 s s lrs r+ rlr+ re o

F ls 26 al s ss rsls rs rzls zs 11
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A paired t-test was conducted on the CTS scores at

Table 1 to test for specific differences between (1) male's

and female's ratì.ngs of male violence; (2) male's and

female's ratings of female violence; (3) male's ratings of

male violence and of female's violence; (4) female'e ratings

of female vioLence and of mal-e's violence; and (5) mal-e's

ratings of male víolence and female's ratings of female's

violence. The same procedure was applied to aggressive

behaviour. Only one test showed statistical signif J.cance;

maLe's and female's ratings of male violence , L = 3.42,

p < .02. The results j-ndicated that female's rated

significantly more violence for their male partner's than

male's acknowledged for themselves. No significant

differences were found in male's and female's ratings of

their own and their partner's aggressive behaviour, and in

the other categories of violent behaviour that were

e xamined -

To determine the men's and women's perceptíon of the

direction of the violence j.n the relationship the following

format was used: (1) the relationship was perceived by one

spouse as equally-violent vrhen the difference between the

couple's male and female scorês were within one point in
eithe¡ direction, and (2) the relationship was perceived as

eithe¡ male-viol-ent or female-violent when the difference in

the scores was greater than tr¡o points.

Table 1 reported that tr¡o r.¡omen pÊrcê ived the

relationship as equal- Iy- vio Ìent , two saw it as male-violent,
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and tr¡o sâw it ã.s female-vio1ent. In contrast, onê man

viewed the velationship as equal ly- vio lent , tr¡o saw it as

male-violent, and three sa¡¡ it as fema Ie- vio l-ent.

Applying this same format to aggressive behaviour as

reported at Tabl-e 1, this client group perceived their

relationship in the following mannêr: onê woman vieç¡ed the

relationship as equal ly- aggress ive , four saw it as male-

aggressive, and one saw it as female-aggress ive ; two men

perceived the relationship as equal ly- aggress ive , two sar¡ it

as male-aggressive, and two saç¡ it as female aÉÌgressivê.

In summary, there was an equal division amongst the

women in this group in terms of their perception of the

overall dírection of the violence in their relationshíp.

Yet, the meiority of the r.romen considered their partners to

engage in aggressive forms of behaviour more frequently than

they acknowledged for themselves. In contrast, one half of

the men believed that their female partners engaged in
violent forms of behaviour more frequently than they

reported for themselves. The men in this group had less

difficulty acknowledging their own use of aggressive

behaviour than they did in acknowledging their own use of

violent forms of behaviour.

Interestingly, the women in this group more readíIy

acknowledged their own use of violence than the men

acknowledged for themselves. The men in this group !rêre

more wil-1íng to report on their own victimization as opposed
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to their oç¡n use of violence. Thís did not hold true for
the ç¡omen in this group. The differences found between

males and femaLes report of violence supports the view that
a xating f¡om both partners is essential in order to obtain

a more accurate description of the frequency and 1evel of

violence in the intimate relationship.
Of the f ì.ve coupJ.es who engaged in more than one

treatment sessíon (Coup1es A to E), the direction of the

violence was clinically assessed as male-violent for four

couples, and femal-e-violent for one couple. The cLinical
assessment took into account the context in çrhich the

violence occurred, the antecedents, and the consequences of

the violence which the CTS did not. These factors may

account for the differences found in the di¡ection of the

violence between the clinieal assessment and that reported

on the CTS.

For those couples who completed treatment (Couples B

to D), the scores obtained on the modified version of the

CTS at Tab1e 2 shor¡ed that violent for¡as of behaviour had

been eliminated. This report çras mutually agreed upon by

both the males and the fernales. The couples varied j.n

regards to thei¡ rêport of the di¡ection of aggressive

behaviour at post-têst. The results reported on this scale

for violent behaviour, supported the clinical findings that
violent behaviour had been eliminated l¡hen treatment

terminated -
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analysis of the data (SD = 22.940). Thís signified that

high 1evel of variance existed amongst the DAS scores.
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As shown at Eigure 27, 1-}:,e DAS sco¡es sIìghtly

inc¡eased between pre-test and post-test, although as

supported by the results of the paired t-test, the change

was not statistical significant. In actual-íty, the

difference of only three points ç¡as attained between the

couplês pre-test and post-test scores. Hence, the pre-test

and post-test scores signified that the couples in this
group reported a sI j-ghtly lower score than for coupJ-es who

were considered "happi1y" married. This data verified the

clinical findings that relational issues nay not have been

completely resolved. Hence, the resul-ts f¡om the. CTS and

the DAS supported the clinical assessment that the violence
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in the relationship had

difficulties ¡¡ithin the

been el-iminated, but that
coupla subsystêm possibly remained.

FIGURE 27
DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCALE

* COUPLES

0f the six couples who engaged in this treatment

program, one couple separated prior to the first treat¡oent

session and two couples separated during treatment. The

marital status of the rernaining three couples was intact at
termination of treatment. Although with two of these three

couples, relational problems ¡emained for ç¡hich ma¡ita1

therapy was indicated. It is ímportant to note that one of
these tç¡o couples prematurely terminated therapy. Violent
behaviour çras eliminated with all couples who completed

therapy (Couples A to D).

The scores f¡om the Marlor¡-Crowne Social Desirability
Scale at Table 4 showed that four of the six couples who
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participated in this treatrûent program had a tendency to

respond to instrument questions in a socially acceptable

mannerl. In all likelihood, these same couples responded to

questions on the CTS and the DAS in accordance with how they

wanted their relationship to be seen as opposed to how they

really saç¡ theír relationship.

ÍAB-E 4r S{EIAL D€SIRABTLITY

Öas€ EvaluatiL-ìn

Coriple A.

All instruments were administered to this couple prior

to the first treatment session. Anger Log data çras not

provided until the third treatment session, therefore, a

baseline period does not exist. This latter point was

reflective of the difficulties encountêred in engaging this

couple into treat¡nent and thei¡ initial noneompliant stance.

a

c

D

E

F
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Hence, the Anger Log was used essentially a daily journal

which had some clinical value, but little evaluatíve

utilíty. Due to the clinical direction and the nature of

the problem, post-test data was not obtained. The data

obtained is soIeIy descriptive in nature.

The CTS at Table 1 showed that both pellsons perceived

thei¡ relationship as male-violent. Derek considered the

relationship to be female-aggress ive; whereas, Holly saw it
as male- aggress ive. This data signified that both persons

saçr Derek as the one responsible for the víolence in the

relationship. 0n the other hand, each person believed that
their partner's aggrêssive behaviour had more effect on the

¡elationship than their own behaviour.

The DAS at Table 3 showed that the quality of this
couple's marriage was the same as couples whose marriage was

considered healthy. In actuality, Derek and Holly rated

themselves as a "happily" married eouple.

The social desirability ratings at Table 4 for this
couple were relatively high. This indicated that this
couple's ratings on the instruments r4ere most likely
affected by the mannêr i-n which they wanted to be perceived

by others as opposed to the way they rea11y were as a

couple.

The Anger Log at Figure 1 is a report of Derek's level

of anger as rated by both he and Holly throughout one

segment of conjoint therapy. The data indicated that thj.s

couple mutual-ly agreed upon the times that Derek was angry
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¡¡ith a slight difference in the recorded leve1 of anger.

The reported Ìeve1s of anger and absence of violent episodes

during this period índicated that Derek's anger was

controlled. It is highly plausible that the data provided

by this couple on the Anger Log is indicative of the way

they wanted to be seen as opposêd to the reality of their
situation. This statenent is supported by clinical
observations and thê data obtained on thê Marlor¡-Cror¡ne

Socia1 Desirability Sca1e.

Tha presenting problem, the violence, had ceased by the

end of therapy. Although the impact of trêatment could not

be statistically examined, there was evidence of practìcal

significance by virtue of the cessation of violence.

FIGURE 1: ANGER LOG
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Couple B.

AL1 instruments r¿ere administêred to this coupJ-e in the

first treatment session. Pre-testing and post-testing ç?as

complet€d on the standardized instruments. Anger Log data

was obtaíned during the first two phases of conioint,

therapy. Due to the direction taken by this couple during

the third treatment phaa€, Anger Log data was not collected.
The Anger Log at Figure 2 ía a rêport of Derek's level

of anger as rated by both he and Vicky throughout conjoint
therapy. A changing intensity síngle system design r¡as used

with thís couple. Both phases, B1 and 82, ended with an

episode of violence, although only one íncident of violence

during 81 can be depicted at Figure 2. A distínct change ín
intervention occurred betçreen phases 81 and 82. The short

baseline period has a major effect in both the visuaL and

statistical analysis of the data. Therefore, it is
n€cessary to Ínterpret the results of the celeration line
approach with caution.

The celeration line approach at Eigure 2 was applied to

both the male-¡naIe and female-male data. The ma]e-maIe data

was bounded. This finding dictated that this analytical
approach couLd not be used with this data. Bounded data

occurs r¡hen "the basaline trend soon reaches the upper or

Io¡¡er boundaries of the graph, ruaking it impossible for the

client to move in that directíon during intervention" (Bloom

& E ischer, 1982 , p. 446 ) .
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The female-male data at Figure 2 attained a level of
statistical significance of p < .01. It cannot be

ascertained with a degree of certainty that a statisieal
significant change occurr€d during intervention due to the

necessity to êxêrt caution r¡ith this finding. Therefore, it
only appears that a significant reduction in thê level of

Mike's anger may have occurred during intervention.

During the first phase of t¡eatrüênt (81), the incidents

and levels of anger reported by this couplê differed. As

treatment progressed (82) the differences lessened as at
Figure 2. The observed difference between 81 and 82 may be

related to the change in íntervention intensity. During the

second phase of traeatment, the couple worked more intently
on their reLationship, Mike focused more intensêly on

controll-ing his level of anger, and Vicky's focus on Mike's

level of anger increased. These factors may account for
some of the change. It is important to note that alcohol-

consumption was also controlled during the later phase (82).

The direct relationship between Míke's level of anger and

alcohol consumption was not measured. The couple had

verbally reported that ç¡hen Mike's angêf, exceeded a level of
"5", alcohol was involved. Hence, loss of anger-control

appeared to increase with alcohol consumption. A causal

relationship between these two variables was not examined.

the last incident of violence occu¡red simuLtaneous with a

breach of the control-Led drinking agreement that was

employed i.n the second phase of treat¡nent (82).
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FIGURE 2: ÀNGER LOG
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The DAS at Fígure 3 shor¡ed that the quality of the

couple's relationehip dramatically decreaeed. As shown at

Table 3, the couple's level of marital quality at pre-têst

was slightly lower than that reported for couples who tended

to be "happily" married. At post-test, the quality of Mike

and Vicky's relationship was comparable to couples who were

hivo"ced. These findings were reflective of the status of

this couple's relationship at post-testing. The goal to

modify the degree of boundary ambiguity r.rithin the couple

subsystem appears to have been attained, although in the

ogposite direction than therapeutically planned or sought by

the couple ç¡hen treatment commenced. The boundaries of the

couple werê very clear - there was no couple. The DAS

scores supported this f inding.
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FIGU RE 3
OYADIC AOJUSTMENT SCALE
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The CTS at Table 1 shor¡ed that Mike considered the

rel-ationship malê-vioÌent and Vicky considered it female-

violent. Both persons considered the relationship to be

male- aggress ive. Hence, each person thought thei¡ own use

of violence had an impact on the relationship. Mike's

aggìressive behaviour, on the other hand, was targeted by

both persons to have more impact on the relationship than

did Vicky's aggressive behaviour.

The results from the modified ÕTS at Figures 4 to 7

showed that violent forms of behaviour had ceased. An

increase in rational discussion was reported at post-test

for both persons in terms of hor¡ they saw their own

behaviour and that rated for their partner. A decrease in
Mike's use of aggression was reported by both pellsons. On

the other hand, Mike reported a decrease in Vicky's use of

aggression; whereas, Vicky reported an increase. Although,
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only thê trend j.n the data from pre-test to post-test can be

examined, the resul-ts are indicative of the clinical

findings. The clinical findings were such that violence had

terminated by the end of treatment. It is plausible that
Vicky's l-evel of verbal aggression increased. It Has

clinically observed that Vicky ç¡as indeed very angry with

Mike as a result of the last physical attack against her.

CoNFLICI TACfIC SCALE: FIGURE 4
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The social- desirability scores at Table 4 were

relatively low with this couple. These findings indicated

that the lresponses given on the instruments were most likeIy
an accurate reflection of hoç¡ each person sar¿ their
situation as opposed to how they wanted to be perceived.
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The clinical finding that the status of the couple's

relationship changed and the violent behaviour stopped was

supported by the data. Although there may be soroe evidence

of a statistically si6nificant change in the level of Mike's

anger, there was evidence of practical significance due to

the cessation of violence. Hence, the goal of therapy to

stop the violence had been achieved.

Couple C.

All instruments erere admínistered to thís couple during

the first trêatment session. Pre-testing ãnd post-testj-ng

were completed on the standardized ínstruments. Anger Log

data was collected from the first treatment session to the

termination session.

The Anger Log at Figure 8 is a report of Jake's level

of anger as reported by both he and Donna. Eigure 9 shows

Donna's level of anger as reported by both she and Jake. A

successive treatment design r¡as used with the couple ç?ith no

return to baseline betçreen the two treatment phases (8, BC).

There r¡ere no reported episodes of violence during the

baseline or intervention phases.

The celeration line approach was applied to both

female-male data at Figure I and male-female data at

E'igure 9. The analysis of this data showed that a level of

statistical si.gnif icance of p < .001 ¡¡as attained. This

finding ascertained that a significant reduction in the

level of anger occurred during intervention for both

persons. This finding verified that a real change did occur
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in Jake's and Donna's level of anger in the desired

direction between the baseline period and intervention.

Initial}y, this coupl-e wêre not synchronized in

rel-ation to both the incidents and levels of anger they

recorded. In essence, each person assumed that their
partner was angry at the same time and at the same level as

they were. This assumption r.¡as not supported by the rêtings

of the other person. As t¡eatment progressed, the l-evel of

compatibility in the recorded incidents and levels of anger

increased (i.e. male-male was similar to that of female-ma1e

on the incidents and the levels of anger recorded).

As Figures I and I showed, a dramatic reduction

occurred in the frequency of anger betr¡een the inte¡vention
phases (B and BC) and the baseline phase. When Donna's and

Jake's level. of anger exceeded that which was designated a

controlled leve1 of ang'ex, the relationship "time-out" phase

ç¡as implemented in aecordance with each person's individual
plan of action. Although, anger levels on occasion exceeded

the level designated as angen-control, the expression of

anger changed. Violence eras not a f or¡¡ of behaviour used by

Donna. Prior to treatment, the couple reported that when

Donna's level of anger !¡as above an "8" some f or¡o of

violence r{as common. Therefore, it appears that

intervention was successful at redueing the frequeney of

extreme levels of anger, inereasing the leveL of anger-

control, and el-iminating vio lence.
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The DAS at Figure 10 showed a definite increase in the

quality of the eouple's relatíonship between pre-test and

post-test. As shown at Table 3, the couple's leve1 of

marital quality was lower than that reported for couples who

tended to be "happily" married. At post-test, this couple's

marriage was rated at a higher leve1 of quality than that

found for couples ç¡ho r¡ere "happiIy" married. This finding

coincided ç¡ith the clinical observation that improvement had

occurred in the couple's relationship. The degree of

improvement as reported on this scale was much higher than

clinicalÌy assessed. Upon termination it llas assessed that

some relational problems exísted for which marital therapy

ç¡as indicated.

-.tl^tE-l- ¡¡xlu
-l(- couPLE

FO[0tvuP

The CTS at Table 1 shor¡ed

perceived their relationship as

differed in their report on the

that Jake and Donna both

female-vioIent. They

direction of aggression.
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Donna eonsj-dered the relationship as male-aggress ive ; Jake

sar¡ it as female- aggress ive. This data signified that both

persons saç¡ Donna as the one responsible for the violence in

the relationship. In regards to aggression, each person

believed that their partner's aggressive behaviour had more

inpact on the relationship than did their own behaviour.

The results from the modified CTS at Figures 11 to 14

showed that violent forms of behaviour and aggressive

behaviour had ceased by post-testing. Although only the

trends in the data can be considered, the results of this

scaJ-e supported the clinical observations.
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The social desirability scores at Table 4 indicated

that this couple may have had a tendency to respond to



ínstrument questions in a socially desirable manner. More

specifically, Donna's desíre to respond in a social]y

acceptable way was greater than Jake -s. Ït is highly

plausible that this couple'B scores on the DAS ¡¿ere slightly

influenced by the manner in which they wanted to be seen as

opposed to the way they actually saw their marriage.

The clinical- observations that violent behaviou¡ had

ceased and the couple's relationship had improved was

supported by the data. Hence, the goal of therapy, to stop

the violence, had been achieved. The degree of improvernent

in this couple's relationship as reported on the DAS

differed from the clinical assessroent. Although, the

violence had stopped, relational issues were not completely

resolved for r¡hich marital therapy was indicated.

Couple D.

All instrurnents r.¡ere administered to this couple duríng

the second screening session. Pre-testing, post-testing,

and one month followup were completed on the standardized

instruments. Anger Log data was collected during a two week

baseline period (pre- intevvent ion and post- intervent ion ) and

throughout intervention.

The Anger Log at Figure 15 is a report of Tom's leveL

of anger as reported by both he and Mary. Figure 16 shows

Mary's level of anger as reported by both she and Tom. A

changing J-ntensity treatment design was used e¡ith this

couple (4, 81, 82, A). A distinct chang;e in intervention

occurred betwêen the tç¡o treatment phases (Bl and 82),

1bõ



following a report of three incidents of violence during the

first treatment phase (81) .

The celeration i-ine approach was applied to both

female-male data at Eigure 15 and male-female data at

Eigure 16. The male-female data (Figure 19) was bounded;

therefore, the celeration approach was not applicable in the

analysis of this data. Bounded data is explained in detail

at Couple B of this chapter.

The female-male data at Eígure 15 attained a level of

statistical significance of p < .01. This finding

ascertained that a significant reduction in the leveI of

Tom's anger occurred during intervention. Although

causality is undetermined, this fínding verified that a real

change did occu¡ in Tom's Level of anger in the desired

direction betv¡een the baseline period and intervention.

During the baseline phase, this couple's ratings of the

incidents ç¡ere the same, but the level of anger rated for

oneself and by one's partner differed. Initially, eaeh

person was rating one's partner's level- of anger at the same

Ievel as one rated one's own level of angêr. As treatment

progressed, the Ievel of compatibilíty in the ratings

increased (i. e. male-male at a similar Ievel of anger as

female-male). As Figures 15 and 16 showed, the intervention

at 82 1ed to an immediate and dramatic reduction in Tom's

level of anger. A change ín the desi¡ed direction v¡as also

noted with Mary's level of aneier, although it was not as

great as with Tom's. Mary's level of anger, as depicted at
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Eigure 16, consistently remained in the range of her

individual plan of action. An anger leve1 of "6" duríng

phases B1 and 82 signified the implementation of a

relationship "time-out" phase for Mary; whereas, for Tom, an

anger level of "6" during B1, and an ang€r level of "2"

during Ê2 signified a "time-out" geriod. Tom did take

"time-out" f¡om the relationship when his 1evel of anger

reached an unâccåptable l-eve1 in accordance with his

individual plan of action. A controlled level of anger for
Tom was ¡naintained during the post- íntervention baseline

period. Mary's leve1 of anger did exceed the 1evel agreed

upon in her individual plan of action during the seeond

baseline period. It is important to note that Mary did

implement the relationship "time-out" phase during the post-

intervention period. ?his action also counteracted any

possibility of vj-olence. In summary, Figure's 15 and 16

showed that a controlled level of anger was maintained

throughout the second phase of intervention (82) and post-

intervention period with the implementatíon of a

reLationship "time-out" phase. Fu¡thermore, this data

verified that the expression of anger had ehanged in the

desired direction. In essence, one person could become

angry without resorting to violent behaviour. Therefore, it
appearls that intervention was successful at reducing the

leve1 of anger, increasing the leveI of anger-controI, and

e1i-minati-ng the violenca. Violence ç¡as not reported at one

month followup.
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The DAS at Figure 17 shor¡ed a slight íncrease in the

quality of the couple's relationship between pre-test and.

post-test. The data indicated that the quality of the

relationship at follow-up remained consistent with that
attaíned at post-test. As shown at Table 3, the couple's

level of marital quality was compaf,eble with that of couples

who ç¡ere considered "happily" married. The rating at pre-

test and follow-up slightly exceeded that of "happily"

married couples. This couple's relationship, aLthough not

rated as particularily troublesome at pre-test, did shoç¡ a

slight improvement by the end of treatment. Thís finding
supported the clinical observations.

- 
I{ALE

--+- FEMALE

-*- couPLE

FOLTOIIUP

The CTS at Table I showed that Tom and Mary differed in
their perception of the violence in their relatíonship. Tom

vieçred the relationship as female-violenti Mary saw it as

equal ly- vio lent. Both víewed the relationship as equally-
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aggressive. This data sígnified that Tom thought Mary's r-rse

of vj.olence had more impact on the relationship than hi.s or¿n

behaviour; Mary viewed herself and Tom as equally

responsible for the use of violence. Although not

empirically tested, a shift in the perception of violence

changed during tyeatment whereby the couple mutualJ-y agreed

that their reLationship was male-violent. I{ence, Tom r.¡as

considered the one responsì.ble for the violence. The

ratings for aggressive behaviour indicated that both persons

believed they each had a role to play in aggression in their
re Iat ions hi p.

Results from the modified CTS at Figures 18-21 showed

that violent forms of behaviour had ceased by pre-test and

had not recurred by fol1ow-up. Mary's use of aggressive

behaviour showed no change bet¡reen pre-test and post-test

when rated by herself and by Tom. She reported an increase

in her use of aggressive behaviour between post-test and

follow-upi whereas, Tom rated a decrease. Tom's ratings of

his or¡n use of aggressive behaviour showed an increase

between pre-têst and post-test, and a decrease between post-

test and follow-up. Mary, on the other hand, saw a

continual dec¡ease in Tom's use of aggressive behaviour

between pre-test and follow-up. Hence, some differences

ç¡ere noted in terms of one person's ratíng of their own

behaviour and that rated by their partner. This data

signified that a change did occur in the desired direction
by follow-up for both behaviours when one peLson was rating
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the other's behaviour. Although only trends in the data can

be considered, the results of this scale supported the

clinical- findings that a reduction had occurred in the use

of aggressive and violent forms of behaviour by the end of

therapy.
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The social desirability scores at TabIe 4 indicated

that there was a tendency for this couple to respond to

instrument questions in a socially acceptable manner. It
hiehly possible that this couple's scores on the DAS were

slightly influenced by the manner in which they wanted to

seen as opposed to the way they actually saw their
relationship.
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The clinical observations that violent behavíouy had

ceased and the eouple's relationshíp had improvement was

supported by the data. Hence, the goal of therapy r¿hich was

to stop the violence had been achieved.

Couple E.

All instrunênts were administered to this couple in the

first t¡eatment session. Due to premature termination of

therapy, Anger Log data was collected for a very brief
period of time. Thus, it has no evaluative function. Pre-

testing and post-testing wae completed on the standardized

meâsures .

The DAS at Figure 22 showed a sIíght increase in the

quality of the couple's relationship between pre-test and

post-test. As shown at Table 3, the couple's level of

marital quality at prê-test and post-test f.¡as not synonymous

with that of a "happily" married couple. This findíng
supported the clinical observation that no change had

occurred in the couple's relatíonship at termination.
FIGURE 22

DYADIC ADJUSTMENT SCALE

* MÁLE

-f ¡¿xrtE
-*- couPLt

FOLIOWUP
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The CTS at Table 1 showed that Terry considered the

relationship equally-violent; whereas, Ann viewed it as

male-violent. Terry and Ann's vie¡¡ of the direction of

aggression differed: Terry perceived the relationship as

male- aggress ive , and Ann saw it as female- aggress ive.

Hence, each person thought their own use of aggression had

more impact on the relationship than that of their partner.

0n the other hand, Teruy thought that they each played an

equal role in the use of violence; whereas, Ann targeted

Terry as the one responsible for the violence in the

relationship. This couple's verbal report that violence had

not occurred in their relationship in the prevì.ous 12 month

period was not supported by the results of this sca1e. It
is irnportant to note that this couple's violence scores f{ere

extremely 1oçr, which signified an infrequent use of violent

forms of behaviou¡ in the year prior to treatment.

Furthermore, the ratings for violence ¡¡ere lowest of all
couples in this treatrnent program.

The results from the modified CTS at Figures 23 Lo 26

supported the couple's verbal report that violence had not

occurred in their relationship in the month prior to or

during treatment. An inc¡ease in aggressive behaviou¡

between pre-test and post-test was repo¡ted when one person

reas rating the other's behaviour. A change in the desired

direction had not occurred ¡¡ith the couple's use of

aggressive forms of behaviour.
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The social desirabil-ity scores at Tab1e 4 r¡ere

relatively 1ow with this couple. These findings indicated

that the rêsponses gj-ven on the instruments f^lere most likely
an accurate reflection of how they saw their reLationship as

opposed to hor¡ they wanted to be perceived.

These findings supported the clinical observations that

violence was not a common form of behaviour in this couple's

relationship, although the potential for violence êxisted.

In addition, the clinical assessment that the relationship
had not shown improvement at termj.nation ç¡as validated.

Couple F.

AII inst¡uments were administered to this couple prior

to the first treatment session. Due to the direction taken

by this couple p¡ior to treatment, Anger Log data and post-
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testing information was not obtained. Therefore, the pre-

intervention data obtaíned from this couple is pureJ-y

descriptive in nature.

The CTS at Table 1 shor+ed that Ron considered the

relationship female-violent and that Sue viewed the

relationship as equal ly- vio lent. Both persons perceived the

relatj-onship as maJ.e- aggress ive. This data signified that
Sue viewed herself and Ron as equally responsible for the

violence in their relationship. 0n the other hand, Ron

targeted Sue as the one responsible for the violence in the

rei.ationship, Both persons vie¡.red thei¡ own use of

aggression has having more impact on the relationship than

that of their partner.

The DAS at Table 3 showed that the quality of this
eouple's relationship was slightly 1o¡.¡er than that reported

for coupLes who tended to be "happily" married. These

scoros are ¡eflective of a couple who perceived their

relationship as bIissful.
The social desirability ratings at Table 4 indícated

that this eouple had a strong tendency to respond to

instrunent questions in a socially acceptable manner.

Therefore, it highly plausible that the scores attained on

the DAS were indicative of the way they wanted to be seen as

a couple as cpposed to the way they actually sar¡ their
re lat ions hi p.
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Ron and Sue's ratings on the quality of their

relationship does not correspond çrith the level of

aggression and violence reported at pre-testing.

This couple's relationship ended prior to inte¡vention.

The effects of the prelimínary phase of treatment, if any,

a¡e undetermined.
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Chapter VI

Conc Ius ions

The treatment of intimate violence from an

interpersonal perspective has proven to be an effective

therapeutic approach in eliminating violent behaviour.

Success of treatment is viewed as the resul-t of the combined

components of this treatment program, rather than a specific

txeatment variable. Yet, some areas of this treatment

program do warrant individual attention. Therefore,

specific aspects will be isolated for discuss!.on purposes

onLy. The aim is to not reduce or enhance any one component

of the overall treat¡nent program, but to elaborate on the

effectiveness of various aspects of treatment and to offer

recommendations for improvement

It is recognized that the results of treat¡oent pertain

to only those couples who participated in this treatment

program and cannot be generaJ-ized to other client
populations. The small clíent group and the basic

evaluation of treatment efficacy have an impact on the

ability to generalize the effects of this treatment program.

Yet, it ís reasonable to assume that the application of this

treatment package with similar couples would be equally

successful at stopping violence. In essence, conjoint
treatment of intimate violence was conducted on a specific

category of couples. The couples who were accepted for
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conioint trêatment were young couples who were in the early

stage of their relationship. Violence had occurred in the

relationship, but had not yet become an integral part of

their interactional patterns. The violencê v¡as not

tolerated by either pêr.son, but at the same time attempts to

stop the violence r¡ithout outside assistance had proven

futile. The violence was predominantly an expression of

anger as opposed to an instrumental behaviou¡. These sa¡¡e

couples were also those who were interested in working

together to stop the violence, rather than participating in
treatment programs that were gender speeific and individual
focused. The installation of a criteria for client
suitability and a st¡ingent screening process as specified

in Chapter IV is what set the stage for safe and effective
trêatment. In that regard, couples who successfuLly met the

preliminary treatment protocol as designed in this treatment

program r¡ould also be those couples who ç¡ould benefit from

conjoint treatment.

Success of treatment ç¡as defined in terms of achieving

the primary goal of therapy - to eliminate any additionaf

episodes of violence in the intimate relationship. The

status of a couple's relationship following the commencement

of therapy was not a factor in determining success. This

treatment progrê.m neither advocated that a couple's

relationship remained intaet nor that the couple permanently

separated. Decisions regarding the status of the

rel-ationship e¡ere ultimately the coupJ-e's. At the same time
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the focus of treatment shifted when a change occurred in the

di¡ection of the relati.onship. One of the many strategies

used ç¡ith couples in this treatmênt program was the

implementation of a therapeutíc induced crisis. To solidify

the crisis, one condition of treatmênt was that the couple

separato for a specific period of ti¡ne if an additional

episode of violence occurred during the¡apy. This strategy

was used to intensify the perception of the severity of

violent behaviour, and increase the stakes of the

relationship and the necessity for change. The

implementation of this strategy provided a distinct

separation period ç¡hich increased the level of safety for

one or both persons, and offered each person an opportunity

to make a decision about the relationship without the

influence of their partner. Those couples who separated did

so following the implementation of a therapeutically

directed separation. The position of the persons in

treatment at all times remained central to the direction of

therapy. Thus, the decision to remain in the relationship,

return to the relationship following a temporary separation,

or to permanently separate was the couple's. Regardless, of

the direction the relationship took upon entry into this

treatment program, the aim Has to help the couple

suceessfully develop a violent-free lifestyle.

An additional aim of this treatment program was to

achieve the primary goal of therapy in a limited time-frame.

A total of 10 sessions were inì.tial]y offered to all
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coupLes. Although couples vari-ed in the nu¡ober of conjoint
sessions, this goal was achieved in a limíted period of

time. Modification of the structure of the couple subsystem

did occur to some degree. Al-though for couples whose

relationship remained intact, relational issues still
existed upon termination of treatment. In actuality, as the

violence was eliminated the relational issues appeared to be

more problematic for the couple than when they first êntêred

thêrapy. Due to the consequences attached to the violent
behaviour, the violence was defined as the major presenting

problem, thus, the primary focus of therapy. In essence,

there were tr¡o interwoven presenting probi-ems: the violence,

and the relational difficulties. For this reason it is
feasible to introduce an additional phase to this treatment

program. The first phase of treatment would remain as

designed in this treatment program. This phase wou1d,

therefore, be primarily vio lence- focused r.rith varying

degrees of therapeutic intensity. The leveI of intensity
throughout this phase would be dependent upon each couple's

situation. The second, and last phase of treatment r¿ould

predominantly be re lational- focused ¡.¡ith a reduced

concentration on the initía1 p¡esenting problem. The

strategies that were implemented in the first phase of

treatment, such as the Anger Log, would be used solely as a

method of monitoring the levels of anger and the specificity
of any oecurring incidents. This recommendation fo¡
improved treatment was briefly tested with one couple,
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Couple C. Thìs particular couple had moved beyond the

violence-focused stage of t¡eatment approximately two-thirds

of the way through the initiaL treatment agreement. Due to

the constraints of the practicum, the luxury of extending

the treatment agreement was not a possibil-ity. Therefore, a

referral to anothe¡ therapist was the only option available

at the tima. Yet, the number of sessions (three) that were

used to implernent an intense ¡elatíonal-focused phase of

therapy was adequate in changing the structure of the couple

subsystem to some extent. It is important to note that some

structural changes did occur during the vio lence- focused

phase of treatment with most couples, but to a minimal

degree. The rationale for extending the number of treatment

stages and subsequently the length of treatment is based on

the fact that couples are already connected to therapy at

this point. Resistance to change has been reduced and

couples have achieved a sense of mastery over a particularly

troublesome problem. One of the greatest difficulties in

conioint therapy with intimate violence has been helping the

couple become integrated into the therapeutic process. The

therapeutic process is identified as a process of change

whe¡e the therapist is the change agent. Due to the

connection beter€en the violence and relational problems, it
is feasible that the same therapist continue to r,¡ork wj-th

the couple. Any therapist who has worked to help a couple

eliminate violent behaviour in their relationship, is both

sensitized to the dynamics of the couple in r¡hich violence
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played a significant roIe, and is knowledgeable about the

couple's level of functioninÉ and the dysfunctional

interactional- patterns within the couple subsystem.

Fu¡thermore, couples should be offered the opportunity to
engage in the re lational- focused stage of treatment as

opposed to it being a eondition of the overal-l treatment

program. In summary, it is proposed that conjoint treatment

of intimate violence, such as this t¡eatment program, has

t¡¡o distinct phases: firstly, a violence-focused phase, and

secondly, a relationa]-focused phase; that couples be

offered the opportunity to participate in the second phase

of treatment; that acceptance into the second phase of

treatment be contingent upon success of the first phase of

treat¡oênt; that the second phase of trêatment be sole1y a

voluntary aspect of the treatment program; and that couples

recontract for the seeond phase of treatment for a limited
period of time, approximately l0 sessions.

All aspects of this treatment program including the

screening process, the treatment mêthodology, the interview

format, and the intervention strategies were highly

structured. The theoretical orientation is that which

provided a strong foundation in the design and

implementation of this treatment progiram. A directive,
time-limited, problem-focused, change-oriented treatment

modality was highly effective in treating intirnate violence.

Couples who engaged in the t¡eatment of inti¡¡ate violence

were found to be very chaotic, reactive, unstructured, and
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unpredictabl-e. The theoretical orientation and its

subsequent intervention techniques maximized the leve1 of

structure required for effectíve management and treatment of

such couples.

The Treatment Contract r¡as found to be a valuable tool-

in stopping violence. The Treatment Contracts, at

Appendices lI and J, facilitated clear guidelines to

treatment ineluding sueh issues as: the length of treatment,

the goals and focus of treatnent, and the expectations of

treatment. Couples had no doubt about the parameters of

violent behaviour. The Treat¡nent Contract reinforced the

couple's commitment to change and confirmed for them the

therapist in training's commitment to help them change. A

specific time-frame for treatment gave couples the sense

that the violence was treatable, which increased their

motivation to control a previously uncontrolled and

undesirable behaviour. The T¡eatment Contract, with its

often stringent conditions, facilitated a smooth transition

into a therapeutically directed relationship separation.

Couples verbal report on the effectiveness of the Treatment

Contract ¡¡as unanimously and highly favorable. As a point

of interest, the Treatment Contract was that r¿hich IiteralIy

stopped a violent episode with one couple. In addition,

another couple borrowed components of the Treatment Contlact

in the creation of their own "coupìe contract". The

individual plan of action for the prevention of violence

with its relationship "time-out" component was valuable in
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immediately intercepting and changing previous habits.

Integratì-ng the plan of action into the Treatment Contract

counteracted any possibility for mis interpret ing,

rationalízing, or denying ç¡hat was expected, as ¡¿e11 as

reinforcing the necessity to foIIoç¡ through with a specific

action. The couples in this treatment progxam seemed to

take the Treatment Contract and other contracts introduced

at various points of therapy seriously.

The Anger Logs, at Appendiees E and G, were considered

an essential devise for monitoring the level on anger-

control and inducing change r¡ith the loss of anger-control.

The Anger Log was found to have real clini.caL and evaluative

value. The Anger Log, at Appendix G r¡as found to be more

applicable due to the degree of information it provided.

Monitoring the level of anger for both persons within the

couple unit regardless of the direction of violence, r,tas

found to be more effective than iust monito¡ing the Level of

anger of one half of the dyad. It ç¡as initially thought

that solely monitoring the level of anger of the person who

expressed his/her anger by the use of violence would

redirect or enhance one's leve1 of responsibility. It r.?as

clear that both persons became angry, although they perhaps

expressed it in a different way. Monitoring the level of

both persons' anger did not sêero to inpact on the couple's

perception about the direction of the violence in the

rei-ationship. Yet, the information provided ¡.¡hen both
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treating the inappropriate expression of anger.

Working with couples who have been violent was f otrnd to

be an extremely challenging, intensive, and laborious task.

It can be expected that such couples will be resistant to

change to sone degree, ¡¿i11 attempt to maintain the status

quo of their rel-ationship, and perhaps wiIl experience an

episode of violence at some point during treatment. These

couples undoubtedly demand a great deal from any therapist

from the point of referral to the termination of treatment.

As has been found, such couples require a considerable

amount of reaching out iust to get them into treatment and

to keep them in initial phase of the treatment process. It

is advisable, for any therapist working with couples where

violent forms of behaviour have been used, that the couples

sta¡t therapy at different times. As with thís treatment

program, the level of therapeutic intensity and commitment

required was anticipated prior to the screening process.

For this reason, couples aceepted into treatment were

staggered so that they were at dífferent stages of treatment

in relation to one another. The occurrence of violence

during treatment creates a crisis for the couple and the

requirement for r¡ell-planned, and intensively focused

intervention strategies. The crisis stage, if managed

effectively, can be used to induce change in the couple

subsystem. To accomplish a successful transition out of the

crisis stage, a great deaL of tíme is required on the part
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of the therapist. This therapist in training had the luxury

to devote whatever time was required of her by virtue of

completing this work through a practicurn.

Evaluating the effectiveness of a vio l-ence- focused

eonjoint treatment modality expanded the practicum learning

proceas. Not only did the instruments that were used have

elínica1 val-ue but they also enhanced the importance of

their use in clinical practice. Clinical obiectivity is
someti¡oes difficult when one is directly involved ín helping

a couple successfully achieve what they r.Ìant to achieve.

Evaluating therapy by means of specific instruments

undoubtedl-y increases the leveI of obiectivity with one's

ç¿ork. As Bloorn and Eischer (1982) profess, accountability
in cLinical practice is essential in orde¡ to heighten the

quality and effectiveness of treatment.

The most difficult aspect to thís entire practicum was

the problem encountered in getting couples into treatment.

Under other circumstances, that issue may not have been as

problematic. Yet, in attempting to meet the time

constraints that r.rere in place to complete the practicum,

this difficulty was rea1. As it r¡as, the length of the

practicum exceeded the time-frame originally allocated to
complete the treatment phase. The community social services

agencies were most helpful in their referral of couples.

The problem rested primarily r¡ith the amount of reaching out

that r¿as required to get couples to the point of the

screening interview, with limited success. As outlined in
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Chapter IV, 56 percent of the potential clients referred for
trêatment lrelre lost prior to the screening session. Thus,

only 25 percent of couples referred for treatment, aLso

completed it.

It is believed that this practicum was a rare learning

experience. The amount of time expended by the practicum

supervisor, his sophisticated clinical and supervisory

skills, his high expectations, and the form of supervision

used successfully increased the student's theoretical

knowledge and clinical ski1Is. Although this practicum ç¡as

an arduous task j-n J-earning how to video tape sessíons, to

be observed through the one-way mirror, to select and employ

resea¡ch instruments, to study and apply a structural and

strategic treatment approach, to devise an effective
treatment program, and to critique one's of.?n work, it

offered an opportunity greater than was anticipate. The tr¡o

most fuff il-J-ing aspects of this practieum were the success

that this treatment program offered by verifying that
violence in the intimate relationship can be stopped when an

interpersonaL treatment approach is applied, and learning

how to skillfully be the one to successfully induce change

with intimate violence. Thus, the predetermined learning

goals r.rerê achieved through this practicum.
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Appendix A

Letter Reouestine Client Referral

Dear S ir /Madam:

May I take a few moments of
and to outLine the purpose

your tirne to introduce myself
of why I am ¡¿ritj.ng to you today?

My name is Linda Gushue. I graduated from Laurentian
University with my Bachelor of Social Work degree in 1977
and have been employed in social work positions since that
time. Currently, I am a student at the Unive¡sity of
Manitoba in the Graduate progran of Social Work. As part of
the academic requirements, ï am expected to complete a
c1i-nica1 practicum r¿hich r,¡i1l be done under the auspices of
the PsychologicaÌ Service Centre at the University of
Manitoba. I will be receiving ongoing clinical supervision
from Dr. Harvy Frankel of the university's Faculty of Social
l,lork.

The focus of my practicum is the clinical treat¡¡ent of
spouse abuse in the context of couple counselling. The
methodology adopted will be one that is from an
interpersonal perspective. The goal of treatment will be
the cessation of violence that has erupted ç¡ithin the
marital dyad. Couples who have identified that violence has
occurred ¡¿ithín the context of the ongoing reJ-ationship,
have expressed a willingness to remain together, and a
desire to engage in treatment to deal with relational or
situational- issues that surround the violence may be
suitable candidates for this progr?am. All couples wiLl be
subjeet to a stringent screening process to determíne their
suitability for dyadic treatmênt. Safety issues, as they
pertain to one or both partnêrs, wii.I receive constant
attention throughout the screeníng and therapeutic process.
Due to the nature of the presenting problem, not al-1 coupÌes
in which violence exists r¿i11 be suitable for conjoint
therapy. In regards to the l-evel of violence, listed for
you aLe some of the criteria requirements that Dr. FrankeL
and I consider essential in selecting couples for the
program. Characteristics of violence may include:

a. violence that is primarily an expression of
emotion such as anger or jealousy rather than a
means to achieve a goal;

b. a predictable and gradual sequence to the violence
rather than a sudden and rapid escalation of
viol-ence;
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c. a genuine remorse and guilt following the violent
behaviour rather than an absence of or
manipulativê remorse;

d. violence that is inconsistent with one's belief
system or with one's val-ues;

e. a belief that the violence can stop;
f. a genuine interest in refraining from violent

behaviour; and
g. violent incidents that are preceded by

identifiable events or emotions such as stress,
frustration, or conflict rather than a high
propensity for low provocation.

I would be very interested in accepting referrals of couples
where spouse abuse is an identifiable problern commencing
September 1989. All referrals can be made by writing or
phoning me at the Psychological Service Centre, at the
University of Manitoba. The address is Psychological
Service Cent¡e, 16 I Dafoe Building, l^linnipeg, Manitoba,
RsT 2N2. The telephone number ís 474-9222.

If you have any questions and /or comments in the interim you
may contact me at my ¡esidence, 837-8399.

Yours tru1y,

Linda G. Gushue, B. S. l,l.

c.e. Harvy l'rankel, Ph. D.
Assistant Professor
Faculty of Social Work
University of Manitoba
Winnipeg, Manitoba
R3T 2N2
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Appendix B

The purpose of this questionnaire is for me to obtain information about
violent behavíour that has occurred in your past and cur¡ont
relationships. I ask that both you and your partner each conPlete a
questionnaire. All info¡nation will be treated confidentially. Please
bring your conpleted questionnaires to the first intervien.

TDENTTFYING INFORMATION

Nane

Address

Hone telephone no liork telephone no. 

-
Date of narriageDate of birth 

-

Number of children Ages of chiLdren

Last grade completed

At present you are:

in school

enployed

(CircIe)

unempLoyed employed part-tine

Present occupation

Length of tine at present job 

-

Hos stvessful is your present iob? (Circle)

Not at all Slightly st¡essful Stressful

Very Stressful N/A

A1I thi.ngs considered, hor¡ satisfied are you with your iob? (Circle)

Very satisfied Satisfied Unsatisfied

Very unsatisfied N/A

Number of previous marriages,

Age at time of fírst marriage

Did you and your partner live

if any

together prior to your present marriage?

NoYes
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If so, how long did you live together before your presont
marriage?

Are you and your partner presently:

Living together Separated Divorced

BACKGROUND INEORMATION

r( [,|êrê you raised pri¡¡aríly by: (Circle)

ìfother & father Father only Father & stepnother

Hother only Hother & stepfather Grandparents

Other family I'oster fanily

* During; the tine you r.¡ere growing up did your fathe¡ (or
adult male)-- (tircle)

Comfo¡t you or help you when you had t¡oubles?

Neve¡ Sonetimes Often Alnost Always N/A

Hit or slap you?

Never Sometimes Often Alnost Always N/A

Scold or yell at you?

Never Sonetimes Often Almost AJ.ways N/À

Beat you?

Never Sorneti¡¡es Often Almost Always N/A

If beaten, describe the beatings.

x During the tir¡e that you were growing up did your mother
(or adult female) -- (Circle)

Comfort or help you when you had troubles?

Never Sonetimes Often Alruost Always N/A

Hit or slap you?

Never Sometimes Often Alnost Always N/A
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Scold o¡ yell at you?

Never Sonetines Often Al¡¡ost Always N/A

Beat you?

Never Sornetinee 0ften A1noet Always N/A

If beaten, desc¡ibe the beatings.

x liow old wer€ you the Last tine you were spanked or hit by
a parent? (Circle)

3 or younger 3-6 6-12 l2-I5 15-18

older than 18

x Looking back, if you consider yourself to have baen
punished too severely? (Circle )

Yes Maybe No

Punished unfairly?

Yes Ìlaybe No

Physically or enotionally abused?

Yes Maybe No

* Did you ever see or hear the people who raised you argue
or fight? (Circle )

Never Sonetines 0ften Almost Always N/A

x Did you aver see or hear your father hit your nother?
(Circle )

Never Sometimes Often Alnost Always N/A

x Did you ever Eee or hear your nother hit your fathe¡?
(Ci¡cle )

Never Sometimes Often Alrnost Always N/A

x l,lhen you were growing upr Here you êver afraid of being
physically harned? ( Circle )

Never Sooetimes Often Alnost A1says N/A
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VIOLENCE HISTORY

The following questions are about the violence in your relationship.
You may find that you agree r¡ith your partner or that you remember
things differently than your partner. Please answer in the way you see
or feel that things have happened.

x The first time the¡e was any violence in your relationship
Here you: (circle)

1 - going togêther 3 - I'farried less than onê year

2 - Just married 4 - Harried nore than one year

{< How upset r.rer€ yor about the first incident of violence
when it happened? (Circle )

Not upset Slightly upset lJpeet Very upset

Did you blane yourself?

Yes No

Blarne your spouse?

Yes No

Blame soneone or sonething else?

Yes No

If you blamed soneone or something eIse, please specify?

* Have you ever been involved in physical violence in a
previous marriage or relationship?

Yes No

If so, descr ibe.

* Have you ever used weapons or obieets as r{eapons against another
person? (Circ Ie )

Yes No If yes, was it a member of your family?
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x l'lhen did your last incident of violence happen?

Describe the incident.

x l'lhat sort of ínju¡ies did you receive? (Circle)

1 - None

2 - Hinor, no t¡eatrnent needed

3 - Moderate, t¡eatnent needed

4 - Serious, hospitalization needed

5 - Permanent disability

x Did any of the follor¡ing get involved at the time of the
Last incident? (Circle )

1-Noone 2 - Police 3 - Neighbours

4 - 0ther family menbers 5 - Medj.caL personnel

ô - Counsellors

I - Friends

7 - Minister or priest

9 - ôthers

Did any of these people recommend you to get help for the
problem of violence? (Circle) Yes No
If so, who?

Did any of these people discuss your problems Hith violence wíth you?
(Circle) Yes No
If so, r¡ho?

* How upset Here you afte¡ the last incident of violence?
(CircIe)

1 - Not upset 2 - SlightLy upset

3 - lJpset 4 - Very upset
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x After the last incident of violence, did you tend to blane
yourself?

Yes No

Blame your partner?

Yes No

B1ame soneone or somethíng else?

Yes No

If you blaned somaone or sonething else, please specify:

* Have you ever had probJ.eros outside of the hone r¡ith anger o¡ violence?

Yes No

If so, please specify how.

* Havê you ever been arrested? (Circle)

1-No

2 - As a juvenile, nonviolent charge

3 - As an adult, nonviolent charge

4 - As a juvenile, violent charge

5 - As an adult, violent charge

x Had you been drinking or using drugs at the time of the
Iast incident of violence? (Cirele)

1-No 2 - Sone alcohol

3 - A lot of alcohol 4 - Ð¡ugs

* Do you feel that alcohol or drugs contribute to your
marital problens? (Circle )

Yes Haybe No
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* Do you feel that your spouse has an alcohol or drug
problem? (Circle)

Yes Haybe No

*llor¡ often do you feel frightened at hone? (Circ]e)

Never Sonetimas Often AJ.nost always

SOCIAI INFORHATION

x l{hat is your religion?

How inportant is your religion to you? (Circle)

1 - Not at all
3 - lnportant

2 - Slightly iruportant

4 - Very iroportant

* Hor¡ often do you go out to socialize or to have fun r¡ith
your partner? (Circle)

1 - less than 1 tine per month 2 - 1 time per month

3-ltimeevery2weeks 4 - l tine per neek

5 - 2 to 4 times per week 6 - Alnost every night

* Hos often do you go out to socialize or to have fun
without your partner? (Circ1e )

1 - less than 1 tine per nonth 2 - 1 tine per nonth

3-ltineevery2neeks 4 - l tine per neek

5 - 2 Io 4 times per week 6 - Almost every night

FAHTLY INFORÌ,ÍATION

* Hor.¡ rlany of each of the following live in your home?

Natural children

Step children

F¡iends

Relatives

x Do you think that the chiLd¡en have been affected by the
eonflict and violence in your home? (Ci¡cle)

No Sliehtly Moderately Greatly N/A
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* Do you usually agree nith your partner ¡¡hen it cones to
disciplining the children? (Circle)

Yes No N/A

x Hor¡ do you feel about the way that your spouse
disciplines the children? (Ci¡cIe )

I - Too easy 2 - Just about right

3 - Soner¡hat too harsh 4 - l{uch too harsh

5-N/A
x Hoq do you feel about the way you disciplíne the chíIdren?

(CircIe)

1 - Too easy 2 - Just about right

3 - Somer¿hat too harsh 4 - Much too harsh

5-N/A

l'lould you like some help with parentj.ng such as individual classes or
parenting classes?

Yes No

Thank you very much for conpleting this questionnaire. P1ease bring it
with you to the first appointoent.
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Appendix C

(1)

Purpose of the Anger Log

The Anger Log is a means of keeping track of the incidents
between you and your partner when you become angry. A
daily, accurete account of the ti¡nes in which you get angry
witl gíve you, your partnêr, and your therapist a clearer
understanding of the problems in your lífe at this time.
Your ¡ecordings will provide valuable information that will
be used to help you stop the violence.

Recording on the Anger Log is to be done each time you felt
an€ry.

Fi.11 in the Anger Log ìmmediately f o1}o¡.¡ing each incident.

Be specific and as accurate as you can.

One form is allocated for each day.

Should you have nothing to record on a particular day, fill
in the date and leave the form blank. If you had absolutely
no contact r¡ith your partnêr that day, note that on the
bottom of that day's form.

Should the¡e not be adequate room on the fo¡m to record the
íncidents for that day, use an additional forrn. Be sure to
fill in the date on the neç¡ form.

You and your partner wíll f íl-I out the Anger Log in a
slightly dífferent manner.

Your recordings and your partners recordings may very weIl
be different. It is l¿e.!¡t way of looking at things that is
important.

Bring the Anger Log with you to your next appointment. Ðo
not discuss your recordings wíth your partner prior to the
session. Discussion of the Anger Log wilL take place in the
treatment sess íon.

the time in which you noticed the first signs of
your anger.

Time:



Place: the specific location in r¡hich you first noticed
your feelings of anger. Examples are:

- home - kitchen
- Unicity - in car in parking lot

Incident: what you anà/or your partner were doing at the
time you first noticed your feelings of anger.
Examples are:

- arguing about clothes I left around the
I iv ingroo m

- talking about money

Maximum Anger LeveJ-: the maxi¡num l-eveI of anger you
experienced at any time before, during, or after
the incident. Wrj-te in a number that suitably
describes the height of your anEler in accordance
with the "anger continuum". Record ç¡hether the
maxi¡¡um 1eve1 of anger occur¡ed before, during,
or after the inc ident.

Thoughts During the Incident: what you were thinking about
r¡hile the incident was happening.

Thoughts After the Incident: r.Ìhat you were thinking about
at the time the incident ended.

Your Reaction: what you said and what you did during the
incident. Examples are:

- argued and swore at partner, left the
house, slammed door, sat on back step for
15 minutes.

- said nothing, was stemming inside, called
partner a "bitch", hit partner three times
with closed fist, went to bedroom, laid
doçrn for one hour, apologized to partner

- told partner I loved her and was not going
to argue. Went to livingroom, watched TV.

Outcome: how you felt and çthat you did when the incident
was over. Examples are:

- felt upset, got drunk
- felt alone, swore to self and Partner I

ç¡ould never hit again
- felt good for saying the things I did, she

deserved it

"Anger Continuum":

0_t 2 3 4 5 6 7 I 9_10
***
No Anger
Se re nity

Moderate Max i mum
Rage
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Purpose of the Anger Log

The Anger Log is a means of keeping t¡ack of the incidents
betwêên you and your partner when he becomes angry. A
dai1y, accurate account of the times in whích he gets angry
will give you, your partner, and your therapist a clearer
understanding of the problems in your life at this point.
Your recording ç¡ilI provide valuable information that will
be used to help hj.ro stop the viol-ence.

Reeording on the Anger Log is to be done each time you
thought your partner etas angry.

EiIl in the Anger Log immediatel]' foì.Iowing each incident.

Be specific and as accurate as you can.

One form is allocated for each day.

Should you have nothing to record on a particular day, f ilJ-
in the date and Ìeave the forn blank. If you had absolutely
no contact with your partner that day, note that on the
bottom of that day's form.

Should there not be adequate room on the form to record the
incidents for that day, use an additional form. Be sure to
fill in the date on the new form.

You and your partner wiII fiII out the Anger Log in a
slightly different manner.

Your recordings and your partners recordings may very well
be different. It is gaj¿r. way of looking at things that is
important.

Bring the Anger Log ç¡ith you to your next appointmênt. Do
not discuss your recordings çrith your partner prior to the
session. Discussion of the Anger Log will take place in the
treatment sess ion.

Definition For Each Cateeorv

Time: the time in r¡hich you first noticed your partner
becoming angry.

(2)
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Place: the specific location in r¿hich you first noticed
your partners anger. Examples are:

- ho¡ne - kitchen
- Unicity - in car in parking lot

Incident: what you anò./ot your pa¡tner were doing at the
ti¡oe you first noticed your partnexs anger.
Examples are:

- arguíng about the way he cleans the house
- talking about money

Maximum Anger Level: the maximu¡o Level of partner's anger
noticed by you at any point before, during, or
after the incident. Write in a nuraber that
suitably describes the height of his anger in
accordance ç¡ith the "anger continuurn". Record
whether the maximum level of anger occurred
before, during, or after the incident.

Thoughts During the Incident: what you ç¡ere thinking about
while the incident was happening.

Thoughts Afte¡ the Incident: ¡¡hat you were thinking about
at the time the incident ended.

Your Reaction: what you said and what you did during the
incident. Examples are:

- yelled at partner, ç¡ent into bedroom,
slammed door

- said nothing, tried to not listen to
partner, cried

Outcome: how you felt and e?hat you did when the incident
was over. Examples are:
- felt angry, stormed out of house, went to a

friends for two hours
felt hurt, went to bathroom, cried for one hour,
he apologized, felt happy

"Anger Continuum"

0_r23456JI9_10
**t<
No Anger Moderate Maximum
Serenity Anger Rage
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Aneer Log (1)

Tine PIace Incident l'fax
Anger
Level

Thoughts
Du¡ing
Incident

Thoughts
Afte¡
lncident

Your
Reaction

0utcorne
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Appendix F

T¡e+¡rr¡+ i ^-- +^- +!'^ Â¡¿¡a¡ I.na (3)

Puroose of the Aneer Log

The Anger Log is a mêans of keaping track of the incidents
between you and your partner when either one of you become
angry. A daily, accurate account of the ti¡oes in whieh
eithe! one of yoì.¡ beconè angry r^?iII give you, your partner,
and your therapist a clearrer understanding of the problems
in your lífe at this point. Your recordj.ngs wiII provide
valuable information that wí11 be used to help stop the
violence.

Hoç¡ to use the Anger Log

Recording on the Anger Log is to be done each time you
thought you !¡ere angry and each time you thought your
partner was angry.

Fill in the Anger Log i¡¡ûed;ia-t.e-Lx folloç¡ing each incident.

Be specific and as accurate as you cãn.

One Anger Log form is allocated for each day.

Should you have nothing to record on a particular day, fill
in the date and leave the form bl-ank. If you had absolutely
no contact wì.th your partner that day, note it on the bottom
of the form.

Should there not be adequate room on the form to record the
incidents for that day, use an additional form. Be sure to
fiII in the date on the ner¡ for¡¡.

Your recordíngs and yolrr partner's recordings may very weJ-l
be dífferent. It is your way of looking at things that is
important.

Bring the Aneer Log with you to your next appointment. Do
not discuss your recordings with your partner prior to the
session. Discussion of the Anger Log will take place in the
treatment sess ion.

Definition Fo¡ Each Categorv

the tine in s¡hich you f j-rst noticed either one of
becoming angry.

Time:
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Place: the speeific location you first noticed either one
of you becoming angry. Examples are:
- ho¡ae - kitchen
- Unicity - in car in parking 1ot

Incident: what you and/oz your Partnerl lrere doing at
time you first noticed one of you becoming
Examples are:
- arguing about the way he cleans the house
- talking about moneY

the
angry.

Your Maximum Anger Level: the maximu¡n level of angen you
experienced at any time before, during, or after
the incident. Write ín a number that suitably
describes the height of your anger in accordance
with the "anÊiêr continuum". Record whether the
maximum leveI of anger occurred before, during, or
after the incident.

Partner's Maximum Anger Level: the maximum J.eve1 of your
partner's ange). noticed by you at any point
before, during, or after the incident. Write in a
number that suitably describes the height of
his/her anger in accordance with the "anger
continuum". Record whether the maximum level of
anger occurred before, during, or after the
inc ident .

Thoughts During the Incident: what you r¡ere thinking about
whíle the incident was happening.

Thoughts After the Incident: I.lhat your r.¡ere thinkíng about
at the time the ineident ended.

Your Reaction: r.rhat you said and r.rhat yoì.l did during the
incident. Examples are:
- yel1ed at partner, r¿ent into bedroom, slammed

doo r
- said nothing, tried to not listen to Partner,

cried

Outcome: how you felt and what you did when the incident
was over. Examples are:

- felt angny, stormed out of house, went to a
friends for tr¡o hours

- felt hurt, ç¡ent to bath¡oom, cried for one
hour, helshe apol-ogized, I felt happy

"Anger Continuum"

0___1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9_10
*t<x
No anger
Peace

Moderate
Anger

Ma xi mum
Rage
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AnEer LoE (2)

Tine Place Incident t{y
l{ax
Anger
LeveI

Pa¡tner 's
Hax
Anger
Level

Thoughts
During
Incident

Thoughts
After
Incident

Your
React
ion

0utcome
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Appendix H

Treatment Contract (1)

It is my understanding that the aim of this treatment
program is to eliminate any additionaL viol-ence from
occurring in my relationshíp.

I agree to ênter into this treatment progrram with my pârtner
for a total of 10 sessions. The agreed upon number of
sessions r¡ill change only ç¡ith ful1 consensus of myself, my
partner, and my therapist.
I agree to attend the appointments schedul-ed for me. Should
I be unable to attend the appointment for unexpected reasons
(such as illness), I will immediately contact the
Psychological Service Center to inform my therapist of this
situation and resehedule the appointment. It is my
intention to give 24 hours notíce for any necessaly
appointment cancellations.

I agree to remove any firearms and other such items (e. g.
.hunting knives) from our residence for the duration of
lreatment. I unde¡stand that thj-s condition does not
indicate in any r¡ay I will use fi¡earms as çreapons against
my partner. All firearms and other such items will be
removed from our residence by the beginning of the second
treatment session. Items that will be removed and intended
location of those items are:

ï agree from this point on to refrain from any acts of
violence toward my partner. "Acts of violence" refers to
any threats of violence such as verbally threatening to do
harm to my gartner, any belongings or pets; and actual
violence which includes physically touching or attempting to
physically touch my partner in any way that is not done in a
loving or caring manner, destroying or attempting to destroy
any belongings, or harming or attempting to harm pets. This
agreement also includes refraining from acts of violence
toward other people.

I will do my utmost to follow the plan of action designed to
heLp me stop further violence from occurring in my
relationship. This plan is one that has been worked out
between myself, my partner, and my therapist and will be
adhered to by me. This plan of action is subiect to change
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as my partner and I groceed through treatment. Any change
with my plan of action r¡il1 be negotj.ated between myself, my
partner, and my therapist. My current plan of action is:

My partner's current plan of action is:

Name:

Date:

S ignature :

Therapist:
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Appendix J

Treatment Contraqt (2)

It is my understanding that the aim of this trêatment
program is to eli¡ninate any additional violence from
occurring ín my relationship.
I agree to entêf, into this treatment proglram with my partner
for a total of 10 sessions. The agreed upon nurober of
sessions will change only with full consensus of myself, ny
partner, and my therapist.
I agree to attend the appointments scheduled for me. Shou1d
I be unable to attend the appointment for unexpected reasons
(such as illness), I r¡ill imrnediately contact the
Psychological Service Center to inform my therapist of this
situation and reschedule the appointrnent. It is my
intention to give 24 houts notice for any necessary
aBrrointment cancellations.

I agree that all firearms and other such items (e. g. hunting
knives) wÍIL be removed from our residence for the duration
of treatment. I unde¡stand that this condition does not
indicate in any way that my partner will use firearms as
weapons against me. I also understand that all firearms and
other such items will be removed from our residence by the
beginning of the second treatrnent session.

I understand from this point on that my partner has agreed
to refraín from any acts of violence to¡¡ard me. "Acts of
violence" refers to any threats of violence such as verbally
threatening to do harm to me, any belongings or pets; and
actual violence which includes physically touching or
attempting to physically touch me in any way that is not
done in a loving or caring manner, destroying or attempting
to destroy any belongings, or harming or attempting to harm
pets. This agreement also includes refraining from acts of
viol-ence tor¡ard other people.

I wiII do my utmost to foll-or¡ the plan of action designed to
help me do my part in stopping further violence from
occurring in my relationship. This plan is one that has
been worked out betlreen myself, my partner, and my therapist
and will be adhered to by me. This plan of action is
subject to change as my partner and I proceed through
t¡eatmênt. Any change with my plan of action will be
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nÊgotiat€d between myself, my partner, and my therapist. My
current plan of action is:

My partner's current plan of action is:

Name:

Date:

S ignature :

Therap ist:
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Appendix K

DAS by Graham B, Spen¡er, Ph.D,

Sêx: M F Marila¡ Stått¡a:_ AgE:_
Mosi petsôñs havo di!ågro6m6ñl! in lheir rãlåliorìshlp5. Pl6âs6 indicale b€lowthe åpproxirñet6 €xtoûtot agr€€m€nt or d¡sâgrs€ment bôtwo6n you
ånd yôu¡ psdnárlor €âch hsr¡ on thê lollow¡ng list Ckclo th6 3te, uñd6ron. añsw€rlot.ãch itåm,

Àñ..1 Oê€¡.¡oÞ Äño.l
¡Iw.y. AÀy.y. .lly Fr.q{ntty Ah.¡y¡ Alì{.y.

3. R6li€ious matl6.B
4. 0€monslraùon! ol åf16cdon,........,....,.---.--,

7. Convonlionality (con6ct or propsr b6håvio.)

L WÁys ol d66ling with Þar€nt6 or l¡r.låwr,.,..........

8. Philosophy ol lilô.......

10. Aims, €oå15, 6¡d lhino! b€li6v6d
11, Âmount of dme .p6rÌt tog €th€r.....

14. Le¡sur6 ti¡re int€r6sl! â¡d
15. Câr€êr d6ciBions......,

16. Hoyr ott€n do you discu3! or håv€ you consid6r6d

t8, ln g€nerå1, how oft6n do you think thåtthings
belw€ãn you snd yoqr påat¡er sr6 gojng

19. Oo you corlide ln your mât€?,,....,.,............,....
20. 0o you ôvôr regrsl lhâtyou ñ6riêd (or liv€d tog€ths4?...,......,
2t. Hov,, ofl6n do yot¡ 6¡d your F6rt¡ì€r quarel?
22. How ofl6n do you and you¡ mat6 gst on oâch oth6rs,

How oftsn do lhcfollowing occul b{rtw6€n you and yout ri1ât6?

All ¡lì. M6.roli.à gc.¡..¡æ

Erry Ànr€.t O(.¡.¡oû.
Oây Érüy OlV !¡V Rår¡V N.Er

23.ooyoukl9!youln|åtr?.'..'.'....'......'''......'.'............'
ÀlO{ Mo.l A{ Sffi Ol V.ry Fr Nofl Of
lhGn lld l¡.ri Otfìh lì.ñ

24'ooyouañdyourñãle6ngåg6¡nout5id€¡nl6l63l5tog6th.n.'.'.......'.'...........

Lãl¡¡r Oñc.qr OÞOr
Oíc. ltlc. fydð Onc. A Mo.r

l ta6rh A t¡dth Â

25. H6v6 a itimulåtlñg axchångg ol
26. Låugh lo0Eth€r....,....,.....-.......,

Theso s¡6 !om. ihl.rg! Êboulwhich coupl6! so¡ìrstil¡e! agr€o or di!!Ér... lndic¡ìe il.ithrr il.m caJlsd d ifê Í€nce! .1 o pinionr or w€r! probl€ms
In th6 påal f€t{ we€ka.

31. Th€ sls.s on lhs following lln€ ßpr€5€ñt diflôr€rlt degre€! ot hep¡n€!. ¡n your r6l€doñlhip. Th6 nidd¡6 polî!'h6ppy,'16pr666nl3 th6 dsgrê€
ol hâppin6.r ol most rolâtionship!. Circle lho rtsr sbovc th6 phrÀ!. rvh¡ch b6st d6!c¡ibå! th6 d6greo ol håÉ,pin65!, ålllhings coßid6rêd,
olyour r€ld¡onlhrp. . | . | . | . | . | ' | .

Eûrrn.¡y F.¡.t A lJü¡. tl¡ppt V..t Ei'tì.ly P..t €l

29. Eeing loo tir.d for
30. Not shovring love.....-..---..

Unúppr Unkpft Unh.ppt 8¡pfll Hrp?t

jlghich ol the lollorriñg 6tsl6mont! b€.id6lcrib€r hów you le6l sboui th. frrtqrå ofyour roldionship? C¡rolo the lsd6r for on6 6tat6msnl

ljJlw6ít dôsp€rd€ly lor ñy r€lationship to.ucc€€d, 6nd would go lo almo.t sny lån€th lo r€c üld it do€r.
Lg:_l I wdr¡t v6ry rñuch lor my r€l6tion3h¡p to rucc€€d, snd willdo dl I c¡¡ to loc thd lt do€a.

|:|iJ I w6r¡t v6ry much lor my r€l61jonlh¡p to succ6od, 6nd will do l'tty fdr !hsr6 to c€a thÊt it do€..

L9:..1h would bo ôfco il my ral¡tionship ruccêrd6d, bul I c¡¡l do ñr.¡ch nþrc thsn I ûn doing no¡, to kr€p thå rgldioßhip going.

Lg:.lhwould bô ñice if il lucc€êdðd, bul I r6fu.€ to do árry mor6lhsn lrm doing nowlo k6€plho rðl€tioßh¡p going.

LIJ lyty r€lâtionlhip c¡n n6v6r !uccdt 6nd tÀ€r6 i! no ñora thd lcá¡ do to *o6p thr reldjonship going.

(c) C.Pyd€ht 19S6, lgSg. UuÉXeafr Syaem", tnc.lnthc IJSA: gog Nlrga¡r Frll! 8oulø/!¡d, North Tonlws¡dá, ÀfY 14t æ. (SOO) 66Ê70(r/.
LlSA ot C¡nrdr: (4f 6) 42+t 73€. l¡ C¡¡rda: 95 Thorñditlo P6r* Ddv., Suh6 i 00, loforto, Orír¡b M4H 1 L7, (8OO) 2æ6ôt t .
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Appeûdix L

HUSBANDMFE PACF OF CTS FORM N AS IJSFD IN IS?6N

No ñatter how well a couple gers ¡long, there erc tiñes wher they disalgee on majo¡ decisions, ger ¡nnoyed
aboùt something the other person does, o¡ just have spats or fiehrs bec¡use lhey're in a bad mood or tired or for
some other reason. they âlso use many differenl ways of tryi¡g to setde Lheir differences. I'm going to read a list
of some thin$ that you and your (husband/pârtner) might have done when you h¿d a dispure. and wou¡d firs¡
like you to tell me for eâch one how often you d¡d il in the past year.

Hand Respondenr Card A Q. 78

Respondent-
In Pasr Year

Q.79
Husba¡d,/Parrner-

In P¡st Year

o.80
Ëver

Hrppened

>24

F
.. i., Ií.z.=? ¿

i,=t-=t
tëi^::::

¡:
- úd ì?iZ.ÊEé

¿,--=¿
i: t-:l::
Z\)t-Â

a. Discussed the is5ue calmly
b. Cot informatron to back uo

(your/his) srde of th in gs

c. Brought in or tfled to bring in
someoíe to help 5ettle things

d. ¡nsulted or swore at the oùer one

0l?3456X
0r23456X

0r 21456X r2X
0r2345óX lzx

0123456X 0123456X l2X
0123456X 0l?345óX t2X

e. Sulked and/or ¡efus€d ro t¡¡k
about it

f. Stomped out of ¡he room or
house (or yard)

g. Cried
h. Did or såid rom¿¡hing ro spire

thc othcr onc

0r 23456X 0l ?345óX l2X
0123456X 0123.{56X l2X
0121456X 0r23456X r2X
0r 23456X 0r 23456X r 2X

i. Thle.tcncd to hit or thfow Jomc.
thint ¡t thc oihcr onc 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 X 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 X t 2 X

j. Threw or smashed or hit or kicked
somethintOl21456X0l23456X12X

k. Threw soãrcthing at the othe! one 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 X 0 I 2 3 4 5 ó X I 2 X
l. Pushed, g¡abbed, or shoved lhe

oúeron; o | 2 3 4 5 6 X 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 X I 2 X

n, Slapped the othrr one
n. Kicked, bit, or hit v¡ith a fist
o. Hit or tried to hit wirh some¡hing

t2x
| 2X
t 2X

0123456X 0123456X
0r23456X 0123456X
0123456X 0123456X
0123456X 0123456XBeet up the other one

q. Threatcned with a knife or grn 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 X 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 X
ri Usedaknifeorgun - o L 2 3 4 5 6 x 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 x
!. ortre¡ (pnone)¡ 

- 

o I 2 3 4 5 6 X 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 X

l2X| 2Xl2X
79. And what ebout your (husband/pa¡6er)? Tell me how often he (ITEM) in the past year' r 

t
For each item ci¡cled eilhe¡ "Never" or "Don't Know" for BOTH respondent end partner. ask:.: 

I

80. Did you or you¡ (husband/paruler) eve¡ ([TEM)? 

-
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Appendix M

Letter Reouestine Permission to use
+].^ n"..l.i^ Â¿l irre+ma¡+ Qaala

Linda G. Gushue

6 March, 1990

D¡. Grahan B. Spanier
Ðivision of Individual and Family Studies
and Department of Sociology
The Pennsylvania State Univers ity
University Park, Pennsylvania 168 02
United States of America

Dear Dr. Spani-er:

I am currently a graduate student at the University of
Manitoba completing my Masters of Social Work degree. My
maior a¡ea of study is in the advanced clinical training
program çrhich requires emgloyment of various research
instruments to evaluate the efficacy of treatment. One of
the instruments I have elected to use is the Dyadic
Adjustment Scale located in the Journal of Marriage and the
Family, 38 , 1976.

I am inte¡ested i-n procuring permission to use this
instrument in my graduate clinical work and in my thesis;
the thesis ç¡ill be reproduced by the National Lib¡ary of
Canada.

Please inform me of any payment required for permission to
use the Dyadic Adiustment Scale. UPon receipt of your
response, I will p¡omptly pay the required fee.

Yours truly,

Linda G. Gushue, B. S. t^l.
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Appendix N

Letter Reouasting Permission to use
the Social Desirabi I itl¡ Scale

Línda G. Gushue

2 April, 1990

Robert Strahan
University of Rochester
Rochester, New York
United States
14627-9998

Dear Robert Strahan:

I am currently a graduate studênt at the University of
Manitoba completing my Masters of Social Work degree. My

major area oi study is the advanced clinical training
program which requires the employment of various ¡esearch-ineiruments to evaluate the efficaey of treatment. One of
the instruments I have elected to use is the Short Version
of the Marlow-Crowne Social Desirability Sca1e located in
the Journal of Clinical Psychologv, 28, 7973-

I am interested in procuring permission to use this
instrument in my graduate elinical work and in my thesis;
the thesis will be reproduced by the National Library of
Canada.

Please inform me of any payment required for permission to
use the Short Version of the Marlow-Crowne Social
Desirability Scale. Upon receipt of your response I wilL
promptly pay the required fee.

Yours truly,

Linda G. Gushue, B. S. l.l.
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Appendix P

Linda G. Gushue

6 March, 1990

Dr. Murray Straus
Department of Sociology and Anthropology
University of New llampshire
Durham, New Hampshire 03824
United States of Ame¡ica

Dear Dr. Murray Stvaus:

I .* ".rr""rrt1y a graduate student at the University of
Mànitoba completing my Masters of Social Work degree. My
maior area of study is the advanced clinical training
progvam which requires the ernployment of various research
instruments ¿o evaluate the efficacy of treatment. One of
the instruments I have elected to use is the Conflict Tactis
Scale located in the Journal of Marriage and the Eamily, 41,
1979.

I am interested in procuring permission to use this
instrument in my graduate clinical work and in my thesisi
the thesis ç¡iI1 be reproduced by the National- Library of
Canada.

P1ease inform me of any payraent required for permission to
use the Dyadic Adjustment Scale. UPon veceipt of your
response I r¡i11 promptly pay the required fee.

Yours truly,

Linda G. Gushue, B. S. 14.



126 Horton Social Science Center, Universicy of New Hampshire
Durhar¡, NH 03824 <603) 862-2594

14 March 19 90

Ms, Llnda Gushue, B.S.W,

Dear Ms. Gushue:

Appendíx Q

FAMILY RESEARClT TABORATORT

I am respondlng to your inquíry abouË using the Conflíct Tåctics Scales (CTS).

Permission. If you requested permlssion to use Lhe CTS, this letter
fs my permisslon for you to use the Conflict Tactics Scales (CTS).

Test Manual. Much ne$, informatÍon has become available since Ëhe
original paper on the CTS which was published in 1979. I therefore
prepared a test manual which lncludes a revised version of the 1979
paper and a nurnber of other chapÈers, logether \,¡íth a 28 page
bibliography of sEudíes using the CTS. A table of conLents is
aÈtached. Ttre cost is $18 postage and packagfng,

l,lhen a report of your study ls avallable, I r¿ould appreciaÉe being senË
a copy. I will add it to the bibliography of research using che CTS.

I hope your s tudy goes well.

S inqérely

Murray A. S Eraus
Professor of SocÍology and Co-Director,
Farnily Research Lâboratory
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Enclosure: CTS Manual Table of Contenls or CTS Manual
CTS Publications Order Form
VP
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